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Abstract

This thesis describes the fabrications, characterisations, and the related applica
tions of four different microstructured optical fibres: a highly birefringent lamellar 
core fibre, two kinds of all-solid photonic bandgap fibres based on circular and 
rectangular high-index cladding rods respectively, and a highly nonlinear pho
tonic crystal fibre formed from tellurite glass.

A polarisation-maintaining fibre, in which the birefringence is due to artificially 
introduced anisotropy in the core material, was fabricated and characterised. The 
beat length was measured by direct observation at three different wavelengths, 
giving a shortest result of 85 /j,m at a wavelength of 543 nm. The measured 
phase-index birefringence is about one third of that expected, which is explained 
by diffusion between the core layers, which are each less than 200 nm thick. By 
taking account of this diffusion, we can accurately model the experimental beat 
length and differential group delay over a wide wavelength range.

An all-solid photonic bandgap fibre was incorporated in a Neodymium fibre laser 
to suppress the four-level laser transition 4F3/2-4In / 2 . Lasing at 907 nm on the 
three-level transition 4F3/2 -4Ig/2  was demonstrated when pumping at 808 nm. 
The maximum slope efficiency obtained was 32% with a threshold pump power 
of 70 mW.

Experimental measurements of all-solid photonic bandgap fibres based on circu
lar high index cladding rods revealed an unexpected variation of bend loss across 
different bandgaps. This behaviour was confirmed by calculations of photonic 
band structure, and explained with reference to the differing field distributions of 
the modes of the cladding rods. Another kind of all-solid photonic bandgap fibre 
based on an array of oriented rectangular rods with different symmetry was fab
ricated and characterised. Observed near-field patterns of cladding modes clearly 
identify the cut-off rod modes at the bandgap edges. The bend losses in this fibre 
depend on the bend direction, and can be understood by the directional coupling 
properties of the different rod modes and the modelled density of cladding states.

A highly nonlinear tellurite photonic crystal fibre with zero dispersion wavelength 
of 1.4 fim  was fabricated and characterised. High nonlinearity and high transmis
sion coefficient in the mid-infrared region make this fibre quite useful to generate 
broad mid-infrared supercontinuum when pumped with a mode-locked Er fibre 
laser system. Pumping with the similar femtosecond pulses (to those produced 
with an Er fibre laser system) using an OPA generated supercontinuum, which 
extended to 2.8 //m at the long wavelength edge.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Optical fibres are cylindrical waveguides composed of dielectric materials, which 
guide light from one end to the other. Starting with basic signal transmission ex
periments based on silica glass optical fibres in the 1960s [1], their rapid develop
ment has resulted in the emergence of a multibillion dollar industry, establishing 
silica-glass fibre based communication networks around the world. This spectac
ular achievement is due -to the remarkable properties of optical fibres. Low-loss 
propagation at optical frequencies (reaching 0.15 dB/km at the wavelength of 
1550 nm) and high bandwidth allow high-bit-rate signals to be transmitted and 
received over long distances. Immunity to external electromagnetic interferences 
makes fibres able to work in almost any environment. Furthermore, they are 
formed from abundant and inexpensive silica glass materials, and their flexibil
ity and strength have contributed to the economic feasibility of replacing coaxial 
copper system. Optical fibres are also broadly used in many other application 
areas, such as optical imaging and various types of sensors. To satisfy the dif
ferent application requirements, glass materials of optical fibres can be selected, 
and the geometries of fibre structures can be designed and realized in the fibre’s 
fabrication.

Although a variety of optical fibres are available for different applications, the 
adjustable design parameters for a conventional single-mode fibre are limited to 
the core diameter and the index difference, until recently continuing technological 
advances in microstructure fabrication open new vistas in optical fibre engineering 
and design. The main family members of these newly-developed microstructured
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optical fibres, which have periodically patterned structures with a periodicity 
of the same order of magnitude (/xm) as the light wavelength, are referred to 
as Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCFs) [2, 3]. Corresponding to different kinds of 
microstructured fibre cladding, the PCFs can have different guiding mechanisms, 
which are quite different from conventional optical fibres. According to different 
guiding mechanisms, PCFs can be divided into two categories: Index Guiding 
PCFs (with modified total internal reflection guidance) and Photonic Bandgap 
Fibres (PBGFs with bandgap guidance). The photonic crystal structures and 
their abundant variations endow the microstructured optical fibres with many 
novel optical properties and broad applicabilities in various application areas.

During the course of my PhD research, I have fabricated and characterised four 
different kinds of microstructured fibres. Their guiding mechanisms, optical prop
erties, and the related applications in linear and nonlinear optics will be intro
duced in this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews previous work in conventional optical 
fibres, including guiding mechanism, linear and nonlinear effects, and their fab
rication methods. Chapter 3 provides an overview of recently developed PCFs, 
mainly focusing on the guiding mechanisms, novel properties, state-of-the-art fab
rication techniques, and their developments along the time scale. Chapters 4 to 7 
present the main body of my PhD work. Chapter 4 presents a fabricated highly 
birefringent conventional optical fibre, whose high birefringence is introduced by 
artificially structuring the core on a sub-wavelength scale. I have realized this 
novel kind of form birefringence for the first time in an optical fibre with the 
birefringence reaching 6 .4x l0 -3 at the wavelength of 543 nm, and it is the high
est birefringence reported in a single mode optical fibre till now. I selected the 
suitable commercial silicate glasses, fabricated and characterised this lamellar 
core fibre. The birefringence and differential group delay (DGD) modelling for 
this fibre was also accomplished by myself. A silica glass all-solid PBGF is intro
duced in Chapter 5, which was used in a Neodymium (Nd) fibre laser system to 
demonstrated its excellent in-line optical filtering function of PBGF for the first 
time. The competitive four level transition of Nd doped fibre was completely 
suppressed and robust three level lasing was obtained. Compared to use of a 
W-index fibre, which was used by previous researchers, the PBGF has a high 
wavelength discrimination, and in principle could also be used to suppress gain 
at shorter wavelengths, which is not possible with the W-type fibre. I designed 
and fabricated this all-solid PBGF, and set up a Nd fibre laser system incorpo
rating our PBGF as an optical filter. This kind of low-index-contrast all-solid
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PBGF with low-index contrast is quite useful to understand the nature of pho
tonic bandgaps, especially bend loss, which is hard to be observed in hollow-core 
PBGF. I designed and fabricated all-solid PBGFs with 1% and 2% index con
trast, and first observed the novel bend losses for different bandgaps. The related 
work is described as part of Chapter 6. Chapter 6 mainly demonstrates another 
all-solid PBGF with different symmetry of high index cladding rods. Previous 
research only concentrated on all-solid PBGF fibres in which the raised-index 
cladding elements were circular. I have designed, fabricated and characterised a 
new kind of all-solid PBGF based on an array of oriented rectangular high-index 
rods. Arising from this different symmetry, directional bend losses, relative to 
the orientation of the rectangular rods, have been expected and observed, which 
was explained according to the density of states of the cladding (Dr. G.J. Pearce 
did this calculation) and the directional coupling properties of different cladding 
rod modes. Chapter 8 introduces a highly nonlinear extruded PCF formed from 
tellurite glass. The high nonlinearity and high transmission coefficient at mid- 
infrared region of tellurite glass makes this kind of tellurite PCF a good candidate 
for mid-infrared supercontinuum generation. I fabricated the tellurite glasses, did 
glass extrusion and fabricated this small-core tellurite PCF. W ith a pump of fem
tosecond pulse laser at a wavelength of 1.5 fim  a broad supercontinuum spectrum 
from 0.75-2.8 fim  has also been measured by myself. Chapter 8 is the summary of 
this thesis. And the appendix shows the publication list of my PhD work during 
this thesis.
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Chapter 2

R eview  of optical fibres

2.1 Introduction

At the heart of a lightwave communication system is the silica glass optical fi
bre, which acts as the transmission channel carrying the light beam loaded with 
information. It is a flexible glass waveguide with cylindrical symmetry, consist
ing of a high-index dielectric core (usually doped silica) and a lower refractive 
index cladding. Guided light can propagate along this high index core with fixed 
transverse field distributions. With different glasses as the material and differ
ent geometry designs of its core and cladding, an optical fibre can behave with 
different optical properties, suitable for many application areas, such as optical 
imaging and various types of sensors.

This chapter briefly reviews the main aspects of linear and nonlinear fibre optics, 
focusing on conventional optical fibres. The first two sections outline the guid
ance mechanism and fundamental linear characterisations of conventional optical 
fibres. The summary of nonlinear optical processes in optical fibres is discussed 
in Section 2.4. The last section provides the manufacturing techniques used to 
fabricate conventional optical fibres.
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2.2 G u id in g  m echan ism

A conventional optical fibre with cylindrical symmetry is composed of the central 
core region (refractive index ncore) and its surrounding lower refractive index 
cladding (n ^ d  < ncore). Light launched into one end of the fibre can be confined 
to the waveguiding core and propagate along the fibre to the other end. This 
guidance is achieved by the phenomenon of Total Internal Reflection (TIR). A ray 
of light will be totally reflected at a boundary between two dielectric media when 
incident from the medium with higher refractive index at an angle of incidence 
greater than a critical value 0C determined by Snell’s Law:

6C = arcsin ( (2 .1)

A schematic diagram of an optical fibre structure and total internal reflection is 
provided in Fig. 2.1.

a
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_ r t . 1 'dad 
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flclad

a) b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of the cross-section and refractive index profile of a 
conventional step-index optical fibre; (b) Guiding mechanism. The light with 
input angle smaller than 9max can be guided in the optical fibre.

2.3 L inear p ro p e r t ie s  o f  o p tica l fibres

The linear properties of guided light in optical fibres are summarized in this 
section.

cladding

core

Jacketing
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2.3.1 Fibre m odes & Single m ode operation

Fibre mode

Modes are stable patterns that optical waves form as they pass through a waveg
uide. To discuss the guided modes in an optical fibre, which is an excellent ap
proximation of a two-dimensional structure without variations along its length, it 
is useful to consider the /3-value in the fibre - the component of the total propaga
tion constant which is along the fibre axis. Note that when light with free-space 
wavevector k encounters an interface between two materials with different refrac
tive indices, the component of the wavevector parallel to the interface remains 
unchanged during the interaction. Since all interfaces in a fibre are parallel to the 
fibre axis except the input and output faces, light launched into the fibre with a 
given value of (3 should maintain that value until it leaves the fibre. The largest 
value of (3 that can exist in an infinite homogeneous medium with refractive index 
n is (3 =  nko (ko is the vacuum wavevector), with all smaller values allowed. The 
vacuum wavevector, ko = 2 it / \  = uj/ c, where A is the free-space wavelength of 
the light, c is the vacuum light speed, and to is the light frequency. An effective 
modal index nef f  can be derived from (3-value by (3jk. To form a guided mode 
in a conventional fibre, the refractive index of the core is raised to make the core 
modes have higher (3-values, which cannot propagate in the cladding.

The number and intensity profiles of these guided modes depend on the light 
wavelength and the physical parameters of the waveguide. Mathematically, these 
modes correspond to the solutions of Maxwell’s equations, which satisfy bound
ary conditions of the waveguide structure in an optical fibre. However, these 
exact solutions are complicated to evaluate, and the theory can be simplified for 
a weakly guiding optical fibre [4] (A =  (ncore — nciad)/nciad 1), which is valid 
for typical telecommunication grade fibres. In such a fibre, the field components 
of a mode in the direction of propagation are small compared to components 
perpendicular to that direction. The launched linearly polarised light can main
tain its linear polarisation along the fibre. Linearly Polarised Modes are used to 
describe the guided modes under this weakly guiding approximation. These are 
designated LP/m, where the integers I and m respectively describe the azimuthal 
and radial variations of the field in the core.

Normalised Frequency (V parameter) and Normalised Propagation Constant (b)
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are useful to describe the mode properties in an optical fibre. The normalised 
frequency is defined as [5]:

v  =  (2-2)

where r is the radius of the core, and the normalised propagation constant b is 
given by [4]

 ̂=  [{P IK ) ~ nclad)l(ncore ~ ndad) ~  [{0/K) ~ ndad]/(ncore ~ ndad) (2-3)

The normalised propagation constants of the first 8 low order LP modes are 
shown in Fig. 2.2 [4].

Single mode 
operation

0.6

b
0. 4

0.2

2 \0 4 6 8 10 12

Vc V

Figure 2.2: Normalised propagation constant b as a function of the normalised 
frequency V (modified from [4]).

Single mode operation

When a mode is not permitted to be confined in the fibre core any more, it is 
called Cut-off. Except for the fundamental mode (LP0i), every mode has a cut
off condition. To confirm the single mode operation in a conventional step-index 
fibre, V < Vc = 2.405 is necessary (see Fig. 2.2). This value is given by the 
first zero of the J0 Bessel function (one solution to the cylindrically symmetric 
waveguide) [5]. Optical fibres designed to satisfy this condition are called single
mode fibres. The cut-off wavelength (Ac) for a single-mode fibre can be obtained
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from Eq.(2.2)
i Z   IY-1 &
'care clad (2.4)

When the wavelength is longer than Ac, the fibre become multimode. In practice, 
even though VjVc < 1 must be satisfied for the single mode operation, V/Vc 
cannot be too small, because the fibre microbending losses increase as it becomes 
smaller. Hence the typical V -value is chosen to be close to Vc. For a typical value 
of index different ncare — ndad — 0.005, the cut-off wavelength Ac is chosen to be 
about 1.2 /j,m, with the core diameter of about 8-9 /zm.

Compared to the multimode optical fibre, the single mode fibre is preferable 
as it retains the fidelity of each light pulse over longer distances and exhibits 
no dispersion caused by multiple guided modes; thus more information can be 
transmitted per unit time, providing a broader bandwidth.

2.3.2 N um erical aperture

Numerical aperture is an expression of the extent of the fibre ’s ability to accept, 
in its bound modes, non-normal incident rays. (American National Standard 
T1.523-2001)

Defined as the sine of the maximum angle (measured outside the fibre with respect 
to the 2: axis) of an incident light ray, the numerical aperture can be expressed 
as:

Normally light is launched in to fibres from air, so no is usually 1. In a multimode 
fibre, NA can be explained by using the geometric optics approach and Snell’s 
Law (refer to Fig. 2.1(b)): only a light ray with a sufficiently small incident angle 
(6 < 9max) can be coupled in and out of the fibre. The NA of a single mode fibre 
can be understood as the divergence of the beam, analogous to the diffraction 
pattern from an aperture.

N A  = no sin 9,m ax yf(-V?core (2.5)
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2.3.3 Loss

Silica material absorption, contaminations absorption bands and Rayleigh scat
tering are the main contributors for the loss spectrum of a silica glass optical 
fibre, shown in Fig. 2.3 [6].
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Figure 2.3: Loss spectrum of a single-mode fibre produced in 1979. Wavelength 
dependence of several fundamental loss mechanisms is also shown [6].

The absorption losses are due to the interaction of the light with the material 
when propagating in the glass. For silica glass resonance absorption occurs in 
the ultraviolet (electronic resonance, below 0.5 //m) and mid-infrared (vibrational 
resonance, beyond 2 /im) regions, with little light being absorbed in the middle 
wavelength region from 0.5-2.0 /im. However, impurities with their own absorp
tion bands can significantly affect the fibre attenuation spectrum even by a small 
amount. From a practical point of view, the most important impurity in a silica 
glass optical fibre is the OH ion, which enters the glass in the form of water vapor. 
In Fig. 2.3, the attenuation peaks near 1.4 //m, 1.23 /im and 0.95 jum all originate 
from OH-absorption. Transition-metal impurities such as Fe, Cu, Co, Ni, Mn, 
and Cr absorb strongly in the wavelength range 0.6-1.6 //m, contributing to the 
fibre impurity loss. Their amount should be reduced to below 1 part per billion 
to obtain a loss level below 1 dB/km. Such high-purity silica can be obtained 
by using modern techniques. Rayleigh scattering arises from density fluctuations 
frozen into the fused silica during manufacture, which scatter light in all direc
tions. These fluctuations are caused by small (compared to the wavelength of
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light) defects in the structure, such as irregularities produced during the fabrica
tion process, and the dopants which are used to modify the refractive index of 
the core glass. This fundamental scattering loss varies as A- 4  and is dominant 
at short wavelengths. The combined effects of these wavelength-dependent ab
sorption and scattering mechanisms make the telecommunication industry focus 
on the low loss windows around 1.3 and 1.55 /mi (see Fig. 2.3). Modern fibre 
transmission loss at 1.55 /mi has been decreased to 0.15 dB/km.

Confinement loss and bend loss also contribute to the fibre losses. Confinement 
loss expresses the inability of the core to confine the guided mode. The low index 
step between core and cladding and size irregularities can cause the guided core 
modes to be coupled to the cladding modes. The finite cladding allows these 
energy to leave the fibre system. Bend loss originates from the resonant coupling 
of light from the core to radiation modes in the cladding on the outside of a bend. 
In a straight well-confined optical fibre this coupling does not occur because the 
radiation modes have a lower effective index nef f  than the core mode. The bent 
fibre can be modelled as a straight fibre with a modified refractive index profile:

n(x) =  no{x)[l +  ( l - x ) x / R ]  (2 -6 )

where x  is the linear coordinate outward from the local centre of curvature with 
an origin at the centre of the fibre, no(x) is the unmodified index profile, R  is the 
radius of curvature, and \  a correction due to the elasto-optic effect (x =0.22 
for silica) [7]. Hence the modified index increases linearly with distance on the 
outside of a bend. At some point, when it rises above the nef f  of the core mode, 
coupling can occur to radiation modes causing the bend loss. Working at shorter 
wavelengths and increasing the index contrast can improve the fibre resistance to 
bend loss.

2.3.4 D ispersion

In an optical fibre, dispersion is used to describe any process by which a propa
gating optical signal is degraded due to the various wave frequencies of the signal 
having different propagation velocities. A monochromatic wave propagates in an 
optical fibre with a speed of c/n(uj) = to/(3, which is known as the Phase Velocity 
vp. However, real optical signals are usually optical pulses, which are composed
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of a group of frequencies very close to each other around a central frequency u 0. 
The envelope of an optical pulse moves at the speed of c /ng =(^)w=w0, called 
its Group Velocity vg (ng is the group refractive index). In fact, group velocity 
is a function of frequency, which is directly responsible for pulse broadening in 
an optical fibre. This phenomenon is referred to as Group Velocity Dispersion 
(GVD).

By expanding the mode propagation constant P(u) in a Taylor series about the 
central frequency uq, the dispersion can be written as [8 ]:

P(u) — n (u )~  — Po +  P\(u — CJo) +  —/?2 (co» — LOq)2 +  ... 
c I

(2.7)

where

furthermore,

P m  =
dmp
dujm

(m =  1,2,3,...)
C J= C J  0

P i  =  ~c
dn

n +  u —  
du

n,

„  = m  = <%_ = i
du du c

dn d2n
du du2

(2 .8)

(2.9)

(2 .10)

Pi is inversely proportional to group velocity vg and proportional to group re
fractive index ng. P2 , known as the GVD Parameter, is related to the group 
velocity variation with frequency. Fig. 2.4 [8 ] presents P2 against wavelength 
for silica glass. The wavelength at which P2 is zero is called the Zero Dispersion 
Wavelength (ZDW). pm with m  > 2  are usually referred to as the higher-order 
dispersion coefficients. In fibre optics, the Dispersion Parameter D  is more con
venient to describe the group velocity dispersion against wavelength, defined as 
D = ^  and expressed in units of ps-nm_1 km-1. The relation between D  and p2 
can be obtained by:

In an optical waveguide, the dispersion effect mainly arises from two mecha
nisms: (1) from material refractive index variation with wavelength (Material 
Dispersion) and (2) from changes in mode confinement with wavelength in the 
waveguide ( Waveguide Dispersion). Compared to material dispersion, waveguide
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Figure 2.4: /32 with the function of wavelength for fused silica [8 ].
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Figure 2.5: Typical wavelength dependence of dispersion parameter D for stan
dard, dispersion shifted and dispersion flattened fibres [6 ].
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dispersion is easier to modify to engineer the desired dispersion properties. By 
controlling the core radius and the index profile, different kinds of conventional 
fibre with novel dispersion properties have been designed and manufactured, such 
as the dispersion flattened fibre and the dispersion shifted fibre, whose dispersion 
curves are shown in Fig. 2.5 [6 ].

2.3.5 Birefringence

A single mode optical fibre is not truly single mode. It can guide two degen
erate modes polarised in two orthogonal directions. In a stress-free fibre with 
perfectly cylindrical symmetry, a mode excited with its polarisation in x  direc
tion would not couple to the mode with the orthogonal y-polarisation state. In 
real fibres, limited by the practical fabrication process, small departures from 
cylindrical symmetry, such as random fluctuations in the core shape and size, are 
unavoidable. They may also experience nonuniform stresses in practice due to 
fibre bends or twists. These effects break the mode degeneracy, and the mode 
propagation constant fi will become slightly different for modes polarised in the 
x  and y directions. This is known as modal birefringence of optical fibres. The 
degree of modal birefringence is defined as [8 ]:

Bm =  ~  ^  =  K  -  ny | (2 .1 2 )
Ko

where fix and /3y are the propagation constants of these two orthogonally polarised 
modes and nx and ny are their modal refractive indices. For a fibre with given 
value of Bm, the two polarised modes exchange their powers in a periodic fashion 
as they propagate along the fibre with a period of

L b = 2n = X = —  (2.13)
I f ix  f iy  | | Tlx Tly  | B m

which is called the Beat Length. The axis along which the modal index is smaller 
is called the fast axis, and the axis with larger modal index is called slow axis.

In a standard optical fibre, typically, Bm ze 10-7, and L B «  10 m at a wavelength 
of 1 (am. The birefringence can always change randomly under the influence of 
unintentional factors, so light launched into such a fibre with linear polarisation 
can rapidly reach a state of arbitrary polarisation.
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In a highly birefringent fibre (Bm > 10-4), linearly polarised light can maintain 
its polarisation state during propagation when its linear polarisation direction 
is along one principal axis, either the slow axis or fast axis. Otherwise, its po
larisation state would continuously change along the fibre length, from linear 
to elliptical and back to linear again with a periodic beat length. Fig. 2.6 [8 ] 
schematically shows this kind of polarisation state change when linear polarised 
light is coupled into an optical fibre at 45° with respect to the slow and fast axes. 
Such a highly birefringent fibre is called Polarisation Maintaining Fibre (PM fi
bre). The large birefringence (up to 10-4) is introduced intentionally in these 
fibres, dominating the random birefringence fluctuations (~  1 0 -7) and thus pre
serving the polarisation state. In other words, due to the big difference between 
the two orthogonal modal propagation constants (/3X and f3y), a mode excited 
with its polarisation in the slow axis (or the fast axis) will not couple to the 
mode with the orthogonal polarisation state, even under the influence of random 
external birefringence.

slow  axis

fast axis

Figure 2.6: Polarisation state evolution in a fibre with birefringence when linear 
polarised light is coupled into an optical fibre at 45° with respect to the slow and 
fast axes.

Two methods have been used to achieve the required birefringence. The shape 
of the refractive index profile defining the fibre core has been made non-circular 
(shape or form birefringence) or the material forming the fibre has itself been 
made birefringent by introducing stresses (stress birefringence) [9, 10]. Panda 
[1 1 ] and bow-tie fibres [1 2 ] achieve high birefringence through induced stress, 
while fibres with an elliptical core [13] and side air holes [14] present a high 
birefringence due to asymmetry in core geometry. Fig. 2.7 shows schematic cross 
sections of three different commercially available PM fibres. For an elliptical core
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PM fibre, the magnitude of the birefringence depends on the geometry of the 
core and the core-cladding index difference [15]. For Panda and Bow-Tie PM 
fibres the birefringence relies on the stress imposed on the structure as well as 
on the core-cladding index difference. The large directional stress distribution, 
which causes the final fibre birefringence, is normally produced by using two rods 
of borosilicate glass inserted on either side of the core region before the preform 
is drawn to fibre. Typically, Bm «  1 0 -4 , and L B ~  1 cm at a wavelength of 1 

pm  for such fibres. In Chapter 4, a different type of form birefringence will be 
introduced in our highly birefringent lamellar core fibre, which has the largest 
birefringence yet reported in an single-mode optical fibre.

stress induced region
4 *s

E l l i p t i c a l  c o r e  P M  f i b r e  ( n v> n j  P a n d a  P M  f i b r e  ( n x> n v) B o w  t i e  P M  f i b r e  ( n x> n x)

Figure 2.7: Schematic cross sections of three different commercial PM fibres.

2.4 N o n lin e a r  effects in  fibres

The response of any dielectric to light becomes nonlinear for intense electromag
netic fields, and optical fibres are no exception. The typical fibre material silica, 
has a relatively small nonlinear refractive index, but the comparatively small 
cross section of optical fibres and the long propagation length make nonlinear 
effects important in practical telecommunication system. This section provides a 
brief summary of some of the main concepts in nonlinear fibre optics, which are 
partly based on material from the book Nonlinear Fiber Optics written by G.P. 
Agrawal [8 ].
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2.4.1 Origin o f optical nonlinearity in fibres

The nonlinear response of a dielectric medium to an externally applied electric 
field E can be described through the polarisation vector P , which is induced by 
the electric dipoles. The general relation between polarisation P  and electric field 
E can be expressed as [16]:

P  =  eo ^x (!) . E  +  X(2) : E E  +  x (3):EEE +  • • ■) (2.14)

where eo is the vacuum permittivity and x ^  (j — 1 , 2 , . . . )  is the j th order sus
ceptibility, a tensor of rank (j  +  1 ). x ^ \  a second rank tensor, describes linear 
polarisation P L and has the largest contribution to P . Terms of second and 
higher orders in Eq.(2.14) are collectively referred to as the nonlinear polari
sation, P Nl - Most work in nonlinear optics involves second and third order 
processes, characterised by x ^  and X^- Higher order processes are weak, and 
generally unimportant in practical applications.

As a tensor of rank (j  +  1 ), x ^  contains 3^+1) elements [17], which make the 
expression of P  very complicated. In fact, the symmetry of materials can reduce 
the number of independent terms. In isotropic media, such as glass materials, 
X ^  vanishes due to the inversion symmetry, and the number of independent 
elements in x ^  and X ^  is reduced to only one (all light wavelengths are far 
from any resonance of silica). As discussed above, we consider only the lowest 
order nonlinearity, and express the polarisation intensity as:

P  =  e 0 ( x (1 ) E  +  x <3)£ 3)  =  P l  +  P n l  (2.15)

where PNl is the nonlinear response of the fibre material to the applied electric 
field.

2.4.2 N onlinear fibre param eters

Nonlinear refractive index ri2

The nonlinear response of P ^ l is related to a refractive index change in the fibre.
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The nonlinear part of the refractive index can be written as:

An =  n2\E\2 (2-16)

where |i? | 2 is the optical intensity inside the fibre, and ri2 is called the Nonlinear 
Refractive Index, related to x ^  by the relation

where Re means real part, and the optical field is assumed to be linearly polarised 
so that only one component x i3JXx contributes to the nonlinear refractive index.

Effective area A e/ f

Although confined by the core-cladding boundary of an optical fibre, the light 
energy guided in the core penetrates into the cladding layer for a short distance 
and does not have a uniform intensity. Effective Area (A ef f ) is used to express 
this property and is defined as:

, _  (S f-oc\F (x ,y)\2dxdy)2
A -  f j t A F i x ^ d x d y  ( 2 ' 1 8 )

where F (x ,y )  is the electric field distribution and \F(x,y)\2 is the intensity of 
the near-field for the fundamental fibre mode. The fundamental fibre mode is 
often approximated by a Gaussian distribution of the form F(x, y) ~  exp[— (x2 +  
y2) /w 2]), where w is the mode width. It can be obtained by fitting the exact 
distribution to a Gaussian form. Fig. 2.8 [8 ] shows the dependence of w /r  on the 
fibre parameter V defined by Eq.(2.2), where r  is the radius of the fibre core. The
effective area can be written as A ef f  = t t w 2 . Therefore, the effective area of an
optical fibre can be obtained according to the calculated V-value from Eq.(2.2) 
and Fig. 2.8.

Nonlinear coefficient 7

When studying nonlinear effects in optical fibres, nonlinear coefficient 7  is an 
important nonlinear parameter of an optical fibre and is defined as:

7  =  ^  (2.19)
e//
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Figure 2.8: Variation of mode-width parameter w with normalized frequency V 
[8],

High nonlinear coefficient 7  can be obtained by choosing a fibre glass material 
with high nonlinear refractive index and designing the fibre to have a small Aeff.

For silica glass, the nonlinear refractive index 712 = 2.2x 10- 2 0m2/W  [18]. Typi
cally, for a conventional optical fibre, Aef j  can vary in the range 2 0 - 1 0 0  /im2 in 
the 1.5 /im region. As a result, nonlinear coefficient 7  will have values in the 
range 1-10 km- 1W -1.

2.4.3 S tim u la ted  inelastic  sca tte rin g  processes

In elastic scattering processes, the photon energy (or the frequency) of scattered 
light is unchanged, as in Rayleigh scattering. By contrast, inelastic scattering 
processes can change the frequency of the scattered light because the optical 
field can transfer part of its energy to the nonlinear medium. Two examples 
of inelastic scattering are Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS ) and Stimulated 
Brillouin Scattering (SBS).

During the SRS process, some pump photons give up their energy to generate 
other photons with reduced energy. The remaining energy is absorbed as excited
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vibrational states of the glass material. The photons can be scattered to higher 
frequency photons as well, by absorbing optical phonons with the correct energy 
and momentum. If the scattered photon energy is lower than the pump frequency, 
it is referred to as the Stokes wave; if scattered photon energy is higher, it is 
referred to as the anti-Stokes wave. Brillouin scattering is very similar to Raman 
scattering. The main difference is that optical phonons participate in Raman 
scattering, whereas acoustic phonons participate in Brillouin scattering.

2.4.4 Param etric processes

In the stimulated scattering processes, optical fibres play an active role through 
molecular vibrations or density variations. In some other nonlinear processes, 
optical fibres play a passive role, only mediating the interaction of a number of 
optical waves. These processes are referred to as Parametric Processes. The 
parametric processes are directly related to the nonlinear polarisation P n l - In 
optical fibres x ^  is zero, and P n l  can be expressed as P n l  =  e o X ^ - E E E .  

The third-order parametric processes generally involve nonlinear interactions of 
four optical waves, with frequencies uq, 0U2 , 003 and 00 4 , and include phenomena 
such as third-harmonic generation, Four Wave Mixing (F W M ), and parametric 
amplification. FWM in optical fibres has been studied extensively as it is quite 
efficient at generating new frequencies, and will be discussed in this section.

Significant FWM occurs only if matchings of the frequencies as well as of the 
wave vectors are satisfied in an optical fibre. The latter requirement is often 
referred to as Phase Matching. There are two types of FWM process. In one 
process, three photons (0 0 1 , 0 0 2 , 0 0 3) transfer their energy to a single photon at the 
frequency of 00 4  (0J4 —  o o \ -t- 0J2 T ^ 3 ). For this process it is difficult to satisfy 
the phase-matching condition in an optical fibre with high efficiency. The other 
process is corresponding to the case in which two photons (icq, 00 2 ) are annihilated 
and simultaneously two new photons (0 1 3 ,0 0 4 )  are generated (003 + 0 1 4  =  oo \ + 0 1 2 )-  

The phase matching for this process at zero power is

A (3 =  p 3  +  @4 -  P i  -  /32 =  (n3cj3 +  714^4 -  n i U i  -  n 2 0 0 2 ) / c  =  0 (2.20)

Phase matching for the case where oo\ =  002 is comparatively easy and is the 
most relevant for optical fibres. This process manifests that a strong pump with
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frequency ujp creates two sidebands located symmetrically at frequencies of uj3 

and u 4 with a frequency shift of Q = oj3 — cjp = cup — cj4, where we assume that 
cu3 < uj4. In direct analogy with SRS, the two sidebands uj3 and uj4 are referred 
to as the Stokes and anti-Stokes bands.

2.4.5 P ulses in fibres

Nonlinear effects become increasingly important when light pulses propagate in 
optical fibres. The high peak intensities of pulses with widths ranging from ~  
10 ns to 10 fs lead to significant enhancement of nonlinear effects. In this sec
tion, only basic concept and brief equations without detailed mathematic solution 
processes are introduced.

Nonlinear pulse propagation

According to the Maxwell’s Equation and Eq.(2.15), the wave equation governing 
propagation of optical pulses in nonlinear dispersive fibres can be written in the 
form [8 ]:

i a 2E  d2E  d 2 P NL
c2 at2 ~ ^  at2 + at2 ^ ^

where no is the vacuum permeability. To solve Eq.(2.21), several simplifying 
assumptions are made: 1 ) P nl is treated as a small perturbation to P^, so 
that the perturbation theory can be used. 2) The optical field is assumed to 
maintain its polarisation when propagating in fibres so that a scalar approach 
is valid. This is not real for optical fibres (except for the PM fibre), but the 
approximation works very well in practice; 3) The optical field is assumed to 
be quasi-monochromatic, meaning pulse frequency width is smaller than its own 
frequency. It is valid for pulses as short as 100 fs.

Since the field distribution change little during the propagation of a pulse in 
optical fibres, by using the method of separation of variables, the electric field 
E(r, t ) can be written as

E (r, t) = ]rx[F(x, y)A(z, t)em z - uat) + c.c] (2 .2 2 )

where F(x, y ) is the field distribution in the cross section of the fibre, A(z, t) is
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the slowly varying pulse envelope, u jq  is the central frequency and /30 =

When solving Eq.(2.21), a frame of reference moving with the pulse at the group 
velocity vg is used by making the transformation, T  = t — z /v g. The solution for 
A (z ,T )  can be written as

dA iB2 d2A  a  . . .
^  + J¥ W + 2 A - ^ A  ^

where a  is the absorption coefficient of the fibre, and the dispersion terms higher 
than two order are neglected. Equation (2.23) is referred to as nonlinear Schrddinger 
equation (NLSE ), which describes propagation of optical pulses in single-mode 
fibres. The effects of fibre losses (a term), dispersion ( /? 2 terms, Eq.(2.10)) and 
fibre nonlinearity ( 7  term, Eq.(2.19)) are all included in this equation, affecting 
the propagation properties of pulses in fibres.

Soliton forming

In this subsection, the effects of dispersion and nonlinearity on the soliton phe
nomenon in optical fibres are discussed.

As we discussed in Section 2.3.4, group velocity dispersion is purely a linear effect, 
which does not cause the spectrum of a pulse to change, but does cause different 
frequency components of a pulse to travel at slightly different speeds along the 
fibre. This causes pulse broadening. For the normal dispersion regime (/32 > 0) 
red components travel faster, whilst for the anomalous dispersion regime {f32 < 0 ) 
blue components travel faster.

As we discussed in Section 2.4.2, when an optical wave propagates in an optical fi
bre, the medium refractive index will change with light intensity in the form of n = 
no +  n 2 |E |2, where no is the linear refractive index. Substituting this in Eq.(2.22) 
generates an additional time-varying phase term, which arises from the nonlin
earity. This can be obtained by the form of 8(f>{t) = n2k0\F(x, y)\2\A(z, t)\2z, 
where ko is the vacuum wavevector at the frequency of ujq. This nonlinear phase 
shift results in a frequency shift 5uj

6uj(t) = = - n 2k0z\F (x ,y )\2^_\A(z,t) \2 (2.24)

This frequency shift increases with propagation length, and can obviously be
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larger than the original frequency width of a pulse causing the frequency broad
ening. It is also related to the pulse shape. At the leading edge of a pulse (A(z, t) 
has a positive slope over time), Sea < 0 , so red shift occurs; At the tailing edge, 
where the pulse has a negative slope, blue shift happens. This phenomenon is 
referred to as Self Phase Modulation (SPM ).

GVD causes the pulse shape to broaden while keeping the spectrum unchanged, 
whereas SPM does not affect the pulse shape but broadens the pulse spectrum. 
For a realistic optical fibre with anomalous dispersion {S2 < 0), both GVD and 
SPM effects occur, and these joint effects can result in a stable pulse solution 
with unchanged pulse shape and spectrum, referred to as an Optical Soliton.

A hyperbolic secant pulse propagates in an ideal lossless optical fibre with anoma
lous GVD (P2 < 0), which has the form of A(0, T) oc sech(T/T0). Its width T0 

and peak power P0 are chosen such that TV, defined as

is an integer, where dispersion length L D and nonlinear length L nl provide the 
length scales over which the dispersive or nonlinear effects become important for 
pulse evolution along a fibre [8 ]. For the case of N  = 1, GVD and SPM cancel 
each other, so that the pulse maintains its shape and spectrum without changing 
when propagating, referred to as the fundamental soliton. For N  > 1, SPM 
dominates initially but GVD catches up soon. In the end the two effects cause 
the pulse to follow a periodic evolution pattern, referred to as Nth-order Solitons.

High-order effects

In the above discussions, higher-order (> 2) dispersion and stimulated inelastic 
scattering processes (SRS and SBS) are neglected for optical pulses propagating in 
an optical fibre. The high order dispersion terms become important for ultrashort 
pulses due to their wide bandwidth. Soliton Self-Frequency Shift (SSFS ), due to 
intrapulse Raman scattering, was discovered when Mitschke et al and Gordon 
studied sub-picosecond pulses in single-mode PM optical fibres [19, 20]. They 
observed a continuous shift in the optical frequency of a soliton as it travelled 
along a fibre. When the spectrum width of the soliton is large enough (normally 
in silica fibres the pulse duration < 1 ps), the high-frequency components of the

(2.25)
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pulse can amplify the low-frequency components as Raman pump. The soliton 
then experiences a continuous red-shift as it propagates along the fibre. Pulse 
Self-steepening and Optical Shock effects can also occur for ultrashort pulses. 
Physically, the group velocity of a pulse is intensity dependent: the high intensity 
peak has a slower transmission speed than the pulse wings, so that the peak tends 
to shift toward the trailing edge, causing self-steepening and optical shock.

2.4.6 Supercontinuum  G eneration

Supercontinuum Generation (SCG) refers to the extreme broadening of an opti
cal spectrum as the light passes through an optical medium. This phenomenon 
can be explained as an interplay of all the aforementioned nonlinear effects. SCG 
has many applications in fields such as optical coherence tomography [2 1 ], spec
troscopy and telecommunications. Compact and precise frequency chains are 
widely used in metrology through the use of the frequency comb, which results 
from the femtosecond pulse train excitation of the supercontinuum spectrum [2 2 ].

SCG occurs in many different operating regimes, and the ways in which the 
supercontinuum builds up can be drastically different. Two simple examples 
are provided here. 1). When launching ps pulses into a fibre in the normal 
dispersion regime [23], SRS first extends the spectrum to the long wavelength 
side, and then by FWM high frequency optical waves can be generated. The red 
shift components serving as parametric pumps can amplify the high frequency 
light. 2). When using fs pulses in the anomalous dispersion regime [24], the 
interaction of SPM and anomalous dispersion creates high order solitons. Similar 
results can be obtained in the normal dispersion regime, where the initial spectral 
broadening is attributed to SPM [24]. The contributions from other effects such 
as the Raman effect, self-steepening and third-order dispersion lead to fission of 
the higher-order soliton [25, 26, 27]. With energy emitted as blue shifted Non- 
solitonic Radiation (NSR), a fundamental soliton is formed and further red shifted 
due to the Raman self-frequency shift. As the pump power is further increased 
more self shifting solitons appear while the original one continues to move toward 
the long wavelength region. Since all solitons and their corresponding NSR have 
different central frequencies a broadband continuum is generated, whose width is 
increased by increasing soliton numbers.
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Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCF) have received a lot of attention in SCG since 
it emerged [21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. In a PCF, small effective 
area and control over waveguide dispersion can be easily achieved, increasing the 
attainable nonlinearity and allowing pumping near zero dispersion wavelength. 
All these novel properties of PCF will be introduced in the next chapter, and 
a highly nonlinear tellurite PCF used to generate mid-infrared supercontinuum 
will be introduced in Chapter 7.

2.5 M anufacturing m ethods

There are various methods to fabricate conventional types of optical fibre. Nor
mally, the manufacturing process involves two stages. In the first stage a cylin
drical preform with the desired refractive-index and geometrical profile is made. 
In the second stage, the preform is drawn into a fibre by feeding it into a fur
nace at an appropriate speed and drawing it down to fibre. These two steps are 
introduced in this section.

2.5.1 Fibre preform fabrication

This subsection focuses on two kinds of fibre preform manufacturing method: the 
Rod-in-tube method and Chemical Vapour Deposition method.

Rod-in-Tube method

Rod-in-tube is the simplest and earliest way to make a conventional step-index 
optical fibre. The process involves inserting a rod of high-index glass into a tube 
with lower refractive index. The two are then heated and the tube melts onto the 
rod, forming a new glass rod, which is called the fibre preform. The schematic 
diagram of this process is shown in Fig. 2.9.

To reduce the transmission attenuation of the final fibre, the core-cladding in
terface must be kept extremely clean and smooth during the fabrication process. 
Mechanical polishing alone cannot remove the tiny cracks and debris, which re
main on the rod surface and cause scattering of guided light in the final fibre.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of Rod-in-tube method to fabricate the step-index optical 
fibre preform.

Instead, fire polishing is used to remove the metal contaminations by oxygenation 
and clean the rod surface before inserting it into the tube. The inner surface of 
the cladding tube can be chemically polished to obtain a smooth surface without 
contaminations.

Fibres produced by this method usually have relatively high attenuation and 
are used for short-distance image transmission or illumination. At present, this 
method is preferable for soft glass optical fibres, since the other manufacturing 
method - chemical-vapour deposition has only been developed to fabricate low- 
loss commercial silica glass optical fibres.

Chemical-vapour deposition method

The chemical-vapour deposition method includes Modified Chemical Vapour De
position (MCVD), Outside Vapour Deposition (OVD), Vapour Axial Deposition 
( VAD), and Plasma Activated Chemical Vapour Deposition (PCVD).

Key features of these techniques [32] are: 1) that the desired glass constituents 
are available in the form of volatile gaseous compounds of high purity, 2 ) that 
these compounds can be mixed almost ideally in the gas phase, and 3) that 
reactions, deposition, and purification occur directly in the gas phase at the

tube
rotating
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gas/solid interface or on soot particles smaller than 1 0 3 A. The fluffy fused-silica 
soot is commonly formed by reacting SiCl4 (and GeCl4 for the doped core) with 
oxygen to generate Si0 2  (and Ge0 2  for the doped core) during the thermally 
activated (MCVD, OVD, VAD) or plasma activated (PCVD) processes. The 
crucial variations of these different methods are in the way the soot is deposited 
and melted to form the final preform.

As an example, the MCVD method [33, 34], is described here. It can be explained 
by means of Fig. 2.10, which shows a sketch of a MCVD apparatus for optical 
fibre preform preparation. The substrate for MCVD deposition is a silica tube, 
which is located between a vapour/gas pump and a exhaust pumping system. 
The chemicals react to deposit a fine glass soot layer onto the inner wall of a 
silica tube, while the waste gas is pumped out to an exhaust. The main chemical 
reactions occurring in the silica tube are listed as

SiCl4 +  0 2 S i0 2 +  2C12 (2.26)

GeCl4 +  0 2 ‘i ^ c G e0 2 +  2C12 (2.27)

The typical temperature of a burner torch is high enough (1800 °C) to fuse these 
deposited materials to transparent glass film, but not so high to cause distortions 
of the substrate tube. The burner torch is moved back and forth to spread 
soot uniformly along the tube length, building up the preform layer by layer. 
When a sufficient cladding thickness is obtained, the core is formed by adding 
index-raising dopants, such as GeCl4 and POCI3 . By changing the flow rates
of the dopant vapours layer by layer, a core with different index profiles can be
fabricated, such as the graded-index core and the triangle-index core. When all 
the core materials have been deposited, the torch temperature is raised to collapse 
the tube into a solid rod, forming the final preform.

The MCVD process is also called the inner-vapour-deposition method, since the 
core and cladding materials are deposited inside a silica tube. By contrast, for 
OVD and VAD processes, the soot is deposited on the outside of a rotating 
mandrel. Different from the above three methods, PCVD uses a nonisothermal 
low-pressure plasma to stimulate gas-phase reactions for the deposition of doped 
and undoped silica. The working temperature can be about 600-700 °C lower 
that that for other three thermal activated methods.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the modified chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) 
procedure to fabricate a conventional optical fibre prefrom

After the preform is fabricated, a fibre drawing tower is used to draw it to the 
final fibre with desired diameter.

2.5.2 F ib re  draw ing process

A schematic diagram of the fibre drawing process is presented in Fig. 2.11. 
Fibres can be drawn from a prepared preform by vertically feeding the preform 
end into the hot zone of a furnace while pulling the softened glass at a higher rate. 
The temperature of the furnace typically ranges from 1800 °C to 2 1 0 0  °C. The 
structure of the preform is closely maintained in the final fibre. The target of this 
step is just to reduce the transverse scale of the structure while greatly increasing 
its length. The feed speed is typically a few mm/min, while the drawing speed 
might range from a few m/min to a few km/min. The ratio of these two speeds 
determines the final fibre diameter. A laser monitor is used to measure the fibre 
diameter continuously and control the pulling speed via a feedback system. The 
fibre diameter can be maintained constant with the fluctuation smaller than 0 .1 % 
by this technique. A polymer coating is applied to the fibre just after the diameter 
monitor to improve the durability and preserve the transmission properties of the 
fibre. The drawing tension of the fibre is also monitored before it is finally wound 
around a drum. It may take several hours to draw from several km to a few 
hundred km length fibre from a single preform. The most common diameter 
of the commercial conventional optical fibre is 125 / i m ,  250 fim after polymer 
coating.
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Figure 2 .1 1 : Apparatus used for fibre drawing
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Chapter 3

Photonic crystal fibres

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2  described the many advantages of conventional optical fibre, which 
has become the pre-eminent medium of communicating information in the 2 0 th 
century. However, the adjustable parameters for designing a conventional single
mode fibre are localised to the core diameter and the index difference, limiting 
its application ranges. In fact, for different applications optical fibres represent 
a careful trade-off between their optical properties, such as optical attenuation, 
optical nonlinearity, group velocity dispersion and polarisation effects. The basic 
physical concept of optical fibres remained unchanged until the 1990s when a 
new family of optical fibres demonstrated an almost endless variety of new fibre 
structures [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. This new class of fibres can be referred to by the 
general name Photonic Crystal Fibres (PCFs) [2 , 3]. Compared with conventional 
fibres, PCFs provide more degrees of freedom to design and fabricate fibres with 
novel optical properties, broadening the range of possible application areas.

Referring to Fig. 3.1, the cladding of a PCF has a periodic two-dimensional 
modulation of refractive index on the scale of optical wavelength, corresponding 
to all the periodic inclusions (refractive index: ninc) embedded in the matrix 
material (refractive index: nmat). The core is composed of the same material as 
the matrix glass (refractive index: nc = nmat), and can be regarded as a defect in 
the periodic structure of the cladding, which comprises one or more missing unit
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cells. This kind of refractive index distribution extends along the entire length 
of the fibre. If a high index core is surrounded by periodic low index inclusions 
(for example, air holes) in the cladding, light can be guided in the core by a form 
of total internal reflection (TIR). Such fibres are referred to as Index Guiding 
PCFs. (Unless otherwise stated, all index-guiding PCF in this thesis are based 
on air holes as the low index cladding inclusions.) By contrast, if the refractive 
index of the core (matrix) material is lower than that of the inclusions in the 
cladding, guided modes still exist at certain frequencies, corresponding to the 
photonic bandgaps formed in the cladding. These kinds of fibres are referred 
to as Photonic Bandgap Fibres (PBGFs) [39, 40]. Refractive index profiles of 
a PBGF and an index-guiding PCF are shown in Fig. 3.1. Note that if the 
hollow-core PBGF has the structure in Fig. 3.1 with air matrix, it would not be 
self-supporting, so fine strands of glass are used to link all the inclusions, forming 
the actual fibre.

Photonic Bandgap Fibres

n„»
High moex

nr=nmal
low index

pitch \

n(=nms,
high index

low index — 1

Index-guiding Photonic Crystal Fibres

Figure 3.1: The basic structure of PCFs. The refractive index profiles for Pho
tonic Bandgap Fibres and index-guiding PCFs are also provided here.

Except for the refractive index contrast and core size, which completely deter
mine the waveguide structure of an conventional step-index fibre, the inclusion 
diameter d and the index modulation period, pitch A, are also crucial for PCFs, 
affecting their optical properties. The great versatility of the design and fabri
cation processes enables a multitude of different kinds of fibre structures to be 
obtained. This chapter describes the different guiding mechanisms of PCFs, their
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novel properties, fabrication methods, and developments.

3.2 G u id in g  m echan ism

To form a guided mode in the core, light needs to be introduced into the core 
with a value of (3 that is inhibited in the cladding. The sketch of core and 
cladding modal refractive indices for different kinds of fibres is displayed in Fig. 
3.2, corresponding to different guiding mechanisms.

A

■doped silica

bandgap

bandgap

Index-guiding solid core 
PCF PBGF

hollow core 
PBGFconventional fibre

cladding m odes co re  m od es

Figure 3.2: Modal refractive indices of different types of fibres. The material for 
these fibres are based on fused silica glass

3.2.1 Index-guid ing  P C F s (T IR )

In a conventional fibre, the cladding can be considered to support a continuum 
of modes with the maximum (3-value, equal to ridadko- Therefore any allowed 
core modes with the effective index nef f  > ridad can be confined to the core 
region without coupling to the cladding modes (referred to Fig. 3.2). This kind
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of guiding mechanism is referred to as total internal reflection (TIR) (referring 
to Section 2 .2 ), which is realized by using a material for the core with higher 
refractive index than that of the cladding. A solid-core PCF is formed from 
one kind of glass material with the core surrounded by glass-air photonic crystal 
cladding. In such a fibre, the effective refractive index of the cladding is decreased 
to realize the /3-value mismatch between core modes and cladding modes. Such 
fibres also guide light through a form of total internal reflection (TIR) (referring 
to Fig. 3.2).

3.2.2 P hoton ic bandgap fibres (A R R O W )

Light of certain frequencies can be guided in the low index defect (core) of a 
photonic bandgap fibre by bandgap guidance, referring to Fig. 3.2. This guiding 
mechanism can be understood by the model of Anti-Resonant Reflecting Optical 
Waveguide (ARROW )  [41, 42, 43, 44]. The principle of the ARROW waveguide 
can be understood by consideration of Fig. 3.3(A) [42], which shows two different 
wavelengths propagating in the centre core of a planar waveguide formed by a 
low-index core surrounded by two high- and low-index cladding layers. The wave
lengths corresponding to the minima of the transmission coefficient are referred to 
as resonant wavelengths, and the wavelengths corresponding to high transmission 
parts of the spectrum are called antiresonance wavelengths. This terminology is 
motivated by the fact that high transmission originates from the antiresonant na
ture of the individual cladding layers with respect to the transverse propagation 
constant.

Similar principle occurs in a photonic bandgap fibre, where the inclusions are rods 
with an elevated refractive index (see Fig. 3.1). The bands of photonic states 
arise from coupled resonances of individual rods. For effective indices above the 
matrix index these resonances are the waveguide modes of the rods, but these rod 
modes retain their identity below cutoff as leaky modes. The cladding bands are 
therefore centred on the dispersion curves of the rod modes, the fibre’s high-loss 
wavelength ranges coinciding roughly with the rod modes’ cutoffs. Between these 
cutoffs the cladding rods are anti-resonant, expelling light and confining it to the 
core with low loss. The transmission properties of such a fibre can be described 
as a series of high-loss and low-loss transmission windows, exhibiting an approxi
mately periodic spectral response in frequency. This transmission property makes
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a bandgap fibre a good in-line fibre filter. An application example in a Nd laser 
system will be introduced in Chapter 5.

Higher ^  
order m odes

c o r e

Higher order « 
bandgaps S

Wavelength

(A)

Wavelength

(B)

Figure 3.3: (A). Schematic of (top) the ARROW structure and (bottom) its 
transmission spectrum; (B). Schematic of (top) dispersion relations of the first 
three low-order modes of the high index cladding rods (LP0 i, LPn and LP0 2 ) 
and (bottom) the corresponding transmission spectrum of the PBGF.

To understand the ARROW model more clearly, the first two low-order bandgaps 
of a PBGF are considered in Fig. 3.3(B). The effective modal indices (the first 
three guided modes) of a individual high index rod in the cladding as a function 
of wavelength is presented in the top plot in Fig. 3.3(B). The fundamental mode, 
LP0 i, has no cutoff, while the cutoff wavelength for LPn and LP02 (LP2 1 ) modes 
are marked with Ai and A2 , respectively. LP02 and LP21 have almost the same 
cutoff wavelength (refer to Fig. 2 .2 ). These cutoff wavelength regions are corre
sponding to the high loss transmission regions shown in the bottom plot in Fig. 
3.3(B). The first and second bandgaps are also provided in the bottom plot, which 
are dominated by the dispersion properties of the first three guided modes (LP0 1 , 
LPn and LP0 2 /L P 2 1 ). Fig. 3.3(B) is very helpful when we design and fabricate 
an all-solid bandgap fibre with the desired bandgaps at certain wavelengths, as 
we will see in Chapter 5.
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3.3 C h a ra c te r is a t io n s  & ap p lica tio n s

The properties of conventional optical fibres have been described in Section 2.3. 
This section highlights some of the novel properties of PCFs, not possessed by 
conventional fibres, and one of their applications.

3.3.1 N -num ber of guided m odes

In standard step-index fibres, normalized frequency (V parameter), defined by 
Eq.(2.2), is usually used to decide the ’mode capacity’. The cutoff properties of 
second order mode in an index-guiding PCF can also be qualitatively understood 
within this framework. The V parameter of a PCF can be expressed in a similar 
way to that of a step-index fibre [37]:

^ e / /  ^  yj^core ^ e / /  (* 1 -0

where the effective index of the cladding nej f , the maximum modal index of 
the cladding, is used instead of ridad and the pitch A substitutes the radius of 
the core. Vc, the V-value at which the second mode is cutoff in a PCF, can be 
approximately taken to be 4.1 [45], different from that of the conventional fibre.

> 0.4Multimode

d /A = 0.4Vc=4.1
Single mode,

1/A

Figure 3.4: Schematic of V-value variation as a function of wavelengths for index- 
guiding PCFs with different d/A. The dashed line corresponding to V-value (Vc) 
for the second modal cutoff.

Fig. 3.4 schematically presents the V-value variation as a function of wavelength 
for different d/A in index-guiding PCFs. Any fibre working within the regime of
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Vc < 4.1 can only guide the fundamental fibre mode with the higher-order modal 
cutoffs. Otherwise, it becomes a multimode fibre, where at least the second 
order mode can be guided. Note that an index-guiding PCF with the d/A < 
0.4 can only work in the single-mode regime for all wavelengths. This kind of 
index-guiding PCF is called as Endlessly Single Mode PCF, quite useful in many 
application areas, such as supercontinuum generation and optical measurements.

Fundamental and higher-order modes have been observed in hollow-core [39, 46] 
and solid-core PBGFs [47]. In a photonic bandgap fibre, the number of spatial 
modes present in the core can be approximately estimated by [39]:

( ( &  —  p p  ) r 2
a t \" h ig h  " lo w /  'core
NpBG — -----------J-----------

( p  2 _  n 2  \  2
QP   V 0 core P lo w ) core ^  2)

where r c ^ e  is the core radius of the fibre and Phigh  and P i ^  are the upper and 
lower edges of the photonic bandgap at fixed optical wavelength (refer to Fig. 
3.2). The second expression applies if the upper bandgap edge extends beyond 
the maximum core wave vector, that is, if ô̂ -core < Phigh • Certainly there are 
two polarisation states for each spatial mode. We can see that the bandgap depth 
(the value of Phigh ~ Plow) and core radius can decide the number of guided modes 
in a PBGF. The high-order modes are more possible to guide in a PBGF with 
larger bandgap depth and more missing unit cells at the core.

3.3.2 Control o f dispersion

GVD in index-guiding PCF

For pure silica material, the zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) is located at the 
wavelength of 1.27 /im. Due to the low index contrast of a conventional single
mode fibre, the waveguide dispersion normally does not play a major role in 
determining the total dispersion. Moreover, its waveguide dispersion D-value is 
usually negative in the visible and near infrared region [6 ], so that the ZDW is al
ways shifted to the long wavelength side. It is impossible to obtain a conventional 
single mode fibre with zero dispersion wavelength shorter than 1.27 /im. How
ever, this can be realized in the index-guiding PCF. This is useful for the soliton
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research and white light supercontinuum generation which use pump sources in 
the wavelength region of below 1.3 /im.

Control over the waveguide dispersion in a PCF is greater than for a conventional 
fibre due to the abundant variation of the structure and the large core/cladding 
refractive index contrast achievable. Its waveguide dispersion can be positive, so 
that the overall fibre dispersion can be made anomalous at wavelengths where 
both GVD of pure silica and the conventional single mode fibre is normal. Many 
types of index-guiding PCFs with quite different dispersion properties can be 
designed and fabricated, just by adjusting the d/A ratio and core size. Here two 
extreme cases are introduced.

a)

c)

300
Silica strand 
computed "■

200

PCF measured

0 -1 0 0

Bulk silica-200

-300
0 9 100 80.70.5 0.6

Wavelength (urn) 
b)
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0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 14 1.5 1.61.1
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Figure 3.5: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal fibre with very 
large air holes [48]. (b) Group velocity dispersion curves of the fibre shown in (a) 
(solid line), silica strand ( 1  fim diameter, dotted line) and bulk silica (dotted line), 
(c) Ultra-flattened dispersion photonic crystal fibre with small holes [49, 50]. The 
corresponding measured dispersion curves for the fibres with different d and d/A 
are provided in (d).

If the d/A approaches 1 , the index-guiding PCF can be thought of as a plain silica
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strand surrounded by air. A scanning electron micrograph of such an actual PCF 
[48] with large d/A  is provided in Fig. 3.5(a). The diameter of the core is roughly 
1 /im, and the silica bridges which support the core have thickness of about 1 2 0  

nm. The dispersion curves for a silica strand and this large d/A ratio fibre (both 
with core diameters of 1 fim) are shown in Fig. 3.5(b). We can see that the zero 
dispersion wavelengths are pushed quite deeply to the blue, reaching 550 nm. 
It can be adjusted by changing the d/A and the core diameter. Chapter 7 will 
introduce an index-guiding tellurite glass PCF, where its core size is decreased 
to about 2.1 fim to shift the zero-dispersion wavelength from beyond 1.7 gm to 
about 1.4 /im.

When the d/A is small, the effective cladding index is closer to silica than air, 
and the zero dispersion wavelength of such a PCF can be around that of the silica 
material. In this case, the dispersion slope was reduced by finely tuning A and 
d/A  ratio. A practical index-guiding PCF with small d/A is presented in Fig. 
3.5(c) [49, 50]. The ultra-flattened and small dispersion curves are also shown in 
Fig. 3.5(d).

GVD in PBGF

The waveguide dispersion properties of PBGFs in transmission bandgaps are 
completely different from the conventional fibres and index-guiding PCFs. For 
hollow-core PBGFs where the core material is air, the material dispersion contri
bution for the total dispersion of the fibre is small, the main dispersion component 
is from waveguide dispersion.

Fig. 3.6 (a) shows the scanning electron micrograph of one hollow-core PBGF 
[46]. The corresponding dispersion curve of this fibre with an transmission 
bandgap centred at 800 nm is presented in Fig. 3.6(b). We can see that its 
group velocity dispersion crosses zero within the low-loss window, and is anoma
lous over most of the bandgap located at the long wavelength side. The blue side 
of the bandgap has a normal dispersion. By shifting the bandgap location, which 
can be realized by scaling the pitch A of the cladding structure, the zero GVD 
point can be easily adjusted to the desired wavelength. In all-solid PBGF the 
material dispersion cannot be neglected, as it has more of an effect on the total 
GVD than that of air in the hollow-core PBGF. The normal material dispersion 
shifts the zero GVD wavelength to the red side and decrease the D -value of the
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Figure 3.6: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a hollow-core PBGF [46].
(b)Measured group index and GVD in the transmission bandgap centred at 
800nm for an air-core PBGF with same structure as the fibre shown in (a). 
The inset shows the fibre attenuation.

fibre; the anomalous material dispersion can shift the zero GVD wavelength to 
the blue side and increase the D-value.

3.3.3 C om pact, b righ t and  b road  con tinuum  source

Controllable zero-dispersion wavelength and endlessly single mode operation of 
an endlessly single mode PCF have been exploited to dramatic effects in super
continuum generation. Such a fibre with zero dispersion wavelengths at <1064 
nm can be pumped with a passively Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm [31], 
and generate flat supercontinuum extending from 500 nm to beyond 1750 nm. 
This fibre has a core diameter of 5 /im, pitch of 2.97 /im and d/A of 0.39, dis
played in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7 (a) shows the experimental setup and the generated 
supercontinuum is presented in Fig. 3.7 (b).

Such a compact, bright, broad and flat continuum source has obvious application 
in spectral testing of fibre components (used extensively as a spectral testing 
source in our laboratory)and spectral analysis of chemical and biological samples. 
In fact, this setup of supercontinuum generation has been frequently used as a 
light source in my experiments during the course of my PhD.
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Figure 3.7: A compact, bright and broad continuum source by using the photonic 
crystal fibre [31]. (a): photograph of experimental setup; (b): broad supercon
tinuum spectrum generated from a photonic crystal fibre pumped by a passively 
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The scanning electron micrograph of the used PCF 
and its far field pattern are also displayed in the diagram.

3.4 F ab r ica tio n  p rocesses o f P C F s

A photonic crystal fibre is made by reducing a relatively large, easily produced 
macro-structure, down to a micro-structure with features comparable in size to 
the wavelength of light. Several different fabrication methods can be used to pro
duce structured PCF preform, such as ’Stack-and-draw1 technique [36], Extrusion 
[51, 52, 53, 54] and Ultrasonic Drilling [55]. Only the first two methods, related 
to my PhD work, will be introduced in this section.

3.4.1 S tack-and-draw

’Stack-and-draw’ technique is the most commonly used technique to manufacture 
silica PCF preforms, schematically shown in Fig. 3.8. Capillaries and rods are 
stacked into a hexagonal array, and progressively reduced in diameter until the 
structure becomes a fibre with the required waveguiding characteristics.

First, a commercially available silica glass tube with 10-20 mm outer diameter

R e s i d u a l
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is elongated into around 1-mm-diameter capillaries (step 1 in Fig. 3.8). Hun
dreds of the capillary silica tubes are then stacked together with appropriately 
positioned solid glass rod(s), forming a silica-air structure of perhaps 20 mm in 
outer diameter and 1 meter in length (step 2 in Fig. 3.8). After inserted into a

silica jacketing tube, this stack is drawn to meter-long preforms with a desired

by another silica tube and drawn into kilometer-long photonic crystal fibres with 
a typical diameter range from one hundred to several hundreds microns (step 4 
in Fig. 3.8). All these steps can be achieved on a conventional drawing tower.

During the fabrication process, gas (usually nitrogen) pressure can be applied to 
the preform to keep the holes of all the capillaries open. Meanwhile, vacuum can 
also be applied in the region between the stack and the tube to help the silica tube 
to collapse around the structure. The holes between capillaries and rods, called 
interstitial holes, can also be collapsed by this vacuum. The draw down ratio, 
drawing temperature and the drawing speed need to be carefully controlled to

S te p  1
Draw capillar

I ~20m m

S te p  2 
Build Stack |  ~15mm

S te p  3
Draw to prefc

10mm

lOO^m

l-1 0 m m

S te p  4
Draw to fibre

Figure 3.8: Stack-and-draw technique to fabricate PCF.

diameter, usually several millimeters (step 3 in Fig. 3.8). These are then jacketed
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obtain the required structure. Even though the ’stack-and-draw’ technique seems 
to be a bit more complicated than the conventional fibre fabrication methods, it 
is straightforward to make long length of uniform fibres with almost unlimited 
structures.

3.4.2 E x tru sion

Extrusion is a well-known process in the technology of metals, plastics and glasses 
[56, 57] for the manufacture of rod, tube and other complex profiles. Extrusion

P n e u m at ic  ram  

Furn ac e  

G lass

Die

D ia m ete r  m o n i t o r

Ex t ru ded  pre fo rm

Figure 3.9: Sketch of extrusion process.

mainly enters into consideration for glasses with these properties: (1) Glasses 
with a steep viscosity-temperature curve, where their narrow temperature range 
for working is very inconvenient for shaping; (2) Glasses with a strong tendency to 
devitrify (change from glassy state to minutely crystalline state); (3) High melting 
temperature glasses (extrusion can work at comparatively lower temperature than 
glass drawing). Extruded PCFs have been realized at the University of Bath using
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SF6 and tellurite glasses, which will be introduced in Section 3.5.

The basic concept of extrusion is as simple as squeezing toothpaste out of a 
tube, where the pressure applied to the closed end of the tube forces the paste 
to flow through the open end. The continuous shape, or profile, of the paste as 
it emerges reflects the shape of the opening or aperture through which it has 
been forced, and can be as simple or as complex as required. Fig. 3.9 schemati
cally shows the extrusion process. A direct or forward extrusion process (where 
product and punch move in same direction) is used to force a heated glass billet 
to flow through a die designed with the desired profile. The shape of extruded 
preform or tube can be quite similar to that of the extrusion die, by optimizing 
the pressure and temperature. The low cost, small volume (large quantities of 
glass tubes necessary for stack-and-draw method are not required), simple op
eration and the extensive applicability all contribute to the advantages of the 
extrusion method. For these reasons extrusion dominates the fabrication process 
for glasses with steep viscosity-temperature behaviour. On the other hand, the 
metal contaminations from the extrusion die, crystallization and fluctuation in 
size must be considered, as these can cause high loss in fibre fabricated by this 
method.

3.5 Developm ents o f PCFs

The historical developments of PCFs are introduced in this section. Index-guiding 
PCFs and PBGFs are presented separately.

3.5.1 Index-guiding P C F s

The developments of index-guiding PCFs along the time scale are presented in 
Fig. 3.10 with the cross-section images of some PCFs. Due to the abundant 
variations of PCF structures, only these elements of their developments which 
are directly related to the work in this thesis will be described.

Highly birefringent PCFs
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The first PCF image presented in Fig. 3.10 is a highly birefringent PCF [58] with 
elliptical core formed by introducing holes with different sizes near the core in one 
direction. The high index contrast between the silica core and air cladding makes 
the form birefringence in this fibre very high, reaching 3.7 x 10-3 at a wavelength 
of 1.54 /xm. This level of birefringence is at least 10 times larger than any shape 
birefringence obtained in conventional fibres. In Chapter 4, another kind of form 
birefringence will be introduced in a novel microstructured fibre with lamellar 
core.

Nonlinear PCFs

Index-guiding PCF with large d/A  can confine light tightly in the core and, when 
combined with a small core size, has high nonlinearity. Such a fibre is shown in 
Fig. 3.5. As part of my PhD work, another kind of glass material, tellurite 
glass, with higher nonlinear coefficient than silica glass was fabricated and used 
to make highly nonlinear PCF, with nonlinear coefficient 7=596 km-1W -1 at 
1550 nm (refer to Chapter 7).

Soft glass PCFs

Fig. 3.10(4) shows scanning electron micrographs of extruded silicate (SF6 glass) 
and tellurite glass PCF [52, 62]. By using the extrusion technique, structured 
PCFs can easily be fabricated from soft glasses with steep viscosity-temperature 
response. A extruded tellurite PCF will be introduced in Chapter 7.

In contrast to all the other index-guiding PCFs, which are composed of only 
one kind of glass material and air, an all-solid PCF using two types of silicate 
glass was demonstrated in 2003 [63]. To form a fibre, the two kinds of glasses 
(one with high index, HI, and the other with low index, B l) had to have good 
compatibility in terms of mechanical, rheological, thermodynamic and chemical 
properties. The final fibre is shown in Fig. 3.10(5). Our highly birefringent fibre 
with lamellar core was also composed of two different kinds of glass materials, 
which will be introduced in Chapter 4.

Using extrusion it is hard to obtain a microstructured fibre with more than several 
periods in the cladding structure. Increasing the number of periods can contribute 
to the decrease of the fibre’s confinement loss. After solving the drilling and
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Figure 3.10: Index-guiding PCF progress along the time scale. (1) Scanning 
electron micrograph of the first highly birefringent PCF having a line of smaller 
holes across the cladding [58]. (2) Scanning electron micrograph of a four-core 
PCF [59]. (3) Scanning electron micrographs of double-cladding fibres: (A) in
ner cladding is a conventional fibre structure [60]; (B) inner cladding is a PCF 
structure [61]. (4) Scanning electron micrographs of extruded soft glass PCFs: 
(A) SF6 glass [52]; (B)tellurite glass (see Chapter 7). (5) Back-scattered electron 
image of an all-solid PCF with dark region as low index glass [63]. (6) Optical 
micrograph of a PCF fabricated using commercial SF6 glass by stack and draw 
method.

(B) '
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polishing difficulties of soft glass billets (this will be introduced in Section 4.6), a 
silicate glass (commercial SF6 glass) PCF by using stack-and-draw method was 
demonstrated in University of Bath, shown in Fig. 3.10(6).

3.5.2 P hotonic bandgap fibre

Hollow-core PBGF

The bandgap guiding effect with silica-air structures, predicted in 1995, was first 
reported by J.C. Knight et. al. in 1998 [64]. The fibre had a honeycomb structure, 
shown in Fig. 3.11(1)-(A), and its low-index defect ensured that there was no 
possibility of waveguiding by total internal reflection. The coloured guided mode 
is shown in Fig. 3.11(1)-(B)(C). After the first demonstration of the PBGF, 
members of the University of Bath developed the fabrication technology to a level 
where a structure with high air-filling fraction, critical for achieving a photonic 
bandgap for hollow-core fibre, became possible. The first hollow-core PBGF was 
demonstrated in 1999 [39], consisting of a triangular array of air holes in silica with 
interstitial holes. The hollow core is formed by the removal of seven capillaries. 
Its scanning electron and optical micrograph are shown in Fig. 3.11(2). The 
coloured modes demonstrated the bandgap properties: guidance only exists in 
the low-loss transmission window generated by the cladding bandgap. In 2003, 
low loss (1.72 dB/km at 1565 nm) hollow core PCF was reported [65], shown 
in Fig. 3.11(3). This loss is only one order of magnitude higher than that of 
conventional state-of-the-art silica fibre (0.15 dB/km). The hollow-core nature 
enables the lower-loss transmission possible, and a hollow-core PBGF are also 
quite useful for high power laser delivery, since almost all of the laser beam 
power is located in the hollow region of its core giving high damage threshold.

All-solid PBGF

The all-solid PBGF was first demonstrated by using two kinds of thermally 
matched soft glasses in 2004 [47], as illustrated in Fig. 3.11(4). The structure was 
a two dimensional triangular array of high-index rods (SF6 glass with refractive 
index of 1.79, the bright region in the scanning electron micrograph) embedded 
in a low-index background (LLF1 glass with refractive index of 1.54, the dark 
region). The core area, which would have contained 7 unit cells, was replaced
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Figure 3.11: PBGF progresses along the time scale. (1)(A) Scanning electron 
micrograph of an honeycomb PBGF (the first PBGF); (B) Optical micrograph; 
(C) Far-field pattern [64], (2) The first reported hollow-core PBGF [39]: (A) 
a scanning electron micrograph; (B) the nearfield pattern of the fibre. (3) A 
scanning electron micrograph of a 19-cell hollow-core PBGF [65]. (4) Scanning 
electron micrograph of the first all-solid bandgap fibre composed of two kinds of 
soft glasses [47]. (5) Scanning electron micrograph of an all-solid silica PBGF 
(see Chapter 5); (6) Optical micrograph of an all-solid PBGF based on an array 
of rings [69].
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with low index glass. This structure represented a perfect bandgap fibre without 
fine strands connecting the high-index inclusions like hollow-core PBGF, and so 
exhibited no surface modes and guides over the full width of multiple bandgaps.

After the demonstration of the first all-solid PBGF using two kinds of high- 
index-contrast soft glasses, the all-solid PBGF was also realized by using low- 
index-contrast silica glasses. In the first silica all-solid PBGF reported in 2005 
[66], the refractive index of the high index Ge doped part is only 1 % higher than 
pure silica. This early all-solid PBGF was constructed by inserting multimode 
and single-mode fibres into a PCF matrix and then drawing the preform to fibre. 
After that, the traditional stack-and-draw method was used to produce the low- 
loss all-solid silica PBGF reported in 2005 [67]. This fibre was reported to have 
a loss as low as ~6 dB/km at 1560 nm [68]. The canes, which were stacked to 
form the whole structure, were drawn from a large-area Ge-doped conventional 
preform. An example of this type of fibre is shown in Fig. 3.11(5). Compared 
with a hollow-core PBGF, which suffers from tricky fabrication, surface modes 
and high splicing loss with conventional fibre, an all-solid PBGF has none of 
these disadvantages. Moreover, an all-solid PBGF makes it possible to construct 
a rare-earth doped fibre amplifier/laser, or work as an in-line fibre filter, which 
can be mode-matched to the conventional fibre. Related work carried out during 
the course of this thesis will be presented in Chapter 5.

Due to its abundant photonic bandgap structures, the low-index-contrast all-solid 
PBGF is a good candidate to study the physical nature of photonic bandgaps, 
especially bend losses. Related work done during this thesis will be introduced 
in Chapter 6. These results suggested tha t replacing the high index cladding 
rods with thin annular rings with low-index centre was a possible way to reduce 
the bend sensitivity in a PBGF. This idea was demonstrated in an improved 
all-solid PBGF based on an array of rings in 2006 [69], shown in Fig. 3.11(6). 
Comparing the performance of the ring fibre with that of a similar fibre made 
using doped rods, it can be found that the use of rings to form the cladding re
orders the cladding modes so as to broaden the photonic band gaps and reduce 
bend sensitivity. During my thesis period I fabricated and characterised another 
kind of all-solid PBGF based on oriented rectangular high index rods. This will 
be introduced in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Highly birefringent lamellar core 
fibre

4.1 Introduction

Polarisation-maintaining (PM) fibres are usually created by intentionally intro
ducing a high birefringence to the guided modes. Two methods have been used to 
achieve the required birefringence. The shape of the refractive index profile defin
ing the waveguide core has been made non-circular (shape or form birefringence) 
or the material forming the fibre itself has been made birefringent by introducing 
stresses (stress birefringence). Elliptical core fibres and PANDA/bow-tie fibres 
are typical examples of these two kinds of birefringence.

In this chapter, a novel optical fibre with a lamellar structured core is reported 
to have very high birefringence, reaching 6 .4 x l0 -3 at the wavelength of 543 nm, 
the highest ever reported birefringence value in a single mode optical fibre. This 
high birefringence is introduced by artificially structuring the core on a sub
wavelength scale. The detailed fabrication processes, properties of guided modes 
and birefringence modelling results of this novel PM fibre are described in this 
chapter.
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4.2 O rig in  of b ire fr ingence  in lam ella r  s t ru c tu re  

m ed ia

It is well known that the birefringent properties of crystals can be explained in 
terms of the anisotropic electrical properties of the molecules from which the 
crystals are formed. Birefringence may, however, arise from anisotropy on a scale 
much larger than molecular, namely when there is an ordered arrangement of 
similar particles of an optically isotropic material on a size scale large when com
pared with the dimensions of molecules, but small compared to the wavelength 
of light. This is one kind of form birefringence [70].

optic axis

negative 
uniaxial crystal

Figure 4.1: Structured medium consists of a regular assembly of parallel plates.

This kind of form birefringence can be explained by considering a medium which 
is a regular assembly of two kinds of thin parallel dielectric plates and 6 2  with 
the thickness of t\ and ti respectively, shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that the linear 
dimension of the faces of the plates are assumed to be infinite, but the thicknesses 
t\ and £2 are small compared to the wavelength.

Suppose that a plane monochromatic wave, which is incident on this assembly, 
has its electric vector perpendicular to the plates. According to the boundary 
condition, the normal component of the electric displacement D must be continu
ous across the interface of these two dielectric media. The corresponding electric
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fields E\ and E2 in these two media, have the relation

E \  =  — , E 2 =  -  (4.1)
^1 ^2

so the mean field E  averaged over the total volume is

t i ~  + t2 —
E  = ^  (4.2)

t\ + 12

The effective dielectric constant, marked as e± at this case, is therefore,

e  —  —  —  ( ^ i  +  ^ 2 )^ 1 6 2  _  ^ 1^2 g'j

E  t\€2 t2€\ fl€2 + f 2£l

where f i  = t i / ( t i  +  t2), f 2 = t2/( t i  +  t2)- Suppose next that the incident field 
has its electric vector parallel to the plates. According to boundary condition, 
the tangential component of the electric vector is continuous across the interface
of two media, so that the electric field will have the same value E  in these two
media. The electric displacements Di and D2 can be written as

D\ — Ci E, D2 = c2E  (4-4)

so that the mean electric displacement D  is

D = t ^ E  + t ^ E  (4 5)
t\ +  t2

Hence the effective dielectric constant is now given by

D tiei +  t2e2 . .
e|| — — — ■  ̂ t  — /l<U +  J2^2 (4.6)

Since the effective dielectric constant is the same for all directions parallel to the 
plates, but different for directions normal to the plates, this medium behaves as 
a uniaxial crystal with its optical axis perpendicular to the plane of the plates. 
The difference of ey and e± can be expressed as

2 2 h f 2 ^ . 1  — C2 ) 2 .  n  (A - v
q - £± =  » . - n . =  /iea  +  M  > 0  (4.7)

where n0 is the refractive index of an ordinary wave, corresponding to the electric
vector parallel to the plate, and ne is the refractive index of an extraordinary
wave, corresponding to the electric vector perpendicular to the plate. We also
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know that this medium always behaves like a negative uniaxial crystal. Eq.(4.7) 
also implies that the bigger the refractive index difference of these two media is, 
the higher birefringence can be obtained for the whole medium.

We have formed such a structure using two commercially available glasses from 
Schott, chosen because of their thermal compatibility and large index difference, 
SF6  (refractive index 1.79 at the wavelength of 706 nm) and LLF1 (refractive 
index 1.54 at the wavelength of 706 nm) [47]. Simply substituting these value 
into Eq.(4.7), we can obtain the estimated material birefringence, An=n0 — ne, 
which can reach 0.018.

4.3 M anufacturing processes

4.3.1 Glass properties

In order to identify suitable glasses for this work, we studied the data sheets of 
many commercially available glasses. The successful candidates required not only 
a large index contrast to obtain a high birefringence, but also quite similar thermal 
properties to enable fibre fabrication. The previous work of all-solid PCF based on 
two types of silicate glass [63] provided us some clues to find the suitable glasses. 
During the selection of suitable glasses, we first chose a pair of commercially 
available glass with highest index contrast, then compare their compatibility 
in terms of mechanical, rheological, thermo-dynamic and chemical properties. 
The thermal parameters of some of the glass candidates I ever considered are 
listed in Table 4.1. After a lot of comparisons and eliminations, LLF1 and SF6  

glasses from Schott were regarded as the optimal glass materials for the highly 
birefringent fibre. Their high index contrast of about 0.25 for the whole visible 
and infrared light region (Table 4.1), is one of the largest values we can find 
from the commercial silicate glasses, ensuring that our final lamellar core fibre 
will have very high birefringence. The details about the glass selections based on 
thermal parameters are discussed as below.

a  is the linear thermal expansion coefficient. Matching of expansion coefficients 
of two materials being drawn together is essential to prevent fracture caused by
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Soft refractive index 3 0 - + 7 0 ° d  O:+ 2 0 -+ 3 0 0 ° C T* T l 0 1 3 / T 107.6

Glasses @706.5nm (10“7  K ) i°C) (°C)
LLF1 1.54 8.10/9.20 448 426/628

N-FK5 1.48 9.2/10.0 466 469/672
N-FK9 1.51 9.6/11.0 476 476/640
N-BK7 1.50 7.1/8.3 557 557/719

SF6 1.79 8.10/9.00 423 410/538
SF6 6 1.89 9.0/11.5 384 385/482
SF67 1.87 6 .2/7.4 539 546/663
SF57 1.81 8 .3/9.2 414 391/519

Table 4.1: Thermal properties and material indices of commercial glasses SF6  

and LLF1 from Schott Ltd.

heating and cooling in the fabrication process which induce stresses. Commonly, a 
difference in coefficients of less than about 2x 10~7/ K  is optimum for two different 
glasses. If the difference reaches higher than 5x 10_7 /K , any two different glasses 
are quite difficult to draw together [71]. Our selected glasses have an excellent 
match at this point.

Another important issue of drawing two glasses together is whether they can be 
drawn at the same temperature. To understand this, it is convenient to consider 
an important thermal parameter of glass, viscosity (77, expressed with the unit 
of poise P), which determines the melting conditions and the temperatures of 
working and annealing. Fig. 4.2 presents the variation of glass viscosity with the 
temperature, where different glass conditions are all marked [71]. The annealing 
point of a glass is defined as the temperature at which it has a viscosity of 
1013 P. At the glass transition temperature, the viscosity is about 1012-3 P. As the 
temperature increases, viscosity decreases to 107-6 P, reaching the softening point, 
where glasses can deform under their own weight. The working point corresponds 
to the viscosity of 104 P. Though the working temperature is not provided in 
the normal database of commercial glasses, we can obtain some clues from the 
annealing temperature (marked as T10i3 ), glass transition temperature (marked 
as Tg) and softening temperature (marked as Ti0 7.e), listed in the provided data 
sheets: a big overlap in the broad temperature range between them implies a 
similar viscosity curve of the glasses, suggesting possible drawing of different 
glasses together.

According to Table 4.1, even though there are other possibilities of glass pairs, 
which have higher index contrast than LLF1 and SF6  glasses, these two kinds of
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glass always have better thermal compatibilities. Note that the T5/T i07.6/T10i3 of 
SF6 glass is slightly lower than that of LLF1 glass and SF6 glass has a steeper 
viscosity-temperature curve than LLF1 glass. All these suggest that during the 
fibre drawing process SF6 glass is softer (has lower viscosity) and more sensitive 
to the fluctuation of the furnace temperature than LLF1 glass.

Overall, the excellent matchings of thermal properties and high index contrast 
between SF6 and LLF1 glass strongly suggest that they are excellent material 
candidates to realize our highly birefringent lamellar core fibre.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic viscosity curve of silicate glass with the function of tem
perature (after [71]).

4.3.2 F ib re  fab rica tion

Lamellar core material preparation

To make the lamellar core fibre, we first cut 3 mm thick Schott SF6 and LLF1 
glass plates to 21 mm x 50 mm rectangular pieces and then polished both sides. 
7 plates (SF6: 3 plates, LLF1: 4 plates) were then stacked together and fused 
by placing them in a furnace at 650 °C for 3 hours. Due to the similar thermal 
properties of these two glasses, they fused to form a lamellar glass block with

\
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-  Transition point

-extrusion;
----------------- . ------- \  Softening point

drawing ! Working point

T T TT ,0’* Tg T10‘ 110*
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I

Figure 4.3: (A)Glass block formed by fusing 7 glass plates together using the 
furnace. (B) The lathe used to grind and polish the glass block to a cylindrical 
glass rod. (C) The glass block with one end ground. (D) The final glass rod.

Figure 4.4: (A) Optical image of the preform with one jacketing tube. (B) 
Scanning electron image of the lamellar core fibre with 1.2 /im core size and 50 
fim outer diameter. (C) Backscattered electron image of the core region of the 
fibre in (B).
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the dimension of 21 mm x 21 mm x 50 mm, shown in Fig. 4.3(A). One end of 
this glass block was then fixed in a lathe (Fig. 4.3(B)), and rotated at a fixed 
speed. A diamond coated disc was then used to slowly grind the exposed part of 
this glass block into a cylindrical glass rod (Fig. 4.3(C)). Turning the glass block 
around and repeating the above step completed the lamellar cylindrical glass rod 
(Fig. 4.3(D)). The next step was to polish this glass rod. The better the polished 
surface was, the lower loss of the final fibre could be obtained, since the main loss 
in this fibre was caused by the interface scattering and contaminations.

Drawn lamellar core fibre

We drew the highly-polished glass rod down to a diameter of around 1 mm on a 
fibre-drawing tower, and then inserted it into an extruded LLF1 jacketing tube. 
This rod-in-tube structure was then drawn down to fibre of the required size 
in several steps. Fig. 4.4(A) shows an optical micrograph of the preform with 
one jacketing tube. This was jacketed and drawn two more times to obtain a 
fibre with 1.2 fim core size and 50 fim outer diameter as shown in the electron 
micrograph in Fig. 4.4(B). A close-up of the core region of the fibre in Fig. 4.4(B) 
recorded using backscattered electrons is displayed in Fig. 4.4(C).

The lamellar structure in the core is easily visible in this micrograph. The bright 
regions in Fig. 4.4(C) are SF6 and the dark regions are LLF1. The thickness of 
the layers has been decreased to less than 200 nm, smaller than the wavelength 
of visible light. The small overall core diameter ensures that the fibre is single
mode or few-moded (depending on the wavelength), and is not expected to be 
important for the birefringence obtained. All the experimental measurements 
and discussions in the rest of this chapter are based on this fibre.

4.3.3 D iffusion effect during drawing processes

It is well known that during fibre drawing processes diffusion can occur at the 
interfaces between two kinds of different glass materials [72]. During the fabri
cation of our lamellar fibre, several jacketing and drawing processes were used to 
obtain the desired fibre core size. We believe that at each drawing step, diffusion 
occurred, especially during the last step when we drew the perform to the final 
fibre.
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(A) (B) (C)
th ree  jacke ting tube  four jacke ting tube  re h ea t ed  in furnace

Figure 4.5: (A) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of lamellar core fibre with 
three jacketing tubes (core 1.2 /mi). (B) SEM of Lamellar core fibre with four 
jacketing tubes (core 1.2 //m). (C) SEM of the fibre in (A) after reheated in the 
furnace.

Two scanning electron micrographs of lamellar core fibres with same core di
ameter (1.2 /cm) are displayed and compared in Fig. 4.5(A) and (B). The only 
difference between them is that the first one was drawn by jacketing and drawing 
three times, and the other four times. The effect of diffusion on the structure is 
obvious: the LLF1 region (dark region in SEM image) in the core become much 
narrower in Fig. 4.5(B) than (A), coinciding with what we expected. After a 
piece of fibre in Fig. 4.5(A) was reheated in a furnace for a period of time, the 
core structure can hardly be seen, referred to Fig. 4.5(C).

To identify the diffusion effect by quantitative analyze, energy dispersive x-ray 
analysis (EDAX) was used to measure the concentration of lead (this element 
mainly exists in SF6 glass). The preform was reheated in a furnace at the tem
perature of 600 °C for 2 hours to simulate the diffusion that might occur during 
fibre fabrication, and as expected evidences of diffusion were found, shown in 
Fig. 4.6. The original LLF1 region was greatly narrowed, less than one third 
of the thickness of SF6 plate. This diffusion effect also reduced the refractive 
index contrast by rasing the index of the LLF1 plate and decreasing the index of 
the SF6 plates. Note that in Fig. 4.6 the Pb concentration of the LLF1 region 
between two SF6 plates is much higher than that in the cladding, which suggests 
the LLF1 region in the core has higher refractive index than the cladding. How
ever, the spatial resolution of our EDAX system is insufficient to perform such 
measurements in the actual fibre.
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Figure 4.6: The Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX) of a reheated lamellar 
preform.

4 .4  L in e a r  p r o p e r t ie s

4.4.1 W aveguiding p ro p ertie s

The attenuation of the fibre shown in Fig. 4.4 was measured at the wavelength 
of 632 nm by the cutback method, yielding around 10 dB/m. The intrinsic 
losses of the SF6 and LLF1 glass are less than 1 dB/m in the visible and near- 
infrared spectral regions, and the high attenuation in the fibre is attributable to 
contaminations of the internal and external interfaces during the formation of 
the core material, which leads to increased scattering losses. Trapped air bubbles 
between the glass plates during the core material fusion can also contribute to 
the loss. The single mode cutoff wavelength is around 1.0 /xm for the fibre with 
1.2 /im core diameter. Diffusion is not expected to have much effect on the 
cutoff wavelengths for the higher order modes because the average core index 
remains very similar. Since the thickness of each layer is smaller than the visible 
light wavelength, we can consider the structured core as being formed from an 
anisotropic material.
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4.4.2 B eat leng th  m easurem en t

Direct and indirect methods were used to measure the beat length of our lamellar 
core fibre.

Direct Observation of the beat pattern in the fibre

When light is propagating in an optical fibre and its coherence length is longer 
than the beat length, an accurate method of measuring birefringence is to count 
the number of beat lengths by viewing the light scattered through the side of the 
fibre caused by Rayleigh scattering [9]. Each scattering particle forms a radiation 
dipole excited by the light field. Radiation is maximum orthogonal to, and zero 
in line with, the direction of the field. Therefore, we can see the scattered pattern 
by observing the fibre at an angle of 90° to the direction of polarisation of the 
light.

O bservation

(A) (B)

Figure 4.7: (A) Progress of the polarisation state of a linear polarisation light, 
which is launched into a fibre with 45° to the birefringent axes. (B) Scattered 
intensity observed normal to the input light polarisation direction.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental setup for the direct observation of the beat pattern.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.9: Optical micrograph of the beating in the fibre excited by three lasers 
with different wavelengths. (A) wavelength: 781 nm, beat length: 140 yum. (B) 
wavelength: 632 nm, beat length: 100 yum. (C) wavelength: 543 nm, beat length: 
85 fim.
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If linearly polarised light is launched into a fibre with the direction of polarisation 
at 45° to the birefringent axes, the polarisation along the fibre will progress from 
linear to elliptical to circular to elliptical to linear, as it propagates (see Fig. 
2.6). This means that, if we observe the fibre at an angle of 90° to the input light 
polarisation direction, periodic light patterns can be seen and counted.

An experimental rig was set up, shown in Fig. 4.8, to measure the beat length of 
our fibre. The observation direction (optical microscope direction) was kept at 
90° to the direction of the polariser. The fibre was rotated to permit the linear 
polarisation light to be launched into the fibre at 45° to the birefringent axes. A 
steel rule was used as a reference to measure the beat length.

Fig. 4.9 shows optical micrographs of the beat patterns using three different 
lasers, with working wavelengths of 781 nm, 632 nm and 543nm, respectively. The 
minimum observed beat length using a Green HeNe laser (543nm) was measured 
to be 85 /xm, while the beat lengths at 632 nm and 781 nm are 100 /xm and 
140 /xm, respectively. The measured errors are estimated to be within ±1.5%. 
According to the measured beat length and Eq.(2.13), we obtained the phase- 
index birefringence of 6.4 x 10-3 at the wavelength of 543 nm, which is the highest 
reported birefringence in a single-mode fibre.

Indirect measurement approach

An indirect measurement method was also used to measure the beat length of 
the fibre. In fact, this kind of method is especially useful for PCF with structures 
in the cladding whose beat length cannot be measured by the direct observation 
method.

One method that can be used is launching light from a tunable diode laser (also 
with polarisation direction at 45° to the fibre principal axes) into a fibre with 
length of L, and monitoring the output polarisation state as a function of wave
length [58]. This method is referred to as wavelength scanning technique. A 
sketch of measurement setup is shown in Fig. 4.10(A).

As the wavelength is scanned, there should be a beating pattern with respect 
to wavelength recorded by the computer [58]. The relation between the wave
length beat period and the beat length of fibre can be obtained by differentiating
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the expression of the difference of phase between the two fundamental modes, 
Eq.(4.8).

<? =  ( & -  0y)L = ̂  (4.8)L I

Tunable
laser

polarizer^/7
tested fibre L polarizer

detector

Supercontinuum
Source

Polarizer 1 /

§1
tested fibre L

OSA

Polarizer 2

C ollecting fibre

Figure 4.10: Experimental setups for indirect measurement of beat length. (A) 
Using tunable laser as source and scanning the light wavelength to obtain the 
beat pattern. (B) Using supercontinuum source and recording the beat pattern 
directly by OSA.

Making the total phase change equal to 27r for a beat period leads to

AA = j m r ,  (4-9)
d \  I
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If we assume L# o c  Afc, there is a simple closed form solution for the beat length, 
given by

r  iu a  \
LapprOX = ^ ±  (410)

A

An improved measurement method using supercontinuum light as source and op
tical spectrum analyzer (OSA) as recorder is shown in Fig. 4.10 (B). Polariser(l) 
was used to make the input supercontinuum source linearly polarised. The fibre 
was laid on a flat metal base to avoid bending effects. The fibre could be rotated 
so that the polarised light was correctly launched into the fibre at an angle of 45° 
to its principle axes. This was verified by checking that the intensity of the output 
light after polariser (2) remained unchanged when polariser (2) was rotated. This 
was due to the fact that the broad supercontinuum spectral output (>1000 nm) 
was much broader than the fibres beating period (measured to be 5.6±0.2 nm in 
Fig. 4.11) and thus contained many beating periods, so at this light launching 
condition (linearly polarised direction was at 45° to the fibre principle axes) even 
though light of a fixed wavelength had a specific polarisation state (linear, ellip
tical or circular), the total output power for the whole supercontinuum would be 
expected to have no polarisation dependance.
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Figure 4.11: Recorded beat pattern by using experimental setup shown in
Fig.4.10(B). The period is 5.6±0.2 nm, and the fibre length is 36T0.5 mm.
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The results for a scan from 1200 to 1250 nm, shown in Fig. 4.11, indicated clear 
polarisation beating for a fibre with the length L of 36±0.5 mm. Theoretical 
calculations of birefringence and beat length provided the approximate k-value 
in Eq.(4.10), which is 1.8. Using this value in Eq.(4.10), the beat length at the 
wavelength of 1225 nm was about 295 /mi, corresponding to the birefringence of 
4.2x 10-3.

4.4.3 D ifferential g roup  delay

(Experimental
data)

(Experimental
data)

Figure 4.12: Demonstration of differential group delay during the propagation of 
a pulse in a lamellar core fibre.

When a pulse is launched into a birefringent fibre of length L with two fundamen
tal polarisation modes excited, the high birefringence makes the group velocities 
for these two modes quite different, causing delay between them, referred to as 
Differential Group Delay (DGD). The pulse can be spread out or even split into 
two separate pulses with orthogonal polarisation states. The relation between 
the two polarisation modes delay r  (shown in Fig. 4.12) and group velocity vg 
can be expressed as

(4 .„ )
\V g  v g J  c  c

where ng is the effective group refractive index and Bg is group birefringence of 
the fibre with the definition of Bg=ng — nyg. According to Eq.(2.9), the relation 
between effective group refractive index ng and effective modal refractive index 
n can be written as

n9 = n -  (4.12)
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Figure 4.13: Experimental setup used to measure the differential group delay.

Substituting Eq.(2.12) and Eq.(4.12) into Eq.(4.11), the delay r  can be expressed 
as

In our discussion here, t / L  (equal to B g/ c)  is used to identify the DGD property 
of our birefringent fibre.

Low coherence interferometry measurement method was used to measure the 
DGD of our lamellar core fibre. A Michelson interferometer was set up as shown 
in Fig. 4.13. The tested fibre with length of 80 mm was placed on one of the 
arms whilst the other arm was mounted with a travelling mirror in order to vary 
its length. A supercontinuum source was used as the light source and band-pass 
filters with a bandwidth of 10 nm were used to select the desired wavelengths. 
The measured wavelength ranged from 850 nm to 1600 nm. Due to the high 
birefringence of the lamellar core fibre, the two interference fringe peaks could 
be completely separated, which were recorded directly by our system. A typical 
observed interferogram is shown as the output pulses in Fig. 4.12. The distances 
between these two split pulses were recorded and used to obtain the DGD-value
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for the corresponding wavelengths. The experimental errors of the final measured 
DGD are mainly due to the identification of the interference peaks positions and 
the measurement of the fibre length, estimated to be about ±1.5%.

The measured DGD is displayed in Fig. 4.14. It is about 29.3±0.8 ps/m at a 
wavelength of 1540 nm, deducing the group-index birefringence of about 8.8 x 10-3 
at this wavelength.

wavelength (pm)

Figure 4.14: The differential group delay for the two fundamental polarisation 
modes. The black dotted line: experimental results (measured fibre length 80±0.5 
mm); The red line: numerical modelling result taking account of the diffusion in 
the core (see Fig. 4.16.)

4.5 N u m eric a l m odelling

From the experiments carried out, It can be seen that all the measured birefrin
gence is much lower than the material birefringence of 0.018, obtained by the 
Born & Wolf approximation in section 4.2. This can be attributed to diffusion 
effects, which reduce the refractive index contrast of the two glass materials in the 
core region. Numerical modelling results for the cases with and without diffusion
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are provided in this section.

4.5.1 M odelling based on bu lk  m a te ria l co n stan t

A commercial beam propagation method [73, 74, 75] software package (Beam- 
Prop) was used to compute the effective indices for the two fundamental polari
sation modes and the birefringences, as presented in Fig. 4.15. The core region 
of this modelled fibre has 7 layers of glass plates with the same thickness, of 
which 3 layers are SF6 glass and the others are LLF1, seen in the Fig. 4.16(A). 
The refractive index profile across the centre of the glass plates is provided in 
Fig. 4.16(C) (dotted black line), with the SF6 being assigned a refractive index 
value 1.79 and the LLF1 index assumed to be 1.54 (corresponding to their known 
values at a wavelength of 706 nm). The whole diameter of the core set to be 1.2 
/im is the same with the fibre, shown in Fig.4.4. In Fig. 4.15, the polarisation 
directions parallel and perpendicular to the plate surfaces are marked as y and x 
direction, respectively. This case does not take account of the effect of diffusion.
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Figure 4.15: Beamprop modelling results for the effective indices of two funda
mental polarisation modes and the birefringences.

We can see that, when the ratio of wavelength to core diameter is around 0.5, 
the birefringence reaches a peak value of 0.018. This modelling result is similar 
to the birefringence obtained for layers formed from infinite plates, implying that
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the outside shape of the core is not the main contributor to the birefringence. 
This value of expected birefringence is about one order magnitude higher than 
the highest reported birefringence in other fibres.

Since the measured birefringence at 543 nm wavelength, about 6 .4x l0-3, is only 
about one third of the expected value of 0.018, further modelling accounting for 
diffusion effects was carried out to explain the measured results.

4.5.2 A ccounting for th e  effect of diffusion

In this modelling, it was assumed that the diffused region was limited to the core 
region, shown in Fig. 4.16(B). Since LLF1 and SF6 glass in the core region had
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Figure 4.16: The refractive index distributions assumed in the fibre. (A) Core 
structure with SF6 and LLF1 glass plates without diffusion (dark region: high 
index, bright region: low index). (B) Assumed diffused core structure. (C). The 
black dotted line: bulk material index constants (as used in producing Fig.4.15). 
Red solid line: assumed result of diffusion during fibre drawing (as used to pro
duce numerical results in Fig.4.14 and Fig.4.17).

almost the same volume, another assumption we made was that the decreased 
index of SF6 glass was the same as the increased index of LLF1 glass. We found 
that using the Born Sz Wolf approximation in Section 4.2 a relatively modest 
change in the refractive index contrast between the two phases (eg, 1.74:1.59
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rather than 1.79:1.54) would be sufficient to explain the measured decrease in 
birefringence. So the refractive index contrast of 1.74:1.59 was used to compute 
the effective indices for the two fundamental modes in the fibre using BeamProp. 
The refractive index distribution assumed is presented in Fig. 4.16(C) as a red 
solid line.

From the output of the software (the effective indices for the two fundamental 
guided modes at different wavelengths) we computed the beat lengths and dif
ferential group delays, as plotted in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.14 (solid red lines). 
The excellent agreement between the experimental and modelling results pro
vides strong evidence supporting that significant diffusion did occur within the 
fibre core during the drawing process.
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Figure 4.17: Beat lengths at different wavelengths. The black square dots: di
rectly measured beat lengths at the wavelengths of 543 nm, 632 nm and 781 nm. 
The black star: indirectly measured beat length at the wavelength of 1225 nm. 
The red line: numerical modelling result accounting for diffusion in the fibre core 
(see Fig.4.16).
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4.6 Conclusion & further improvements

4.6.1 C onclusion

We have described a highly birefringent lamellar core fibre. The beat length 
of the fibre was measured by direct observation of scattered light, and found 
to be 85 /xm at a wavelength of 543 nm, corresponding to a birefringence of 
6 .4xl0~3. An indirect method was also used to measure the birefringence at 
infrared wavelengths. The differential group delay was measured using low co
herence interferometry. We have computed the modal indices using a commercial 
beam propagation tool, and find that the measured values are not consistent 
with preservation of the bulk refractive indices within the multilayer stack form
ing the core. The decreased refractive index contrast within the fibre core can be 
attributed to diffusion of components within the multilayer structure. When ac
counting for modest diffusion, the modelling results fit well with the experimental 
results.

4.6.2 Further im provem ents by drilling glass rods

There are two main problems with our lamellar core highly birefringent fibre: one 
is the high loss, about 10 dB/m; the other is that the diffusion effect decreases 
the obtained birefringence. These two weaknesses can possibly be improved by 
further developing our fabrication technique with these soft glasses.

During the process of fabricating the lamellar core fibre, we jacketed and drew the 
original preform down at least three times using extruded LLF1 jacketing tubes 
to obtain the desired small core size. As discussed in section 3.5.1, it is quite 
difficult to prevent metal contaminations (from the metal die) and crystallization 
occurring on the surface of the extruded tube or preform. We believe these 
contribute to the high loss of the final fibre. Furthermore, the diameter of the 
extruded tube used is limited to about 2 mm, as larger uniform tubes are difficult 
to produce using our extrusion technique. As a result, a multi-drawing process 
had to be used. We found that the more drawing processes were used, the more 
heavily the diffusion phenomenon happened. This caused the serious decrease of
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the obtained birefringence. If we instead produce the jacketing tube by drawing 
down a tube made using a better controlled drilling and polishing technique, this 
situation could be improved.

Figure 4.18: (A)Soft glass drilling apparatus. (B)Drilled and polished soft glass 
tube. (C)Lamellar core preform drawn directly from the drilled jacketing tube, 
which contains 5 layers of glass plates.

At present we can easily produce tubes by drilling of SF6 and LLF1 glass rods 
(length: 200 mm, outer diameter: 22 mm, drilled core diameter: 10 mm to 16mm) 
using a common drilling machine and diamond core drilling bits, shown as Fig. 
4.18(A). The polishing of the inner and outer surfaces of the drilled tube (shown 
in Fig. 4.18) can be operated in a lathe. Several layers of polished SF6 and 
LLF1 glass plates with thickness of around 2 mm and appropriate sizes can then 
be directly inserted into a drilled and well-polished LLF1 tube, before the whole 
structure is drawn into the lamellar core preforms (refer to Fig. 4.18(C)). During 
this drawing process a vacuum was used to eliminate air bubbles trapped at the 
interfaces of the adjacent glass plates. These could not be removed using the 
previous method. Hydrofluoric acid etching could also be used to remove the 
contaminations on the surface of the glass tube, introduced during the polishing. 
All these changes could contribute to a reduction of the high loss.

A set of jacketing tubes with different sizes could also be drawn directly from 
another drilled tube, and these multi-jacketing tubes could make it possible to
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draw the preform to the final fibre with the desired small core size in a single 
step. We could also use the SF6 jacketing tube as an outer jacketing tube to 
decrease the diffusion effects. In fact, this kind of effect was discovered during the 
fabrication of all-solid PBGF, which is also composed of SF6 and LLF1 glasses: 
Diffusion always occurred when we used the LLF1 glass as the jacketing tube, 
destroying the guiding properties of the fibre; the fibre only worked properly with 
the SF6 glass as the jacketing tube. The reason for this can be understood by the 
different glass transition temperatures (Tg of LLF1 and SF6 glass, refer to Table
4.1): the drawing temperature of the bandgap fibre with LLF1 as the cladding 
(it means the fibre is mostly composed of LLF1 glass) must be higher than that 
of a bandgap fibre with SF6 cladding, so the diffusion effect was more serious for 
fibres with LLF1 cladding. These changes could contribute to an increase of the 
final birefringence.
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Chapter 5

Three-level N eodym ium  fibre 
laser incorporating photonic 
bandgap fibre

5.1 Introduction

The strong spectral discrimination in the transmission of a photonic bandgap 
fibre makes it a good candidate for an in-line optical fibre filter. The concept is 
not dissimilar to another type of filtering fibre with resonant coupling between 
the core and cladding recently proposed as a means of distributed filtering along 
a gain medium [76]. As a filter, an all-solid PBGF is preferable to a hollow-core 
PBGF, because it can be spliced to conventional fibres more easily. Furthermore, 
the all-solid PBGF structure can also be used to realize a rare-earth doped active 
photonic bandgap fibre [77], which is impossible for a hollow-core PBGF.

In this chapter, I demonstrate the filter function of an all-solid PBGF by in
corporating it into a Neodymium fibre laser system by simply splicing it to the 
Neodymium-doped fibre. Gain from the neodymium four-level transition was 
strongly suppressed using the bandgap fibre as an intra-cavity wavelength-relative 
loss element and our fibre laser ran easily and stably on the three-level transition.
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5.2 N d  fibre laser in t ro d u c tio n

5.2.1 E nergy level d iagram  and  th e  m ain  tran sitio n s

Neodymium was first used as a gain medium in the first glass laser in 1961, 
a device that was demonstrated by Snitzer [78], not long after the first Nd3+ 
crystalline laser in the same year [79]. These were soon followed by a Nd3+- 
doped fibre laser in 1963 [80] and an optical amplifier [81] in 1964. Afterwards, 
lasing in Nd-doped fibre laser systems at different wavelengths, mainly around 
1.06 /im, 1.3 fim and 0.9 jt/m, were demonstrated [82, 83, 84, 85]. These different 
lasing wavelengths correspond to three different transitions of neodymium ions, 
which will be introduced in this section. In fact, neodymium ions have become 
one of the most important gain elements for crystalline, bulk glass and fibre lasers, 
due to the high power ability and high efficiency.
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Figure 5.1: Energy levels and transitions involved in laser oscillations of Nd3+ 
ions in glass matrix.

Fig. 5.1 shows the relevant energy levels of the Nd3+ ions in silica [86]. The strong 
4Ig/ 2  — > 4F5 / 2  absorption transition at about 800 nm is extremely effective for 
exciting the 4F3 / 2  metastable state, leading to very efficient Nd3+-doped fibre 
lasers, which can be easily pumped by AlGaAs laser diodes.

The four-level 4F3 / 2  — * 4In / 2  transition gives emission around 1060 nm wave
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length [82, 83, 87]. This is probably the most thoroughly characterised of all 
laser transitions for both glass and crystalline hosts, due to its importance in 
high power and high efficiency laser applications. The 2000 cm-1 gap between 
4In /2 and 4I9 / 2  is small enough to provide a high nonradiative relaxation rate 
and prevent a buildup of population in the terminal level. The four-level scheme 
leads to no ground state absorption (GSA) at the laser wavelength. As a result, 
the internal gain for this transition is positive even for a vanishingly small pump 
power, as the threshold power for lasing can be very small [83].

On the other hand, the 4F3/2 — ► 4l9/ 2  (900 nm) is a three-level system [84, 88, 89, 
90]. Because it is limited by ground-state absorption and the strong competition 
with the four-level transition 4F 3 / 2  — ► 4In / 2  [84], it is non-trivial to realize lasing 
at this wavelength. My laser work in this chapter is based on this transition.

The 4F 3 / 2  — > 4li3 / 2  transition corresponds to 1300 nm wavelength [85, 91, 92], 
and is also a four-level operation. The difficulty of lasing at this wavelength is 
that this scheme suffers from excited state absorption (ESA) (4F3/2 — ► 4G7/2, 
not given in Fig. 5.1), which considerably reduces the gain [92].

5.2.2 Three-level transition  lasing

Although the 900 nm three-level transition has not been investigated as exten
sively as the 1060 nm four-level transition, it has attracted more and more atten
tion recently due to applications such as water-vapor absorption characterisation, 
frequency doubling and spectroscopy. The first three-level transition laser in op
tical fibres was reported at 936 nm by L. Reekie, et.al [84], in 1987, by using 
dichroic mirrors with high wavelength discrimination.

The absorption spectrum of a Nd3+/A l3+ co-doped silica fibre is provided in 
the upper diagram of Fig. 5.2 [93], while the lower diagram [88] shows the 
fluorescence spectra of a Nd3+/G e4+ co-doped fibre and a Nd3+/A l3+ co-doped 
silica fibre pumped at 808 nm. These two fibres are all standard commercially 
available Nd3+ doped fibres.

The addition of Ge4+ ions does not alter the emission spectrum of Nd3+ doped 
pure silica fibre with respect to bulk Nd-Si02 glass. This type of fibre has at
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tracted attention because the secondary fluorescence peak near 938 nm (Fig.
5.2) overlaps a strong water vapor absorption band centred at 940 nm [94]. The 
highly doped fibre incorporating Al3+ codopant can remove clustering effects and 
is doped well beyond the solubility limit of Nd3+ ions in pure silica. The use of 
the Al3+ codopants (several mol %) can also blue-shift the emission spectrum by 
up to 25 nm [88, 95] (see Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Upper: absorption spectrum of a Nd3+/Al3+ co-doped fibre [93]; 
Lower: fluorescence spectra of a Nd3+/Ge4+ co-doped and a Nd3+/Al3+ co-doped 
fibre pumped at 808 nm [88].

The relative intensity of the fluorescence spectrum for the 900 nm transition 
is similar to that of the 1060 nm transition for an Nd3+/Al3+ co-doped fibre 
and is actually much greater in the case of Nd3+/Ge4+ co-doped fibre. This 
property could be exploited to make a laser emitting around 900 nm, however 
the strong absorption at the three-level transition bands and the competition 
from the 1060nm limit lasing at this wavelength.

Previous researchers have used a bent W-type index profile fibre to suppress the
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longer-wavelength four-level transition of the Nd doped fibre [96]. In this chapter, 
we will present the use of an all-solid PBGF as a filter to suppress the gain of the 
1060 nm transition, enabling a robust CW laser at the wavelength of 907 nm to 
be obtained. The used gain fibre is a Nd3+/G e4+ co-doped silica fibre. All the 
mirrors used have the same reflectivity for the wavelength range of 900-1 lOOnm.

5.3 All-solid photonic bandgap fibre

5.3.1 D esign  of P B G F

During the design of the fibre the following criteria had to be fulfilled to realize 
the three level transition lasing: the fibre must suppress the 1060-1 lOOnm transi
tion of Nd3+ doped fibre, whilst allowing high transmission for the 808nm pump 
wavelength and the 900-940nm lasing wavelength. Photonic bandgap properties 
of an all-solid PBGF were designed to realize this wavelength-dependent attenu
ation. However, the first bandgap of an all-solid PBGF is almost semi-infinite at 
the long wavelength edge (refer to Fig. 3.3), which is not convenient to suppress 
the long wavelength signals. The following second bandgap was then considered 
as below.

First of all, the lowest transmission loss at the lasing wavelength was desired 
for an optimal bandgap fibre to be used in our Nd laser system. To realize 
this requirement, the three-level transition band (peaking at about 910 nm) was 
arranged to be located at the central frequency between the cutoff frequencies 
of LPn and LP0 2 /L P 21 modes, (corresponding to Ai and A2 in Fig. 3.3). The 
refractive index of the Ge-doped silica rod, which would be used to form the high- 
index inclusions in the cladding of the bandgap fibre, was known to be 2.03% 
higher than that of matrix material (pure silica with refractive index of 1.458). 
To realize the above requirement, the diameter of the high index inclusions (d- 
value) in the final fibre was calculated to be 3.1 /im, corresponding to the cutoff 
wavelengths of Ai and A2 to be 750 nm and 1195 nm, respectively. W ith these 
designed parameters, the lasing wavelength (around 910 nm) should be positioned 
at the centre of the bandgap with high transmission. And the pump wavelength 
(808 nm) was expected to be located on the blue side of this low loss transmission
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window, whilst the four-level 1060-1100 nm transition band would fall into the 
high loss region.

The fabrication method of our bandgap fibre is shown in Fig. 5.3. Using this 
method, if the cladding rods had the diameter of 3.1 fim as we designed above, 
the core diameter of a final bandgap fibre was estimated to be about 10 /im. 
Meaning that it would be quite similar to that of conventional SMF28 fibre. If 
we used the third bandgap to satisfy the same requirement, the rod diameter had 
been calculated to be 4.3 /im , corresponding the core size of 14 /im. Such a big 
core size could make the bandgap fibre hard to splice to commercial standard 
fibres with low loss, so the second bandgap is the best candidate to work in our 
desired Nd laser system.

The outer diameter of our final PBGF was expected to be 125 /im, facilitating 
its splice to conventional commercial fibre. To ensure the correct fibre outer 
diameter (125 /im) and rod diameter (3.1 /im), a suitable jacketing tube had to 
be carefully chosen, for the final fibre fabrication process.

5.3.2 Fabrication

A modified stack-and-draw method was used during the manufacturing process. 
The stack design is shown in Fig. 5.3. A step index multimode fibre preform 
with a germanium-doped core and a thin pure silica cladding (index difference 
n = 3 .3 x l0 -2 and core-to-cladding diameter ratio: 0.88), and a pure silica rod 
were drawn to canes with a diameter of 0.87 mm. The canes were then used to 
build the periodic structure in the cladding. The central area, which would have 
contained 6 pure silica rods and 1 germanium-doped silica rod, was replaced by 
one large pure silica rod to form the core of the fibre. The core is composed of 
only 1 missing unit cell in the final structure as shown in Fig. 5.4. 12 thin pure 
silica fibres (shown in the magnified core region in Fig. 5.3) were inserted into 
the gaps between the large central rod and the cladding structure to avoid any 
deformation of the structure near the core, and reduce the possibility of bubble 
formation by trapped air. Corner stacking rods were removed before the whole 
stacking structure was inserted into a pure silica jacketing tube. Additional ’filler’ 
rods were used to keep the whole structure tight in the jacketing tube avoiding 
any deformation of the final drawn structure.
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Moved c o m e r  rods £  $  $  Additional filler rods

Figure 5.3: The multiple stack design of our all-solid PBGF. The diameters of 
the Ge-doped and pure silica rods are 0.87 mm.

Figure 5.4: Backscattered electron images of the all-solid photonic bandgap fibre 
used in the experiments. The bright regions are Germanium doped, while the 
gray indicates pure silica.
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This stack was then drawn to 2mm-outer-diameter preforms. A second jacketing 
tube was then carefully chosen to ensure that the final fibre with an outer diameter 
of 125 fj,m would have the correct internal cladding dimensions to suppress the 
1060-1100 nm signal transmission, as was discussed in the Section 5.3.1. Scanning 
electron micrographs of the final fibre are shown in Fig. 5.4. The pitch in the 
periodic cladding and the diameter of the doped cladding rods were 6.5 /im and
3.1 /im, respectively, while the core diameter was 9.9 /im. Fibres with slightly 
different outer diameters were also drawn to compare the filtering effects of the 
slightly shifted transmission bands on our laser system.

By directly drawing the same 2 mm preforms from the original stack to a larger 
outer diameter, we could obtain fibres with higher order bandgaps at the visible 
and near-infrared wavelengths. This fibre was used to study the nature of the 
photonic bandgaps, especially bend loss properties. This work will be introduced 
in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 M odal profile

In order to assess the feasibility of splicing the PBGF to conventional fibre, the 
modal profiles of our bandgap fibre were studied. The near-field patterns at the 
fibre’s output face were recorded by imaging onto a CCD camera with appropriate 
magnification. The supercontinuum source was spectrally filtered using a 10 nm 
band pass filter with central wavelength at 900 nm. This was coupled into an 
endless single mode PCF which was butted against a 20 cm length of PBGF.

After optimizing the alignment, the near field image of the core region was 
recorded, as displayed in Fig. 5.5. The mode is mainly confined in the core 
region but with some intensity extended into the 6 high-index inclusions sur
rounding the core. This ’star’ shape is similar to the one predicted by N.M. 
Litchinitser et al. [43]. Fig. 5.5(b) represents the light intensity along the two 
white lines in Fig. 5.5(a). The experimental intensity profile (black curve) can 
be very well fitted by a Gaussian profile (red curve) in the X direction with a 
waist diameter (at 1/e2) of 8.5 /mi and relatively well in the Y direction (waist 
diameter of 8.9 //m).

During the practical experimental process, various coupling conditions (off-axis,
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Figure 5.5: (a) Near field image of the guided mode observed at 900 nm. (b) 
Experimental intensity profiles (black curves) along the two axes X and Y shown 
on Fig.5.5(a). The red curves represent a Gaussian fit to the experimental data.

small spot, etc.) at different wavelengths were tried, but higher order modes were 
never observed. However, for very short fibre lengths (such as 20 mm), with the 
use of an optical microscope higher order modes could be observed. Due to the 
large difference of losses between the fundamental mode and higher order modes, 
our PBGF can be considered in practice as a single mode fibre, which ensures 
single-transverse-mode operation of the laser.

5.3.4 In sertio n  loss of P B G F  device

To identify the filtering properties of our all-solid PBGF, a 10 cm length of the 
125 fim outer diameter PBGF was spliced between two pieces of conventional 
single-mode fibre (1060XP from Thorlabs) using a standard arc fusion splicer, 
shown in Fig. 5.6. The detailed splicing parameters will be introduced in Section 
5.3.5.

By using the cut-back method, the spectral insertion loss for this device was 
measured and is shown in Fig. 5.6. This presents the existence of 3 well-defined 
low-attenuation transmission bands from 500 nm to 1400 nm.

The first transmission window at the longest wavelength is a semi-infinite funda
mental bandgap. The second transmission window from about 790 nm to 940 nm 
covers the pump wavelength (808 nm) and almost all of the three-level transition
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4F3/2 — * 4Fg/ 2  (890-950 nm, corresponding the red dashed line in Fig. 5.6) of the 
Nd doped fibre, whilst the four-level transition 4F3/2 — * 4F n /2 (1060-1100 nm, 
corresponding the blue dashed line in the figure) falls into the high-loss spectral 
region between the first and second transmission windows. The attenuation at 
900 nm is around 1.8 dB, which is attributed almost entirely to the splice losses.
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X *  X—
C on v en tio n a l  s ing le  m o d e  C o n v e n t io n a l  s ing le  m o d e
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Figure 5.6: Insertion loss measurement of the spliced PBGF used in the laser 
experiments, recorded using the cut-back method.

5.3.5 Splicing of P B G F  w ith  o th e r fibres

All-solid PBGFs can be spliced to conventional standard optical fibres by using 
a standard arc fusion splicer. For the results contained in this thesis, a Fujikura 
FSM-40PM ARC Fusion Splicer was used.

Since the objective is to incorporate a PBGF into the fibre laser system, the 
PBGF must be spliced to the Nd3+ doped fibre with low loss. The core diameter
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of the Nd-doped fibre used is 3 /im, with an NA of 0.19 (Fibercore DF1000). The 
core is composed of Ge-doped silica containing 500-1000 ppm Nd3+ ions. Due to 
the significant mode mismatch between the Nd-doped fibre and the PBGF, it is 
impossible to obtain low splicing loss by splicing them together directly. Although 
a long arc exposure can diffuse the highly doped Nd fibre core to improve the 
mode-matching with the PBGF, it can also destroy the bandgap structure in 
the PBGF’s cladding. The best splicing loss obtained was about 4-5 dB by this 
method. Finally, standard single-mode fibre (SMF, core diameter 5.5 fim, NA 
0.14, 1060XP from Thorlabs) was used as an intermediary to splice the gain fibre 
to the PBGF, as shown in Fig. 5.7(A).

The measurement setups used to determine the best splicing parameters for the 
’L’ and ’R’ splices are shown in Fig. 5.7. Due to the high absorption of the gain 
fibre at the 900 nm region, it is quite difficult to measure the splice loss between 
Nd fibre and SMF1060 fibre at this wavelength. However, only a small difference 
in splice loss at 900 nm and 1060 nm was expected, so a 1060 nm laser source 
was used to measure the splice loss, shown in Fig. 5.7(B). The output of the laser 
source was coupled to a SMF1060 fibre, the other end being coupled to a detector 
to record the original power value as the reference. Note that both ends of the 
SMF1060 fibre were coiled to avoid the emergence of high order modes. After the 
SMF1060 fibre was cut, a piece of Nd doped fibre was spliced in the middle and 
the splice loss was obtained. The same measurement process was carried out to 
measure the splice loss of PBGF to SMF1060 fibre, shown in Fig. 5.7(C).

To obtain an acceptable splice loss the most important splicing parameters which 
should be adjusted are the arc fusion power, time and overlap of the two spliced 
fibres. The overlap expresses the distance the fibres are push against each other 
after they come into contact.

During the splicing of the Nd fibre to SMF1060, the mode field diameter (MFD) 
of the Nd fibre can expand faster than that of the SMF1060. This is due to the 
high dopant concentration in the core of the Nd fibre. This effect is good since 
the MFD in Nd fibre is smaller than that of the SMF1060 fibre. Both the arc 
fusion power and time have a direct effect on the MFD expansion: by increasing 
the fusion time and/or power, a greater MFD expansion can be obtained. During 
the splicing process, monitoring the power detector can give an indication of any 
necessary change needed to these parameters: a monotonic increase of the optical
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Figure 5.7: Splicing of all-solid PBGFs to Nd doped fibres. Due to the big mis
match between the mode diameters of these two fibres, an intermediate conven
tional single mode fibre (1060XP from thorlab) was used to connect them, shown 
in (A). Experimental setups to measure the splicing losses between SMF1060 
fibres and Nd doped fibres/all-solid PBGFs are provided in (B)/(C).
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Nd fibre to SMF PBGF to SMF SMF to SMF

XY Align cladding cladding core
Arcl: Power (bit) 20 20 20
Arcl: Time (ms) 2000 1000 2000
Arc2: Power (bit) 20 20 20
Arc2: Time (ms) 10000 off off

Overlap (/xm) 15 5 15
splice loss (dB) 0.2 0.9 <0.1

Table 5.1: Splicing parameters of Fujikura FSM-40PM ARC Fusion Splicer for 
different kinds of fibres.

power means that the arc fusion time and/or power needs to be increased; first 
an increase in optical power followed by a decrease indicates excessive fusion time 
and/or power. After investigating the effects of arc time and power on several 
splices, the optimum parameters were found and are shown in Table 5.1. With 
these parameters a splice loss as low as 0.2 dB was obtained.

Considering the splice of PBGF to SMF1060 fibre, we should use a quick splice 
and less overlap to avoid the destruction of the bandgap cladding structure of the 
PBGF. The best splicing parameters are referred to in Tab. 5.1 and the splice 
loss obtained was 0.9 dB. By following this process, the total splice loss from Nd 
doped fibre to our PBGF with an intermediary can reach 1.1 dB, much lower 
than the value obtained by direct splicing.

5.4 Three-level Nd fibre laser incorporating 
PB G F

5.4.1 Configuration

Three different configurations were tried in order to achieve lasing in the Nd fibre. 
These are illustrated in Fig. 5.8.

A CW Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to 808 nm wavelength was used as the pump source 
for core pumping. The pump can pass through the dichroic mirror M l with a
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transmission coefficient of 80% at 808 nm, which was also used to reflect the signal 
with high reflectivity of 99% at 900-1100 nm. In configurations (A) and (B), the 
output laser had the same direction as the pump laser, while configuration (C) 
presents the reverse direction between pump and output lasers.
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Figure 5.8; Three laser configurations designed for the three-level Nd-doped fibre 
laser. Ml: Dichroic mirror with high transmission (80%) at 808 nm and 99% 
reflectivity from 900 to 1100 nm. M2; Metallic mirror with high reflectivity 
(> 95%) from 800 to 1100 nm.

In configuration (A), the laser cavity was formed between the dichroic mirror Ml 
and the output cleaved end of PBGF with Fresnel reflectivity of 4%. The main 
problem in using this configuration is the difficulty of aligning the mirror Ml. 
Another similar way was to directly butt the input end of Nd fibre against the 
mirror Ml, which worked as one end of the laser cavity, shown in Fig. 5.8(B). 
However, the disadvantage with this method is that the pump coupling efficiency 
is decreased, thus the output power of the fibre laser is decreased.
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Finally we obtained the best laser performance using configuration (C). The pump 
laser being positioned after the dichroic mirror M l (transmission coefficient of 
80%) was launched into the Nd-doped fibre with a coupling efficiency of 70%. 
The maximum pump power at 808 nm was 1.5 W and the overall pump launch 
efficiency was about 56%. The end of the PBGF was butted to a highly reflective 
metallic mirror M2, which has high reflectivity (>95%) at wavelengths 900-1100 
nm, with the use of index-matching oil to form one end of the cavity. The other 
end of the cavity was the 4% Fresnel reflection of the Nd-doped fibre input end 
face. The laser was coupled out by mirror M l. A 10 cm length of PBGF (as 
demonstrated in Fig. 5.6) was found to be enough to suppress lasing on the 
four-level transition around 1080 nm.

Note that all the mirrors used in our experiment have the same reflectivity for 
the wavelengths from 900-1 lOOnm, which means the effect of suppressing the 
four-level 1080nm transition was solely due to our PBGF.

5.4.2 Laser properties

For the three-level laser system, the Nd-doped fibre has an optimum length that 
is a balance between signal reabsorption and pump utilization. By cutting back 
from a fibre length of 5 m and characterising the maximal slope efficiency for 
each step, the optimal length of gain fibre was found to be around 2.5 m.

The measured output power of the fibre laser at the lasing wavelength of 907 
nm versus Nd fibre length is displayed in Fig. 5.9. The pump power of the 
Ti:Sapphire laser was kept at 1.5 W.

Fig. 5.10 shows the laser spectrum obtained using a 2.5 m Nd-doped fibre and 
a 10 cm length of bandgap fibre. The spectrum shows that the desired signal at 
around 907 nm is 55 dB higher than that at 1080 nm, which means the four-level 
transition is strongly suppressed by the PBGF.

Data demonstrating the slope efficiency of this laser is presented in Fig. 5.11. The 
lasing threshold is about 70 mw launched pump power and the slope efficiency 
is about 32%, similar to the results reported in [84]. The highest slope efficiency 
reported using other method of wavelength selection is around 58%, obtained
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Figure 5.9: Three-level laser output power versus the Nd fibre length.
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Figure 5.10: Optical spectrum of the Nd doped fibre laser incorporating a 10 cm 
length of all-solid PBGF (pitch 6.5 /xm).
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Figure 5.11: Measured slope efficiency of the Nd doped fibre laser incorporating 
a 10 cm length of PBGF (pitch 6.5 pm).

with a more highly doped fibre [93].

5.4.3 Effect of th e  splicing loss to  laser o u tp u t power

To evaluate the effect of the splice loss (between our all-solid PBGF and Nd 
gain fibre) on the laser performance, we used Rigrod analysis [97], which is an 
analysis of the power output based on a homogeneous laser with arbitrarily large 
round-trip gain and output coupling. The cavity is assumed to have its losses 
concentrated near the mirrors without distributed losses, which is a suitable com
parison to low loss optical fibre. Despite the relative complexity of our system, 
this simple calculation provides a valuable insight into the relation between laser 
output power and splice loss.

Our laser resonator can be schematically presented in Fig. 5.12. Cavity end ’1’ is 
one cleaved end of Nd doped fibre with the reflectivity (ri) of 4% and transmission 
(ti = 1 — ri, where the loss is neglected) of 96%. The spliced SMF1060 fibre 
and bandgap fibre with a high-reflectivity metal mirror worked as an effective 
wavelength-relative loss mirror in this laser configuration, constructing another
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Figure 5.12: Schematic diagram showing normalized levels of flux intensity in 
both directions in our laser oscillator.

and Nd fibre and approximately assuming the reflectivity of the metal mirror to 
be 100%, the effective reflectivity at the cavity end ‘2 ’ r 2 is obtained by

The gain media length, L, is the gain fibre length. We denote the normalized 
radiation intensities in the +z and —2: directions of a laser oscillator by (3+ = 
I+/Io and (3- — / _ / /0, respectively, where 70 is the saturation parameter.

The saturated gain coefficient g(z) is assumed to be related to the unsaturated 
gain coefficient g0 by [98]

cavity end 2'. Only considering the splice loss (a) between the bandgap fibre

r2 =  1 — 2a (5.1)

where 2a means the light passed through the splice points twice at the end ’2 .

(5.2)
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As the gain coefficient is isotropic, we have

1 d(3+ 1 d(3_
9{z)  =  =  (5 '3)

from which we can see that

(5+13- =  constant =  C (5.4)

When oscillations stabilize, according to the boundary conditions, we have the 
relation:

f o r  2 f o r \  1

03 A ( ' }
where $  (z =  1,2,3,4) is denoted in Fig. 5.12. Integrating the Eq.(5.2) for power 
flow

1 d(3± =  g0
(3+ dz l + (3± + C/(3± 1 ]

we obtain
goL — ln(fo /fo)  +  (fo — fo) — C ( l / fo  — 1/fo) (5-7)

and
g0L = ln(fo/(33) +  (fo — fo) — C ( l / fo  — 1 /fo ) (5.8)

Making use of Eq.(5.5),(5.4), (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain

A  =  ( V n  +  V ^ i - ^ ) [ 5 ° L  +  • ( 5 J )

Because the output cavity end is end ’1,’ the normalized output laser power (3out 
can be expressed as

0*a = p i t 1 =  W 1  2q
(y jn  +  y/l -  2a)(l -  yjri(l -  2a))

g0L -  In 1
\ / r 1( l - 2 a ) /

(5.10)
Because the unsaturated gain coefficient g^L increases linearly with the pumping 
power and saturation parameter / 0 is most often independent of pump power, we 
can see that when g$L becomes higher than cavity loss (the threshold condition), 
the output power of the laser will rise more or less linearly with the pump power.

In our laser configuration, the whole cavity loss was about 16.2 dB, composed 
of the output loss at cavity end ’1’ (14 dB, corresponding to 96% output) and 
double the splice loss (2.2 dB) at cavity end ’2 ’. According to Fig. 5.11, at
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the threshold condition with coupled pump power of about 70 mw, the whole 
gain of the cavity, Go (Go = e2goL), is equal to the whole cavity loss, 16.2 dB, 
corresponding to g0L of 1.8. Because g0L is proportional to the coupled pump 
power, when the pump power reaches 800 mw (the upper limit in our pump 
system), goL increases to about 21, corresponding to the small signal gain of the 
cavity of 90 dB. Substituting r\ =  4% and goL =  21 into Eq.(5.10), we obtain 
the relation between relative output power and splice loss, shown in Fig. 5.13. 
Two dashed lines correspond to the splice losses of 1.1 dB (our actual splice loss) 
and 0.5 dB, respectively.

■5 0.6 
a

0.2

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 20 22 24 26 28 3.0

splice loss (dB)

Figure 5.13: Modelled normalised power output versus the splice loss of the 
bandgap fibre to the Nd doped fibre.

The results show that in our laser configuration a slight output improvement can 
be obtained if we can reduce the splice loss from 1.1 dB (several percent increase if 
the splice loss can be reduced to 0.5 dB). In fact, by slightly bending the PBGF, 
an extra loss can be introduced in the cavity end '2 ’ to reduce its reflectivity, 
which did not cause sensitive output power changes in the practical experimental 
process. All this indicates that for the low loss cavity end ’2’ (compared to cavity 
end T 1) further improvements in reflectivity will not make much improvement 
to the output power and slope efficiency, so the result of our splice loss is good 
enough for our laser system.
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5.5 F u r th e r  d e m o n s t ra t in g  th e  filter fu n c tio n

5.5.1 P B G F  w ith  slightly  d ifferent sizes

Replacing the PBGF with similar fibres drawn to slightly different sizes enabled 
us to observe the filtering effects of different PBGFs on our fibre laser. The
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Figure 5.14: (a) Lasing optical spectrum near 1088 nm without PBGFs in the 
Nd fibre laser cavity, (b) Dual wavelength lasing optical spectrum (solid line) 
near 907 nm and 936 nm with 50 cm length of spliced 6.8 fim pitch PBGF in the 
cavity, (c) Changing the PBGF used in (b) for a 50 cm length of 6.3 //m pitch 
PBGF in the cavity results in the single wavelength lasing near 907 nm shown as 
the solid line. The transmission spectra of the used PBGFs are presented as the 
dash lines in (b) and (c), respectively.

Nd fibre length used in these experiments was 3.5 m. Fig. 5.14(a) shows that
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without a PBGF in the cavity, lasing occurred around 1088 nm, as expected. By 
incorporating a fibre with a pitch of 6.8 fim (and 50 cm length) into the laser 
cavity as shown in Fig. 5.8(C), we found dual-wavelength lasing at 907 nm and 
936nm occurred.

This is possible because this PBGF has a transmission window covering the whole 
three-level transition band of the Nd fibre, as shown in Fig. 5.14(b). By simply 
exchanging this fibre with the same length of PBGF with a 6.3 /mi pitch (which 
has the second high-transmission band blue-shifted by about 70 nm) we obtained 
lasing only around 907 nm, as shown in Fig. 5.14(c).

In fact, slightly bending the PBGF with the pitch of 6.8 /tm can also achieve a 
similar function. Slightly bending can introduce extra loss at the bandgap edges 
(such as 936 nm at the red edge) with less effect at the central region of the 
bandgap (such as 905 nm), so that the round trip loss of the cavity at 936 nm 
becomes higher than the gain, without lasing being produced.

For the laser system with a shorter length of Nd3+-doped fibre (such as with 
the 2.5 m gain fibre as used in Fig. 5.8(C)) we could not obtain lasing at the 
wavelength of 936 nm whichever PBGF was used. This is due to the stronger 
competition from 907 nm (the absorption drops quickly beyond 920 nm) and 
lower overall gain at 936 nm due to the shortened fibre length.

5.5.2 P otentia l applications for other w avelengths

As well as being useful as a filter to suppress the long wavelength signal, a PBGF 
can also be used to construct distributed losses at short wavelengths and ob
tain long wavelength gain. This cannot be realized by the ’W-profile’ fibre [96], 
which relies on a mode being cutoff for longer wavelengths. This function can be 
demonstrated in the similar laser system as was used for three-level transition os
cillation. The scaled transmission spectrum of our PBGF with the pitch of 6 fim 
is presented in Fig. 5.15. We can see that the three-level 900 nm and four-level 
1060 nm transitions (gray region) are all falling into the high-loss transmission 
bands, while the pump wavelength (808 nm, red line) and 4F3/2 — > 4F i3 /2 1300 
nm transition (blue region) are located in the centres of the low-loss first and 
second transmission bandgaps, respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Scaled transmission spectrum of our PBGF shows the possibility to 
suppress the 900 nm and 1060 nm transition and realize Nd fibre laser by 1300 
nm transition.

By changing the output mirror Ml to one with high reflectivity at 1300 nm in 
our laser configuration, the 1300 nm lasing could potentially be obtained. As 
discussed in Section 5.2.1, excited state absorption (ESA) (4F3 / 2  — *■ 4G7/2 ) can 
strongly limit the laser transition at 1300 nm, especially in host formed of pure or 
Ge4+-doped silica glass [92, 99]. Unfortunately, the Nd3+ doped fibre we used has 
a Ge4+-doped core, making the 1300 nm transition impossible. We believe that 
with a fibre having an Al3+ doped silica core material, which has a better balance 
between gain and ESA at 1300 nm, lasing at 1300 nm incorporating our PBGF 
with 6 fim. pitch would be easily obtained. Notice that during the experiments, 
slight bending of the PBGF can be used to broaden the high-loss transmission 
windows if necessary. The desired high transmission wavelengths, all located at 
the centre of the bandgaps, will not be affected by the bending.

Applications of our PBGF are not only restricted to Nd doped fibre, but can be 
extended to many frequency selecting optical fibre systems. For example, for the 
Er doped fibre, the PBGF can be used to modify its gain spectrum to obtain the 
S-band/L-band or gain flattened Er fibre amplifiers (or lasers).
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5.6 Conclusion & future work

5.6.1 C onclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a robust and efficient Neodymium fibre 
laser configuration incorporating an all-solid bandgap fibre, which was used to 
suppress the four-level transition and obtain efficient lasing at 907 nm. The laser 
shows a maximum slope efficiency of 32% and threshold pump power of 70 mw. 
Further slight improvements are anticipated, which can be realized by improving 
the splice losses through redesign of the PBGF, and ultimately by incorporating 
a high gain medium directly into the PBGF. Compared to use of a W-index fibre, 
the PBGF has a high wavelength discrimination (see Fig. 5.6), and in principle 
could also be used to suppress gain at shorter wavelengths (for example, to shift 
lasing to the long-wavelength end of a gain band), which is not possible with the 
W-type fibre.

5.6.2 Future work

The further work planned is to incorporate the Nd-doped core into an all-solid 
PBGF directly. The desired gain profile of the Nd-doped core can be artificially 
modified by designing the bandgap structure of the cladding, quite useful for 
fibre amplifier design. For a fibre laser, the selection of lasing wavelength can be 
easily realized just by changing the fibre diameter to shift the bandgap locations 
to the desired wavelengths. Other rare earth dopants could also be incorporated 
into the bandgap fibre, such as Yb [100] or Er ions, to realize interesting related 
applications.

As well as the wavelength discrimination, another novel property of all-solid 
PBGF is the anomalous GVD, especially at wavelengths below 1.3 /im, which 
is not possessed by conventional optical fibres. It could be used to provide chro
matic dispersion compensation for mode-locked Nd or Yb fibre laser systems 
working at the wavelength range from 0.9-1.0 fim. The dispersion compensators 
commonly used in these fibre laser systems are bulky devices, such as grating 
pairs, suffering from many disadvantages. For example, they can limit the ap
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plicability of fibre lasers and contravene the all-fibre nature. Substituting these 
bulk devices with all-solid PBGFs can facilitate the alignment operation and de
crease the laser volume. In fact, the function of dispersion compensation has been 
demonstrated in a mode locked Yb fs fibre laser at the wavelength around 1.0 fim 
[100]. We propose a similar mode-locked laser using a Nd doped fibre working 
around the wavelength of 0.9 n m. Both the filter and dispersion compensation 
functions of our all-solid PBGF could be utilised in this fibre laser.
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Chapter 6

Bend losses of an all-solid  
photonic bandgap fibre based on 
an array of oriented rectangular 
high-index rods

6.1 Introduction

As well as the technological applications demonstrated in Chapter 5, all-solid 
PBGFs also present opportunities for further understanding the nature of pho
tonic bandgaps (especially bend loss) in optical fibres. I have designed and fabri
cated all-solid bandgap fibres with low index contrasts (1% and 2%) , suitable to 
study their bend losses, and have observed the different bend losses between the 
even- and odd-numbered bandgaps, contributing to the understanding of bend 
loss mechanism. This work will be introduced in Section 6.2. It also forms the 
background to understand the directional bend losses in an all-solid bandgap fi
bre based on an array of oriented rectangular (line-like) high index inclusions, 
comprising the rest of this chapter.

Previous research only concentrated on fibres in which the raised-index cladding 
elements were circular, either rods [47, 66, 67] or rings [69]. As a part of my thesis 
work, I have fabricated and characterised a new kind of all-solid PBGF with a
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different symmetry of high index cladding rods. Near-field patterns of cladding 
modes clearly identify the cutoff rod modes at the bandgap edges, demonstrating 
the generality of ARROW (anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide) guidance 
in PBGFs [41, 42, 43, 44]. The bend losses in this fibre depend on the bend 
directions, and can be understood by the directional coupling properties of the 
different rod modes and the modelled density of cladding states.

6.2 Bend loss mechanism in all-solid PB G F—  
understanding photonic bandgaps

As discussed in Section 3.1, if a hollow-core PBGF has a structure like Fig.
3.1 with air matrix, it would not be self-supporting, so fine strands of glass are 
used to form the actual fibre and hold it together. These fine strands quickly 
destroy the bandgaps by greatly increasing the coupling within the cladding. 
Furthermore, the high index contrast between air and glass materials of a hollow- 
core PBGF leads to difficulties in observing bend loss [101], making hollow-core 
PBGFs unsuitable for studying the bend loss of PBGFs.

However, an all-solid PBGF, whose periodic cladding structure has no strands 
connecting the high index inclusions, has full bandgaps and rich properties. In 
particular, the low-index-contrast (1% to 2%) bandgap fibres are ideal for studies 
of bend loss. The bandgap fibre studied in this work was drawn from the same 
preform as the fibre presented in Chapter 5, so the detailed bandgap cladding 
and core structure can be referred to in Fig. 5.4. The pitch A of the final fibre 
has been changed to A =15.2 gm.

6.2.1 Bend loss experim ental results

By using a fibre-based supercontinuum source, the spectral transmission through 
2 m of an all-solid PBGF with A =15.2 fim was measured, when held straight or 
bent in a single turn with a radius of curvature of 15 or 7.5 cm. The resulting 
transmission spectra, are shown in Fig. 6.1, normalised to the output spectrum 
of our supercontinuum source.
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Five transmission windows are observed for the straight fibre (black curve), corre
sponding to bandgaps 3 to 7. Using the known parameters of the fibre (referring 
to Section 5.3.2), they can be readily identified with the photonic bandgaps of the 
cladding as expected from the ARROW model. From the transmission spectra 
of our fibre under the bent conditions (red and blue curve), we can see that the 
odd-numbered bandgaps are relatively resistant to bend loss, whereas the even- 
numbered bandgaps are much more sensitive, especially on the short-wavelength 
edge of the bandgap. Note that the 3rd bandgap is least sensitive to bend loss 
among the measured bandgaps.

W a v e l e n g t h  (nm)
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  R = 15 cm
  R =  7.5 cm
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-20
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N ormal i sed  f r e q u e n c y  kA

Figure 6.1: Transmission spectra verus the normalised frequency of 2 m of the 
all-solid PBGF shown in Fig.5.4 with the pitch of 15.2 fim. The black line is the 
observed transmission in bandgaps 3 to 7 (labelled in this figure) for the straight 
fibre, while the red and blue lines are the transmission spectra corresponding to 
the bend radii of 15 cm and 7.5 cm, respectively.

6 .2.2 N um erical m odelling of band  s tru c tu re

In order to understand the experimental results, numerical modelling was carried 
out by Dr. G.J. Pearce. The fully-vectorial fixed-frequency plane-wave method 
described in [102] was used to calculate the photonic density of states (DOS) of an 
infinitely-periodic triangular lattice of isolated graded-index rods in a low-index
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Figure 6.2: Photonic density of states for a triangular array of high-index rods 
(An =2%) of diameter d=0.44A in a low-index background of n=1.458. The 
designations of the scalar rod modes from which the bands evolve are labelled 
in the form LP/m. Also defined are the downward and upward effective index 
mismatches An_ and A n+ between the core line and the bands. Across each 
bandgap, An_ is smaller than A n+ except near the long-wavelength edge.

background. In addition, an 8x8 supercell method was used to determine the 
core line: the dispersion curve of the fundamental bandgap-guided mode in a core 
defect introduced by the absence of a single rod. The index profiles were chosen 
to match the experimental fibre described in Section 5.3.2 as closely as possible. 
The background refractive index ubg was taken to be 1.458, representing undoped 
fused silica.

The resulting photonic band structure is shown in Fig. 6.2 with normalised 
frequency kA = uA/c  and effective index ne/ /  =  (3/k. Red regions represent 
bandgaps (zero DOS) and are numbered in order of increasing kA. The grey
scale shading of non-zero DOS (low DOS in black, high DOS in white) highlights 
the continuity of features within and across bands [103].

The core line (yellow curve) is also shown in the bandgaps, lying close to but 
below the cutoff line nef f  = ubg marking the boundary between states that are 
propagating and evanescent in the background material. The low-loss windows 
of the fibre are therefore approximately the frequency ranges between where the
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cutoff line crosses the bandgaps. Loss is high between the bandgaps because light 
in the core can leak through the cladding. The calculated and low-loss windows 
are coincident with the experimental results shown in Fig. 6.1.

6.2.3 U n d erstan d in g  bend  loss

In a straight step-index fibre the guided fundamental core mode has effective 
index n /m, higher than the refractive index of the cladding, rid- Bending the 
fibre effectively skews the index profile so that it rises towards the outside of 
the bend (see Fig. 6.3) [5, 104]. A radiation caustic therefore appears in the 
cladding on the outside of the bend, where the index is raised enough to match 
the difference between and rid, An.
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( c ;

straight fibre bent fibre
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rfibre axis
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caustic(b)

r

step-index
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bandgap
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(d)
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Figure 6.3: Schematic plots of effective index nef f  against displacement r from 
the fibre axis along the radius of curvature. The index nf m of the fundamental 
core mode is marked in red. Top: a step-index fibre when (a) straight and (b) 
bent; Bottom: the cladding bands of a bandgap fibre when (c) straight and (d) 
bent.

The process is similar in bandgap fibres, except that cladding states exist in 
bands of higher as well as lower index than nf m. Hence there is also a radiation 
caustic on the inside of the bend (where the upper band’s index is lowered enough 
to match n /m) [105]. Susceptibility to bend loss is still inversely related to the
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index mismatch between the core mode and the nearest band; ie the smaller of 
the downward and upward mismatches An_ and An+ as marked on Fig. 6.2. 
From Fig. 6.2 it is clear that the core line is closer to the band below than 
the band above over most of each bandgap, so An increases monotonously from 
the blue edge of a low-loss window until very close to the red edge, which is a 
general property of bandgap fibres. As seen in Fig. 6.1 the transmission window 
narrows mainly from the blue edge as the fibre is bent [105]. It is also clear 
that An is smaller in even-numbered bandgaps (eg, gaps 4 and 6) compared to 
odd-numbered bandgaps (eg, gap 3 and 5), because the floor of the bandgap is 
higher in those windows. Hence the shallower even-numbered windows are more 
susceptible to bend loss, as found in the experiments described in Section 6.2.1.

r o d p  b a c k g r o u n d  r

Figure 6.4: Calculated unnormalised intensity distributions \ty\2 at cutoff for the 
first four LP*2 modes of a step-index rod with radius p, showing the different 
rates of decay |\I>|2 ~  1/r21 into the background. (The m =2 modes were chosen 
for this illustration because of their prominence in Fig. 6.2, and also because the 
LPqi mode has no cutoff.

To understand the enhanced susceptibility of the even-order bandgaps to bend 
loss, the formation of bands by the coupling of cladding rod modes needs to 
be considered [106]. In fact, the band width is determined by the strength of 
the overlap between the modes of neighbouring rods, which occurs when the 
rod modes pass through cutoff and become leaky. The scalar ’weak guidance’ 
approximation [5] can be used for our case due to the low refractive index contrast 
in our fibres, and the LP/m modes of conventional fibres can express the rod modes 
with modal fields described by a single scalar function T. The integers I and m 
respectively describe the azimuthal and radial variations of the field in the rod.
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The field distribution above cutoff can be described by the modified Bessel func
tion Kh  which at cutoff becomes \fr~ l / r z. In fact, this decay rate of an isolated 
step index rod mode determines how strongly the rod modes couple together, 
which is provided in Fig. 6.4. When /=0, T does not decay at all into the back
ground material, so that these modes quickly couple together strongly to form a 
broad band of supermodes. When 1=1,4/ does decay into the background mate
rial, so the coupling between the rod modes is weaker and the band of supermodes 
is narrower. This trend continues below cutoff for leaky modes [5]. Thus the floor 
of a bandgap will be higher if it is determined by coupled 1=0 rod modes rather 
than /=1 rod modes. Since the cutoffs of /=0 and /=1 modes alternate with 
increasing frequency, bend loss in odd- and even-numbered bandgaps is deter
mined by 1=1 and /=0 bands respectively. Hence even-numbered bandgaps are 
more susceptible to bend loss than odd-numbered bandgaps. The coupled rod 
modes with 1>1 can be neglected, because their fields decay into the cladding 
so strongly that they have non-zero power in the core even at cutoff [5], making 
them particularly wreakly coupled [106]. They can retain their identity and form 
straight narrow bands in Fig. 6.2 that persist well below cutoff.

blue edge o f gap 5

outside 
of bend

inside 
of bend

Figure 6.5: Light patterns across the fibre after bending, for wavelengths near 
the blue (left) and red (right) edges of gap 5. The top of each image is towards 
the outside of the bend. Near the red edge of the bandgap, bend loss is towards 
the inside of the bend.

As discussed above, we have predicted that the overall distribution of light cou
pled to the cladding by bending shifts from the outside of the bend at the blue 
edge of a bandgap to the inside of the bend at the red edge. This is demon
strated by our experimental result, shown in Fig. 6.5. The figure shows the 
overall distribution of power within the cladding following bend loss. The images 
were recorded at wavelengths at both edges of bandgap 5 centred at 770 nm. The 
bend radius was 20 cm and the images were acquired immediately after the bend.

red edge of gap 5

t
1
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We have shown how the azimuthal order of a rod mode influences the depth of the 
bandgap whose blue edge it defines, and hence the effective index mismatch An 
between the core mode and the nearest cladding state. The losses are especially 
high when the bandgaps are defined on their high-frequency edge by an LP/m 
mode with low azimuthal order I. This new understanding of bandgaps directly 
led to an improved design of such fibres, in which the low-I modes were intended to 
be suppressed to reduce their bend sensitivity. This work has been demonstrated 
in our group [69] by using a 2-d array of tubular high-index regions (which appear 
as rings in the fibre cross-section) rather than rods in the cladding.

Different from these all-solid PBGFs focused on circular raised-index inclusions 
(rod or ring) in the bandgap cladding, a new kind of all-solid rectangular-rod 
bandgap fibre has been fabricated. A fibre with such different symmetry is ex
pected to have directional bend loss and is introduced in the following section.

6.3 All-solid PB G F based on an array of ori
ented rectangular high-index rods

6.3.1 Fabrication

The cladding of our all-silica fibre comprises an arrangement of isolated high 
index aligned rectangular rods in a lower-index background. To fabricate this 
kind of fibre, firstly a Ge-doped step-index silica rod (comprising a central doped 
region surrounded by an undoped cladding; the index difference was 2.03% and 
the core-to-cladding diameter ratio was 0.88) and a pure silica rod were drawn to 
canes with an outer diameter of 0.83 mm. They were then stacked together (see 
Fig.6.6). Three layers of Ge-doped canes were located in the middle of this stack, 
which was otherwise formed from pure silica canes. The whole structure was then 
drawn to canes of 0.98 mm outer diameter, containing one rectangular inclusion, 
illustrated in Fig. 6.7(a). The aspect ratio for the raised-index rectangle was 
designed to be 7:1.

In forming the stack for the final fibre from the canes we paid special attention to 
the orientation of each cladding rod, to ensure that they were all approximately
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Figure 6.6: Fabrication process for an all-solid PBGF based on an array of ori
entated rectangular high index rods.
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parallel in the final fibre. We first stacked thin-wall capillaries (inner-to-outer 
diameter ratio: 0.85) with 1 . 0 2  mm inner diameter (just slightly larger than the 
canes with rectangular cores) in the desired array. We then inserted a rectan
gular cored cane into each capillary, rotating the cane to obtain the correct core 
orientation. By drawing the stack down with an additional jacketing tube we ob
tained final preforms with 2  mm outer diameter, which were then drawn to fibres 
with several different diameters. The whole fabrication process is schematically 
presented in Fig. 6 .6 .

Figure 6.7: (a) Optical micrograph of a cane with a rectangular inclusion made 
from an array of raised-index rods; (b) Optical micrograph of a fibre with pitch 
of 8.5 //m; (c) scanning electron micrograph of the final fibre with pitch of 13.8 
Hm; (d) close-up of the core region in (c), rod pitch: 13.8 //m, length (D)/width 
(W): 7/1. D/A =0.67.

Note that during the preform pulling process, we found that the canes were 
twisted: the orientation of rectangular rods in one end had an obvious angle 
with that at the other end (over a meter-long preform). Such twisting cannot 
be easily identified when drawing other fibres with circular-symmetric geometry. 
Carefully alignment of cane puller was carried out to obtain the negligible twist
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in the fabrication process and for the final fibre.

Fig. 6.7(a) shows a cane with a rectangular inclusion composed of an array of 
raised-index rods, which was used in the stack of the final fibre. An optical 
micrograph of a final fibre with a pitch of approximately 8.5 fim is displayed in 
Fig. 6.7(b). According to the electron microscope images (c) and (d) (the close- 
up of the core region in (c)), the final ratio of the length of each rectangle to the 
pitch, D/A, was measured to be 0.67. Fibre with a pitch of 13.8 fim (illustrated 
in Fig. 6.7(c) and (d)) was measured to have an outer diameter of 245 fim.

6.3.2 N um erical m odelling of band structure

The photonic density of states (DOS) of a perfectly periodic triangular lattice of 
isolated parallel high-index rectangular inclusions (n n = 1.47288) in a low-index 
pure silica background (nx,=1.457) was calculated by Dr. G.J. Pearce and is 
displayed in Fig. 6 .8 . The refractive indices and dimensions chosen for the mod
elling matched those of the experimental fibre in Fig. 6.7 as closely as possible. 
The resulting photonic band structure was mapped as a function of frequency 
u  and propagation constant /?, represented in Fig. 6 . 8  by normalized frequency 
kA = ujA / c and (/3 — nk)A. The first 6  bandgaps are displayed in Fig. 6 .8 .

The bands arise from the waveguide modes of the high-index rods. These are 
designated Emn, where m and n are the numbers of intensity peaks along and 
across the rods respectively [107, 108]. The rod modes E n , E2 i...E7i and E i2  are 
labelled in Fig. 6 .8 , and define the edges of the first 6  bandgaps.

We see that the E J2 mode is shifted towards higher frequencies and lies close to 
the E7i mode. This is due to the high ratio of the rod’s length to its width. 
Compared with the other rod modes, the E i2  mode has a flattened dispersion 
curve and passes through almost all the bandgaps defined by the modes from 
En to E7i. This in turn affects the vertical depth of each bandgap. Overall, the 
higher order bandgaps are affected more profoundly by the Ei2 mode and are 
shallower: the cutoff E i2  mode has no overlap with E n mode, while the depth of 
the 6 th bandgap is completely determined by the E i 2  mode.
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Figure 6 .8 : Calculated DOS for a triangular lattice of step-index rectangular rods 
in a low-index background as described in Section 6.3.1. The geometry of the 
rectangular rods and lattices were chosen to be as close as the fibre displayed in 
Fig.6 .7.

6.3.3 L inear p ro p erties

Transmission spectrum

We measured the spectral transmission through a length of about 25 cm of fibres 
with pitches of 14.1 /im and 11.3 /mi, presented in Fig. 6.9 as red and black curves. 
The transmission spectra for these two fibres with different pitches can display 
the whole first 6  bandgaps together in the visible and near-infrared wavelength 
region. The spectral transmission of the bandgap fibre was measured by butt 
coupling an endlessly single-mode PCF at each end (see Fig. 6.9(a)). A fibre- 
based supercontinuum source was then coupled into our bandgap fibre from one 
PCF, and the transmitted spectrum was recorded from the other PCF by using 
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The alignment of these three fibres was 
adjusted to maximize the power in the core, as monitored by the OSA. The fibre 
was kept straight during the measurement.

We see in Fig. 6.9 that there are a series of low-loss transmission windows corre
sponding to light being guided in the core. This was confirmed by imaging the 
near field pattern at the bandgap fibre’s output end and using bandpass filters.
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By measuring these two fibres with slightly different values of pitch, we observed 
the first 6  low-loss transmission bands from 450nm to 1750nm, which were in 
good agreement with the modelling results for the cladding bandgaps shown in 
Fig. 6 .8 .

AflT Q f  A  S u p ercon tinuu m
T ested  PB G F ) ___________source

E nd less  s ing le  m ode P C F  E n d less  s ing le  m ode P C F
to laun ch  s u percon tin uum  source

(a)

kA
(b)

Figure 6.9: (a) Setup to measure the transmission spectrum of our PBGF. (b) 
Recorded transmission spectra by OSA through the setup in (a). The red and 
black lines correspond to the fibres with the pitches of 14.1 fim and 11.3 /im, 
respectively. The peaks in the transmission spectra are the residual microchip 
1064 nm pump laser for the supercontinumm generation.

The first bandgap (which is comparatively narrow) and sixth bandgap (which is 
shallow) have higher loss than the middle four. The intrinsic transmission loss of 
the bandgap fibre with the pitch of 13.8 //m was measured to be 0.2 dB/m at the 
wavelength of 1 2 2 0  nm (centre of the second bandgap) by the cut-back method.

Residual 1064nm  pump

-  1st  
b a n d g a p

6th
b a n d g a p
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The order of the observed bandgaps from 1 to 6  are marked in Fig. 6.9(b). This 
fibre is not expected to have large birefringence, because of its large core size and 
small refractive index contrast.

Near field patterns

The near-field patterns at the fibre’s output face were measured by imaging onto 
a CCD camera with appropriate magnification, shown in Fig. 6.10. A scanning 
monochromator with a 3 nm pass-band was located between the supercontinuum 
source and the input PCF. The end of the input PCF was then butted up against 
the bandgap fibre. After optimizing the alignment to couple the spectrally filtered 
light into the bandgap fibre core, a series of near-field images were recorded, as 
displayed in Fig. 6.11.

S u p e rc o n tin u u m
s o u rc e

E n d le s s  s in g le  
m ode P C F m o n o c h ro m e te r

camera
S tra ig h t
PBGF

Figure 6.10: Experimental setup to measure the near field patterns of bandgap 
fibres.

As the dotted arrows show, the top four near-field images from A to D correspond 
to the middle positions of four low-loss transmission ranges (ie, bandgaps) from 
3 to 6 , while the bottom four (images A’ to D’) correspond to the high-loss 
band edges. In these band edge images, the light patterns in the cladding rods 
clearly show the rod modes E4 i, E5 i, E6i and E 12 respectively at their cutoff 
wavelengths. By similarly observing the near-field patterns in the lower bands 
(from 1 to 3) through a 125 fim outer diameter fibre (7 /xm pitch), En, E2i and 
E31 mode patterns were also identified clearly at the corresponding band edges. 
Due to the large 7:1 aspect ratio of the rectangular rod, the E i2  mode is strongly 
shifted in frequency, having a higher cut-off frequency than the E61 mode. This 
means the wavelengths of the first 5 bandgaps at the low-index line are completely
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Figure 6.11: Transmission spectrum of the bandgap fibre with the pitch of 13.8 
fim. as a function of normalized frequency (kA) and wavelength in central diagram. 
The top 4 pictures A, B, C and D show the near field patterns in the middle of 
bandgaps 3 to 6 , respectively. The bottom four A’, B’, C \ and D’ present the 
near field patterns at the corresponding bandgap edges. Images E and F are 
enlarged images of the cladding region in images B’ and D’ respectively.
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determined by the modes En to E6i in order.

From the near field image E (a close-up of image B’), we can see that the coupling 
of the neighbouring cladding rods (E5i mode in image E and B’) is stronger 
between rods in the same layer than it is between rods in adjacent layers. The 
rod layer is defined according to the ’horizontal’ direction in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 
6.11. This coupling property is also found for modes E2 i, E3 1 , E4i and E6 i, by 
observing their corresponding near field images.

By scanning the wavelength from the centre of each of the bandgaps 2-5 (corre
sponding to the cutoffs of E2i to E6 i) to the edge, we observed that the light in 
the core tends to leak in the ’horizontal’ direction much more quickly than in the 
’vertical’ direction.

To check this observation, the near field patterns at wavelengths of 795 nm, 800 
nm, 802 nm and 805 nm located on the red edge of the 4th bandgap were recorded 
(see the left column of Fig. 6.12). The cladding rod mode E4i can be clearly seen 
in these images. The pixels values in each row were summed along the x  direction 
to give a value of the summed intensity. This was carried out for each value of 
y. Likewise the pixel values in each column were summed to give a value for the 
summed intensity in the x  direction, (red curve: x  axis of the near field image 
with summation of intensity in the y direction. Black curve: y axis of the near 
field image with summation of intensity in the x  direction.)

We can clearly see that along the vertical direction (black curve) there is always 
an obvious intensity distribution with the maximum located in the central layer 
of rods, but along the horizontal direction (red curve) the intensity distribution 
becomes flattened. Some kind of confinement in the cladding rod layers along 
the vertical direction suggests weak coupling of the rod modes between differ
ent layers, and the flattened intensity distribution along the horizontal direction 
demonstrates strong coupling between neighbouring rod modes in the same layer. 
Certainly, the further the wavelength is from the bandgap centre, the flatter the 
intensity distribution for both directions (both red and black lines), referred to 
Fig. 6.12.

Note that near field image D’ (displaying E i2 mode) is obviously different from 
the other three band edge images: coupling of the adjacent rod modes does not
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Figure 6.12: (left) Near field patterns at the wavelengths of 795 nm, 800 nm, 802 
nm and 805 nm located on the blue edge of the 4th bandgaps; (right) the intensity 
distributions in the corresponding near field images along horizontal direction (x 
axis, red line) and vertical direction (y axis, black line).
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occur in the same layer but between the neighbouring layers; the regions located 
between the neighbouring rods in the same layer become dark, instead of being 
bright in images A’, B’ and C \ This is particularly clear in image F, the close-up 
of image D \

6.3.4 D irectional bend  loss m easurem en t

The directional dependence of bend loss in this fibre was measured by bending 
the fibre in two planes, one in the plane of the rectangular rods in the cladding 
and the other perpendicular to this plane. The experimental setup is presented 
in Fig. 6.13.

' 'j Supercontinuum
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P o s i t i o n  A ' t
^

stra ight

c
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Figure 6.13: Experimental setup to measure the directional bend losses of our 
bandgap fibre. A flag was attached to the fibre to indicate the rod orientation 
during the experiments.

The bend radius r used was 8 cm and the bent length was 8 cm, the remainder 
of the fibre being held straight. One end of the fibre was butted against an 
endlessly single mode PCF coupled to the supercontinuum source. By checking 
the near field image at the output end, we rotated the fibre to an angle at which 
the cladding rods were horizontal and a horizontal flag attached as a reference of 
the rod orientation. Another piece of endlessly single mode fibre was then butted 
up against the output end with the alignment adjusted to maximize the power 
in the core. An OSA was then used to record the spectrum when the fibre was
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straight and bent. The bend loss measurement for the vertical orientation was 
carried out in a similar way. The bent length and bend radius were kept identical 
for the two measurements.

In-plane bend Out-o f  -plane bend

a) b)

W a v e l e n g t h  (nm)
1600400 1200 1000 800 600

-20

-80

80 100 120 140 16060

Normalised Frequency

Figure 6.14: Directional bend losses, a) the orientation of the cladding rods; b) 
the fibre bent in-plane and out-of-plane; c) transmission spectra through 30 cm 
of fibre for different bend directions. The length of bent region in this fibre was 
about 8 cm with the bend radius of 8 cm. The fibre was straight (black solid 
line), bent out-of-plane (red solid line) and bent in-plane (blue dashed line).

Fig. 6.14 shows that the susceptibility of the fibre to bend loss varies across 
bandgaps 2-5, and is also dependent on the direction of bending. The difference 
in bend loss in the two bending directions is especially great for bandgaps 2 and 4, 
with in-plane (rods orientated in the same plane as the bend) bending giving the 
greatest loss. Conversely, in bandgaps 3 and 5 there is a smaller difference between 
the two bending directions, and out-of-plane (rods orientated perpendicular to 
the bend) bending gives the greater loss. These differences become more obvious 
for bandgaps 2 and 3, when we bend the fiber with smaller diameter than that
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shown in Fig. 6.14.

In Section 6.2, it was shown that the bend loss of a bandgap-guiding PCF struc
ture can be understood in terms of the cladding band structure by considering 
the ’depth’ of bandgaps, i.e. the offset between the fundamental guided mode 
and the nearest band edge. If the offset is small, the fibre is more susceptible to 
bend loss than when it is large. The different behaviour of the bandgaps in the 
fibre described here can also be understood by reference to the DOS plot in Fig. 
6 .8 .

Fig. 6.14 shows that bandgap 2 is the most resilient to bend loss, and that bend 
loss susceptibility increases with frequency (and hence bandgap number). This 
can be explained by the shape of the DOS plot in Fig. 6 .8 : the depth of each 
bandgap decreases as frequency increases, largely as a result of the dispersion of 
the E 12 mode, and it is therefore expected that the susceptibility to bend loss 
also increases with frequency. In order to understand the directional dependence 
of bend loss, it is necessary to consider the different bandgaps in detail.

Consider first bandgaps 3 and 5. The E41 and E6 i modes define the high-frequency 
edges of these bandgaps, but these modes broaden relatively slowly below cutoff. 
As a result, the floors of the bandgaps are defined over much of their width by 
the E 12 mode. As shown in Section 6.3.3, the E 12 mode is most strongly coupled 
between adjacent rods in the out-of-plane direction, and therefore we can expect 
these bandgaps to be more sensitive to out-of-plane bending than to in-plane 
bending.

Bandgaps 2 and 4 are defined at their high-frequency edges by the E31 and E51 

modes. These modes broaden more quickly below cutoff than the E41 and E6i 
modes. The floor of bandgap 2 is consequently defined by the E3i mode over 
much of the bandgap width at the cutoff line; the E 12 and E51 modes are all found 
to appear close to the floor of bandgap 4 at the low-frequency part, while the 
high-frequency part of the bandgap 4 is completely determined by the E51 mode. 
Because E31 and E51 are both strongly coupled between adjacent rods in the 
in-plane direction, we expect bandgaps 2 and 4 to be particularly susceptible to 
in-plane bending, and especially so at their high-frequency edges. The increased 
susceptibility of the high-frequency edges of bandgaps 2 and 4 to in-plane bending 
is particularly evident in Fig.6.14.
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6.4 Conclusion & future work

6.4.1 C onclusion

The general explanation of the bend loss mechanism of bandgap fibres helps us to 
understand the bandgap properties of any bandgap fibres, including hollow-core 
PBGFs, and guided us to improve the design of such fibres. It has directly resulted 
in an all-solid PBGF based on an array of raised-index ring rods to improve 
resistance to bend loss [69]. In this ring fibre low -I modes, which dominate the 
high bend loss bandgaps, were eliminated by replacing high-index rods with thin 
high-index rings.

In this chapter, another new kind of all-solid photonic bandgap fibre based on 
an array of oriented rectangular rods was introduced and a series of low-loss 
transmission bands were measured. From the near-field patterns of modes at the 
band edges, the rod modes defining their corresponding bandgaps were easily 
identified, coinciding with the numerical modelling of cladding band structures. 
Directional dependence of bend losses in this fibre, relative to the orientation of 
the rectangular rods, was measured. The detailed directional bend loss properties 
for each bandgap were explained according to the density of states of the cladding 
and the directional coupling properties of different cladding rod modes.

6.4.2 Future work - Photon ic bandgap engineering

Bandgap engineering has been demonstrated in an all-solid PBGF based on a 2-d 
array of raised-index cladding rings by re-ordering the cladding modes in such a 
way as to broaden the photonic band gaps and reduce bend sensitivity. Further 
engineering of the bandgaps can be obtained through breaking the ring structure 
into periodic high-index blobs. Corresponding to the numbers of the blobs, some 
specific bandgaps can be further broadened, whilst some other bandgaps can 
be narrowed forming broad high loss transmission bands. Broad bandgaps have 
potential applications in light transmission systems and the broad high loss bands 
could be used to suppress the undesirable noise components in high-power optical 
amplifiers or delivery systems, where the amplified noises waste pump power and
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can potentially overwhelm the desired signals. They could also provide greater 
freedom for PBGF design, when using a PBGF as an in-line fibre filter (like the 
work in Chapter 5) or incorporating a rare earth doped core into the PBGF to 
adjust the gain profile.

Some preliminary results of photonic density of states (DOS) of PBGFs based 
on arrays of rods with 6  high-index blobs have been calculated and are displayed 
in Fig. 6.15 with normalised frequency kA =  ujA / c and effective index nef f  = 
(3/k. For these calculations we assume an infinitely-periodic triangular lattice of 
high-index inclusions (n# =  1.48614) in a background matrix of lower refractive 
index (til =  1.457), where the chosen refractive indices and structure dimensions 
match the glass materials we have and the possible cladding structures which 
can be fabricated using the stack and draw method, respectively. The pitch 
(A), diameter of the circle passing through the centres of six blobs (d), and the 
diameter of each blob (D ) are all defined in Fig. 6.15. For these DOS figures, the 
ratio of d/A  is fixed at 0.534, and D /A  varies with discrete values of 0.19, 0.17, 
0.15 and 0.13.

When we change the ring structure in the cladding to 6  blobs whose diameter 
is the same as the ring thickness, as described in Fig. 6.15, the cladding rod 
modes LP*m (based on the whole unit cell) with I ^  3 can be swept away to 
higher frequencies. The LP3m mode will be affected much less. As shown in Fig. 
6.15(a), the first three bandgaps formed in an PBGF with ring rods [69] in the 
cladding become narrower due to the blue-shifted LP0i, LPn, LP21 modes and 
the bandgap whose blue edge is defined by LP31 is broadened. In fact, these 
four modes can be considered as the LP0i family of the structure supermodes. 
From this point of view, the first broad bandgap is defined by the LP0i and 
LPn family of supermodes, and the second broad bandgap will be defined by 
LPn  and LP2 1 /L P 02 family of supermodes. These supermodes form the broad 
bands in this PBGF, corresponding to the broad high loss transmission windows. 
As the diameter of the blobs decreases from Fig. 6.15(a)-(d), the first bandgap 
defined by LP0i and LPn family of supermodes becomes broader, and the band 
corresponding to LPn family of supermode becomes narrower. This is because 
the coupling between these six blobs becomes weaker due to their decreased 
diameter. Based on these modelling results, the fabrication of such a fibre is 
proposed to be carried out in the near future.
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Figure 6.15: Photonic DOS for a triangular lattice of high-index inclusions (n = 
2%) in a low index background (n = 1.457, representing undoped silica). Each 
high-index inclusion is composed of six high-index blobs shown in this figure. 
Specific guided modes occurring above the blue line are identified at the top 
of (a). The vertical axis is effective index nef f  = (3/k\ the horizontal axis is 
normalized frequency kA = ujA / c. The ratio of d jA is fixed at 0.534, and D/A  
varies with discrete values of 0.19, 0.17, 0.15 and 0.13, corresponding to the DOS 
figures from (a)-(d).
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Chapter 7

Extruded highly nonlinear PC F  
formed from tellurite glass for 
mid-infrared supercontinuum  
generation

7.1 Introduction

Since the first PCF was demonstrated in 1996, most PCF preforms have been 
made by the stack and draw process using commercially available silica tubes and 
rods. An alternative fabrication technology for forming PCF preforms is extru
sion [51, 52, 53, 54]. During the course of this thesis, a simple forward extrusion 
process has been developed for soft glasses by myself and others. Tellurite glasses 
are good candidates for applications in areas of optoelectronics, laser technology 
and fibre optics, due to their excellent optical properties (introduced in Section
7.2.1). Conventional tellurite fibres have already been produced and have been 
used in a number of interesting device demonstrations including broadband am
plification from 1535 to 1610 nm in an Er-doped fibre amplifier [109], and from 
1490 to 1650 nm in a fibre Raman amplifier [110]. These results highlight the 
usefulness and practicality of the tellurite glass system.

Supercontinuum generation in silica glass is limited in the mid-infrared region
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(beyond 2.1 /im) due to its intrinsic absorption. The useful properties of tellu
rite glasses not possessed by silica (such as high nonlinearity and good infrared 
transmittance) make tellurite-glass-based fibres good candidates for mid-infrared 
supercontinuum generation. To realize this application, a small-core tellurite 
PCF with tailored confinement and dispersion properties can be used. The light 
can be tightly confined in the small core, increasing the nonlinear coefficient and 
enabling efficient broadband supercontinuum generation. The dispersion profile 
of tellurite PCF can be modified by controlling the core size to generate contin
uum by pumping with a femtosecond mode-locked Er-doped fibre laser (around 
1550 nm). This continuum can be expected to extend into the mid-infrared region 
(beyond 3 //m). All the work in this chapter is based on this idea.

A tellurite glass was first fabricated and characterised. The fabricated glass was 
then extruded into preforms and tubes, which were used to fabricate a highly 
nonlinear solid-core tellurite PCF with zero dispersion wavelength of 1.4 fim. As 
a suitable Er fibre laser was not available in our laboratories, similar femtosecond 
pulses from an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) were used as the pump to 
generate mid-infrared supercontinuum, which extended to 2.8 fim at the long 
wavelength edge.

7.2 Tellurite based glass materials

7.2.1 Com parison of tellurite glass to  other glasses

Supercontinuum generation at mid-IR wavelengths requires the use of a highly 
nonlinear optical medium with high mid-IR transparency. Extending current 
PCF technology developed from silica based work at visible and near-IR wave
length to mid-IR wavelengths (> 2/j,m) necessitates understanding of the rela
tionship between the glass composition and the optical properties, such as the 
position of the multiphonon absorption edge and nonlinear refractive index, etc, 
in order to select a suitable glass for the fibers [111]. The absorption of a solid 
in the long wavelength limit is known as the multiphonon or IR absorption edge 
and arises from inner molecule or lattice vibrations. A simple Hookes law mass 
on spring model predicts that the multiphonon absorption edge will shift towards
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Properties Tellurite Silica Fluoride
(ZBLAN)

Chaleogenide
(AsS)

Refractive index (n) 1.8-2.3 1.46 1.5 2.44
Nonlinear refractive index 

n2 (m2/W ) 25xlO-20 IQ-20 3.3xlO-20 200xl0-20
Transmission range (/zm) 0.4-5.0 0.2-2.5 0.2-7.0 0.8-16
Highest phonon energy 

(cm-1) 800 1000 500 300
glass transition (Tff, °C) 300 1000 300 300

Thermal expansion 
(10-7/K ) 120-170 5 150 140

Density (g/cm3) 5.5 2.2 5.0 4.5
Solubility in water < 10-2 < 10-3 soluble < 10-4

Table 7.1: A comparison of selected properties for tellurite, silica, fluoride and 
chalcogenide glasses (modified from [112]).

longer wavelengths if heavier atoms are introduced into the glass network or if 
chemical bonds are weakened. Introducing heavy atoms (i.e. heavy metal com
pounds) or ions with a large ionic radius (i.e. using chalcogen elements S, Se 
and Te to replace oxygen) can also increases the nonlinear index n2. It can be 
seen that heavy metal oxide and chalcogenide based glasses are promising can
didates for developing mid-IR nonlinear optical fibres. The chalcogenide glasses 
possess advantages over the heavy metal oxide glass systems in terms of higher 
n2 and longer wavelength multiphonon absorption edges. However, the toxicity, 
chemical durability and thermal stability of the heavy metal oxide based glasses 
are typically superior to those of the chalcogenide based glasses. As a brief con
clusion for the glass selection, we believe that heavy-metal oxide glasses have 
adequate properties for achieving mid-IR continuum between 2-5 /im, and are 
technologically the best developed candidates for immediate experiments.

As a heavy-metal oxide glass material, tellurite glass combines the attributes of 
[112] (i) a reasonably wide transmission region (0.35-5 /im) versus only 0.2-3 /im 
for silicate glasses, (ii) good glass stability and corrosion resistance, which present 
difficulties in fluoride glasses, (iii) a relatively low phonon energy among oxide 
glass formers, (iv) higher solubilities for rare earths than silica glass, and (v) high 
refractive index and high nonlinear refractive index, which are generally low in 
both fluoride and silicate glasses. A comparison of selected optical properties 
among tellurite, silica, fluoride and chalcogenide glasses is shown in Table 7.1 
[112]. It is believed that tellurite glasses could have better glass stability and
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chemical durability than halide glasses, better glass stability than chalcogenides, 
and better compatibility with other oxide glasses than the non-oxide glasses.

Tellurite glass has a nonlinear refractive index (n2) which is ten times higher 
than that of pure silica glass. This makes it suitable for highly nonlinear opti
cal fibres. Tellurite glasses have also exhibited Raman gain coefficient about 30 
times larger than silica [113]. This high Raman gain coefficient can efficiently 
increase the effect of soliton self frequency shift occurring in the anomalous dis
persion regime of a tellurite fibre. This increased SSFS effect helps broaden the 
supercontinuum generation into the mid-infrared region, where the tellurite glass 
has good transmission properties. As a laser its lower phonon energy results in 
a lower non-radiative transition rate between adjacent rare earth energy levels, 
leading to fluorescence and laser emission from additional energy levels that are 
not possible for silicate glasses. The longest fluorescent wavelengths that can be 
observed are about 2.8 /xm, 2.2 /xm, 4.4 //m, and 7.4 /xm for tellurite, silica, flu
oride and chalcogenide glasses, respectively. This is due to the differences in the 
highest phonon energy for different glass hosts, implying that new fibre lasers and 
amplifiers at long wavelength are possibly realized using oxide glasses. It was also 
predicted that new types of photonic bandgaps can be formed in PBGFs based 
on high-refractive-index glass materials [114, 115], such as tellurite glass.

7.2.2 Fabrication

Selection of tellurite glass composition

The first solid-core tellurite PCF was formed from tellurite glass with composi
tion 5N a2O-20ZnO-75TeO2 mol% (called as Tellurite A in this chapter) by 
the University of Bath optoelectronics group in 2003 [62]. Extrusion and fibre 
fabrication based on tellurite A glass were found to be very sensitive to the 
furnace temperature, making fabrication difficult. As we discussed in Section 
3.4.2, the dependance of glass viscosity on temperature determines the degree of 
difficulty associated in controlling both the extrusion and drawing processes. A 
steep viscosity curve corresponds to a narrow temperature working range for the 
fabrication processes. Usually, two thermal parameters of glass are used to iden
tify the working temperature range. These are the glass transition temperature 
(Tg) and crystallization temperature (Tc). Glass transition temperature (Tg) is
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defined as the temperature region in which the behaviour of the material changes 
from solid-like to liquid-like, corresponding to a viscosity of 1012-1013 (see Section
4.3.1). The crystallization temperature indicates the region in which the glass 
viscosity is sufficiently low to permit rapid crystal growth. It can be defined as 
the extrapolated onset of the first crystallization exotherm. To achieve a large 
working range during operations, it is desirable to have (Tg — Tc) as large as 
possible. Compared to silica glass with a working range around 600 °C, tellurite 
glasses typically have very steep viscosity curves with a working window range of 
around 100-200 °C. So temperature working range is one important factor which 
has to be considered when choosing glass composition. In Patent [116], (Tg — Tc) 
of tellurite A glass was measured to be 112 °C (Tg = 296°C, Tc = 408°C). 
To obtain a broader working range, we fabricated another composition 7 5 T e0 2- 
12ZnO -5PbO -3PbF2-5 N b20 5 (mol%, referred to here as Tellurite B in this 
chapter). According to Patent [116], (Tg—Tc) of a tellurite glass with similar com
position to tellurite B glass was greater than 200 °C (Tg = 301°C, Tc = 510°C), 
much broader than tellurite A glass. The practical fabrication operations using 
tellurite B glass provided positive validation of this point.

Tellurite PCFs formed from tellurite B glass were also found to be much stronger 
than that from tellurite A glass, facilitating the experimental operation with 
these fibres. Furthermore, tellurite B glass is also less susceptible to crystal
lization against the die walls during the extrusion process. It also has better 
transmission property in the infrared region.

Manufacturing process

The ’melt and quench’ technique was used to produce the tellurite glass. The 
quality of the glass produced by this process is dependent on the purity of the 
chemicals used and the method employed in processing these chemicals to glass. 
The following is our manufacturing procedure for tellurite glasses. (The same 
procedure was used for the two different glass compositions.)

1). Batching. The chemical materials were merged into the correct molar pro
portions according to the composition.

2). After batching the crucible containing the glass components was placed in 
the furnace (Carbolite HTF 14/8 electric furnace, shown in Fig. 7.1(a)) set at a
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temperature of 700 °C for 1 hour. This stopped the rapid formation of the liquid 
melt, which could entrap air that occupies the space between particles.

Figure 7.1: Tellurite glass fabrication process, (a) Carbolite HTF 14/8 electric 
furnace used to heat the glass chemicals, (b) Mild steel mould preheated on a 
hotplate, (c) Pouring the melt into a glass billet mould, (d) A brass cover was 
placed on the top of the mould and the hotplate was switched off to allow the 
mould and glass to cool to room temperature, (e) The final completed tellurite 
glass billets with diameter of 20 mm and length of 50 mm.

3). The furnace temperature was then increased to 850 °C and held at this tem
perature for 30 minutes. This allowed complete homogenisation and removal of 
residual crystallinity of the network to take place without the chance of volatili
sation becoming a problem.

4). The furnace temperature was then reduced to 700 °C and held at this tem
perature for 1 hour. Quenching from too high a temperature could cause the 
formation of a polycrystalline material rather than glass or cracking of the glass.
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5). The melt was poured and quenched in a split mild steel mould, that had been 
preheated for 20 minutes on a hotplate (Stuart Scientific ceramic hotplate type 
SH4, shown in Fig. 7.1(b)) to reach a temperature of 300 °C (around the glass 
transition temperature) but without allowing oxidisation of the mould surface 
to take place. After the melt was poured a brass cover which had also been 
preheated to 300 °C was placed on top of the mould to stop excessive cooling. 
Then the hotplate was switched off and the mould was allowed to cool to room 
temperature. This reduced the risk of the glass billet cracking from excessive 
internal stresses, or the glass sticking to the mould making it hard to remove.

6 ). The glass produced was then removed from the mould (shown in Fig. 7.1(e)) 
and placed in a clean crucible which was placed in the furnace preheated to 300 
°C for 24 hours so that full annealing could take place. The furnace was then 
switched off and allowed to cool to room temperature.

Problems

During the fabrication procedure, the following problems could be encountered:

1 ). The glass may contain many small bubbles, which formed in three different 
ways: a). Rapid formation of a liquid melt could entrap a portion of the air, 
which initially occupies the space between the particles; b). A component of the 
glass releasing gas during the melt process; c). Turbulence in the liquid melt 
entrapping air when poured into the mould;

2). The glass was slightly cloudy, thought to be particles of undissolved materials 
where complete fusion had not taken place. Possibilities were that materials from 
the furnace walls fell into the crucible or that aluminium oxide AI2 O3 from the 
alumina crucible had been dissolved during fusion.

3). The glass stuck to the mould in several places and was covered in a metal oxide 
layer in others. This meant that the mould had been at too high a temperature 
and for too long; if the temperature was low the glass would readily crack.

Though many problems in the manufacturing process existed, tellurite glasses 
with an acceptable quality have been produced.
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7.2 .3  G lass p rop erties

The transmission and material dispersion properties of our tellurite glass were 
measured. To generate mid-infrared supercontinuum, this fibre material needed 
to maintain a high transmission coefficient into the mid-infrared region. The 
material dispersion is also a crucial parameter, which needs to be compensated 
for by the waveguide dispersion of our tellurite PCF. This wall allow the zero 
dispersion wavelength to be shifted to the vicinity of the pump wavelength (1.55 
Hm for Er fibre laser).

Transmission

A te llu rite  B glass billet was cut into slices, and polished on both sides to 
form measured samples with thickness of 3 mm. Fig. 7.2 is the transmission 
spectrum of the sample measured by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) system 
(Dr. Cristiano Cordeiro, a visitor from the Optics and Photonics Research Centre, 
UNICAMP, Campinal, Brazil, undertook these measurements). It is seen that 
our tellurite glass has quite a high and flat transmission window from 1 /im to 
2.75 /tm, better than silica glass in the mid-infrared region.
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Figure 7.2: Transmission Spectrum of Tellurite Glass B
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Dispersion Curve

The group velocity dispersion (GVD) curve of the bulk te llu rite  B glass slice 
(previously used to measure the transmission spectrum) was measured by low- 
coherence interferometry and the result is shown in Fig. 7.3. The zero dispersion 
wavelength is beyond 1.7 /im , which is the limit of the measurement system used.
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Figure 7.3: Group velocity dispersion curve of bulk tellurite glass B.

7.3 F ab r ica tio n  of h igh ly  n o n lin ea r  te l lu r i te  P C F

7.3.1 In tro d u c tio n

The first tellurite PCF based on te llu rite  A glass [62] had a core diameter of 
7 /im , with calculated effective area Aef f  =  21.2 / im  and nonlinear coefficient 
7  =  47.8 km-1W-1. To obtain higher nonlinearity in a tellurite PCF, the core 
size needs to be decreased. This small core could also shift the zero dispersion 
wavelength of the fibre to shorter wavelength. Our target was to fabricate a 
small-core highly nonlinear tellurite PCF with zero dispersion wavelength a little 
below 1.55 /un. A mode-locked Er fibre ring laser (around 1.55 / im ) could then 
be used as the pump to generate broad supercontinuum into the mid-infrared 
region.
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Many problems were encountered when trying to obtain uniform small-core tel
lurite PCF with te llu rite  A glass. Its fragility and sensitive viscosity response 
with temperature made the fibre drawing process quite unstable, especially when 
we tried to reduce the core size. The following parts of this section will detail 
the fabrication process of a small-core highly nonlinear tellurite PCF based on 
te llu rite  B glass.

7.3.2 E x tru sion

A direct or forward extrusion process was adapted (see Section 3.4.2) to produce 
both preforms and jacketing tubes. The extrusion rig, shown in Fig. 7.4(a), was 
mounted vertically on an existing fibre-drawing tower, and the drawing furnace 
was used as the heat source. We used a pneumatic actuator attached to the punch 
to force billets through the dies, shown in Fig. 7.4(b). The extruded glass was 
then drawn directly from the die to create preforms of 0.8 mm outer diameter, 
shown in Fig. 7.4(c). The similarity between the shape of the extrusion die and 
that of the extruded preform demonstrated that the temperature and pressure 
used were close to optimal. We also extruded jacketing tubes of 1.2 mm internal 
diameter and 2.5 mm outer diameter in a similar fashion.

(b)

Figure 7.4: (a) Extrusion rig and fibre tower used; (b) Dies designed to extrude 
tellurite preforms and tubes; (c) Optical micrograph of extruded tellurite preform.

Die for 
preform
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7.3.3 F ib re  draw ing w ith  two jacketing  tu b es

The extruded preform was then jacketed using an extruded tube, and drawn to 
form fibres of tens of meter in length without difficulties. By varying the drawing 
conditions we were able to obtain fibres with core diameters in the range of 4- 
7 //m. Apart from decreasing the fibre outer diameter, gas pressure (nitrogen) 
applied to the preform holes was used to inflate the fibre to obtain a larger draw 
down ratio, making the fibre core smaller. However, the gas pressure was hard 
to control, leading to large fluctuations in the fibre size.

E x tru d ed  preform  
OD: 0 .8m m , C ore: 0 .12m m  O n e - ja c k e tin g - tu b e  preform

OD 0 .8m m , C ore: 40pm

Draw dow n ratio: 3.1

E x truded  jac k e tin g  tu b e  
OD: 2.5m m , ID: 1 ,2mm

T w o-jack e tin g -tu b e  
te llu rite  PC F 

OD: 125 |jm , C ore: 2pm

Draw dow n ratio: 20

Figure 7.5: Schematic small-core tellurite PCF fabrication process. An extruded 
tellurite preform was jacketed by a tellurite tube and drawn into one jacket pre
form with the ratio of 3.1. The one-jacket preform was then jacketed by a second 
tube and drawn directly to tellurite PCF.

To make a fibre of uniform size, the fabrication process must be stable. The best 
way to achieve this is to maintain the relative hole character whilst jacketing and 
drawing the preform twice. This detailed fabrication strategy is presented in Fig. 
7.5. An extruded tellurite preform with outer diameter of 0.8 mm was jacketed 
using an extruded tube with outer diameter of 2.5 mm and simultaneously drawn 
to a one-jacket preform with a draw down ratio of 3.1. The core size of preform
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Figure 7.6: (a) Optical micrograph of a tellurite PCF with two jacketing tubes, 
(b) Scanning electron image of the core region, core size: 2.1 /im, outer diam
eter: 120 //m, strands: 16 jum long and 120 nm thick, (c) Optical microscopic 
transmission view of a tellurite PCF.

was decreased from 120 //m to about 40 fim. After jacketing this preform with 
another extruded tube, the whole structure was then drawn directly to fibre with 
an outer diameter of 125 /im. The fibre core diameter was expected to be about 
2 fim. During this fabrication process, gas pressure was used to keep the holes 
open, instead of greatly inflating the holes.

Fig. 7.6(a) shows an optical image of the fibre’s cross-section. Using a scanning 
electron image of the core region (Fig. 7.6(b)), the core size of the fibre with 
outer diameter of 120 f i m  was measured to be about 2.1 //m. The six strands 
suspending the core are about 16 /im long and 120 nm thick, enough to isolate the 
guided light in the core from the solid jacket material. The optical micrograph 
in Fig. 7.6(c) shows bright guided light transmitted through the core.
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7.4 Properties of tellurite P C F

7.4.1 Basic w aveguiding p ro p erties

The tellurite fibre produced supported many modes due to the large core size 
(2 /im to 7 /im). However, the fundamental mode could easily be excited using 
laser sources. The spectral attenuation measured using a white light source and 
a cut-back technique is shown in Fig. 7.7. The typical minimum measured losses 
of the fibre (based on te llu rite  B glass) with a core size of 6 /im is about 1.8 
dB/m at a wavelength of 1420 nm, and the whole attenuation curve seems to be 
quite flat from 600 nm to 1750 nm. Compared to the loss measurement result 
of the first tellurite PCF with a similar core size based on te llu rite  A glass [62] 
(minimum loss: 2.3 dB/m at 1050 nm, more than 8 dB/m at a wavelength of 
1750 nm), our tellurite PCF formed using the new te llu rite  B glass has lower 
transmission loss, especially in the long wavelength region.
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Figure 7.7: Measured spectral attenuation of a tellurite PCF with the core size 
of 6 /im. The minimum measured loss in this fibre is 1.8 dB/m at a wavelength 
of 1420 nm. The cutback measurement was carried out based on 2.5 m length of 
a fibre.

The loss in the fibre is partly due to the bulk glass used for PCF fabrication, and
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may be improved by perfecting the fabrication process. Another component of 
the overall loss is the presence of discrete scattering points in the fibre based on 
Tellurite A glass (see (Fig. 7.8(a)). These are caused by crystallization during 
the extrusion process. An example of the cause of such a scattering point due to 
crystallization in a tellurite A glass PCF is presented in Fig. 7.8(b). This effect 
can be more serious for smaller-core (2 //m) tellurite fibre where crystallization 
points attached to the core region greatly increase the transmission loss. The 
loss of a signal scattering point on the small-core tellurite fibre was measured by 
cut-back method to be about 0.8 dB.

Figure 7.8: (a) Scattering points which cause extra loss in the tellurite PCF. (b) 
A piece of tellurite PCF with a crystal particle near the fibre core, (c) Internal 
crystallization caused by mandrel bridges, (d) Surface crystallization on extruded 
tube. All these pictures are based on Tellurite A glass.

Inspection of an extruded glass tube showed that the outer surface had became 
rough during the extrusion process. Looking at this tube roughness under the 
microscope revealed that crystallization had occurred internally as well as on the 
surface. The internal crystallization formed around the area of the bridges that 
hold the central mandrel in the extrusion die (see Fig. 7.8 (c) and (d), based 
on Tellurite A glass). When extruded glass flowed through the metallic dies, a 
stagnant layer was formed at the metal/glass interface. Crystal growth occurred 
on the surfaces of the metal die. These crystals grew until they were large enough 
to enter the glass flow near the die surface and were stripped off. Adjusting the
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extrusion temperature and flow rate could decrease the crystal growth which 
would mean fewer scattering points in the final tellurite fibre. We also noticed 
that crystal growth rate varied with glass composition [116] and found that the 
composition of tellurite A glass was not the best choice in the tellurite glass 
family. In fact, better performance was achieved using our new tellurite B glass 
composition.

7.4.2 Group velocity  dispersion

Group velocity dispersion of the fibre in Fig. 7.6 was measured using low coher
ence interferometry and the results are shown in Fig. 7.9. As we discussed in 
Section 3.3.2, our tellurite PCF can be seen as a tellurite glass strand surrounded 
by air. The large difference of the core/cladding refractive indices combined with 
a /xm-diameter-sized core provides very strong anomalous waveguide dispersion, 
which can shift the zero dispersion wavelength of our fibre (the zero dispersion 
wavelength of bulk tellurite glass is around 2 . 2  /xm [1 1 1 ]) to the telecommunica
tion region (around 1.55 /xm). When the core size of the tellurite PCF is reduced 
to 2.1 /xm, the zero dispersion wavelength is shifted to 1.4 /xm, as displayed in Fig. 
7.9. It is a little below the pump wavelength (around 1.55 /xm) of a mode-locked 
Er fibre laser, facilitating the generation of a broad supercontinuum [27].

7.4.3 N onlinear coefficient

According to the method described in Section 2.4.2, the effective area of the fibre 
with a core diameter of 2.1 /xm was calculated to be Aef f  =  1.7 /xm2. Using this 
Aef f  value and n2=  2.5xlO_1 9m2/W  [112], we calculated the nonlinear coefficient 
according to Eq.(2.19) with the result: 7=596.1 km- 1W - 1  at 1550nm, much 
larger than that of the first tellurite PCF (7 = 4 7 . 8  km- 1W - 1  [62]). It is also 
more than 5 times higher than the nonlinear coefficient of a silica-based highly 
nonlinear PCF with 1.8 /xm core diameter ( 7  ~95 km- 1W - 1  at 780 nm, NL-PM- 
750 fibre from Thorlabs).
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Figure 7.9: Dispersion curves of the fibre with 2.1 /xm core (solid line) and bulk 
te llu rite  B glass (dash line)

7.5 S u p e rc o n tin u u m  g e n e ra t io n

Pumping at 1.55 /xm from an fs Er fibre pump system is a very attractive option 
for supercontinuum generation. However, such a fibre laser system is not available 
in our laboratories, so similar femtosecond pulses from an optical parametric 
amplifier (OPA) were used as the pump to generate mid-infrared supercontinuum 
in our tellurite PCF with 1.4 /xm zero dispersion wavelength. The measurement 
setup is presented in Fig.7.10.

The Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) used as the pump in this experiment 
is a commercially available Coherent OPA9800 model. For this model, the prin
ciple of operation relies on double-passing both the seed and pump wavelengths 
through a beta barium borate crystal, this generates signal wavelengths from 
1200 nm-1600 nm depending on crystal angle. The pump beam is obtained from 
a Ti:Sapphire-based regenerative amplifier (Coherent RegA9000 model) which is 
pumped by a solid state Nd:YV0 4  laser (Coherent Verdi V10 model) and seeded 
by a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Coherent Mira 900 model) which is also pumped by 
a Nd:YV04 laser (Verdi V5 model). The output of the regenerative amplifier is 
centred at 800 nm, has a pulse energy of 4 /xJ at 250 kHz and a pulse length of

solid line: Dispersion Curse of 2 micron core Tellurite PCF 
dash line: Dispersion Curse of Bulk Tellurite Glass B
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Figure 7.10: Experimental setup to record the supercontinuum spectrum gener
ated in a tellurite PCF using an OPA fs pulse laser at 1.5 //m as a pump.

230 fs in our experiments. On entering the OPA, 25% of this beam power passes 
through a beam splitter and is focused through a sapphire crystal in order to 
generate a broadband supercontinuum to act as a seed. The reflected 75% from 
the beam splitter is used as a pump. The pump and seed beams are subsequently 
overlapped both temporally and spatially as they make two passes of the crystal. 
Changing the angle of this crystal by only a few degrees alters the phase matching 
conditions of the parametric process such that a different seed wavelength from 
the supercontinuum is amplified. This allows the output signal wavelength to be 
tuned. The output power depends critically on alignment. For these experiments 
the pulse energy was around 20 nJ at 1500 nm with a repetition rate of 250 kHz 
and pulse length of 230 fs.

The pulses from the OPA were launched into our tellurite PCF with core di
ameter of 2.1 /mi. The coupling efficiency was around 8%. Since the output 
spectrum could reach beyond the range of our OSA (350-1750 nm), for the long 
wavelength region (>1750 nm) we used a chopper, monochrometer and PbS In
frared detector to measure the generated signals. The monochrometer used was 
a computer controlled Bentham TMc300F. The grating in the monochromater 
could measure infrared light up to 5.5 //m. However, the measurement range at 
the long wavelength edge was limited to about 2.9 /xm by the long pass filter in 
the monochrometer used to block the double frequency diffraction signals from 
the grating. The detector used to measure output power was a Hamamatsu PbS 
infrared detector with preamp (thermoelectrically cooled type) P4638 model with
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cut-off wavelength of 3.2 /zm.

The super continuum spectra plotted in Fig. 7.11(A) and (B) were both generated 
using the same pump source, and correspond to fibre lengths of 15 cm and 4 cm, 
respectively. Each spectrum is composed of two parts: OSA data for the wave
lengths from from 400 nm to 1750 nm and the detector data beyond the OSA 
range. As we discussed in Section 2.4.6, when femtosecond pulses are launched 
into a PCF in the anomalous dispersion regime, soliton dynamics play a crucial 
role in propagation. An input pulse can be seen as a higher-order soliton with 
soliton number N , which splits into N  fundamental solitons with different red- 
shifted central frequencies and different group velocities. Because of high-order 
dispersion, every emerging solitons emits blue-shifted phase-matched nonsolitonic 
radiation (such as in the short wavelength edge of the supercontinuum spectrum 
in Fig. 7.11). All the split solitons and their corresponding nonsolitonic radia
tion possess distinct central frequencies, and the width of the generated spectrum 
increases with increasing initial pulse power and duration. The nonlinear inter
actions (such as FWM) between the solitons and the blue-shifted waves can gen
erate frequencies falling into these frequency gaps to smooth the supercontinuum 
spectrum.

As the fibre length was increased from 4 cm to 15 cm, a soliton self-frequency 
shift effect was observed (see Fig. 7.11). The soliton which appeared near 2.4 
/zm for 4 cm tellurite fibre was shifted to a longer wavelength by intrapulse 
Stimulated Raman Scattering, reaching almost 2.8 /zm when the fibre length was 
15 cm. Furthermore, as the fibre length increased from 4 cm to 15 cm, the 
supercontinuum spectrum became both smoother and flatter. Supercontinuum 
measurements for longer tellurite fibres have not been carried out, due to the 
limited lengths of tellurite fibre we have at present. The best supercontinuum 
obtained is the result with 15 cm fibre length, spanning more than 2 /zm, from 
750 nm to wavelengths around 2.8 /zm. This result is broader than the result 
reported (spectral range between 0.9-2.5 /zm) using a similarly extruded tellurite 
microstructured fibre with a triangular core of 2.7 /zm diameter [54,117]. By using 
longer uniform tellurite PCF, the frequency-shifted soliton is expected to extend 
into a wavelength region longer than measured in our experiments. However, due 
to lower transmission beyond 2.75 /zm (see Fig. 7.2), increasing the fibre length 
would have a negative results, so an optimal fibre length needs to be identified 
in the future. The strong UV-Visible absorption of tellurite glass also restricts
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Figure 7.11: Supercontinuum measured in tellurite PCFs with fibre lengths of 4 
cm (A) and 15 cm (B). The spectrum range from 400-1750 nm was measured by 
OSA, and the longer wavelength signals were measured by PbS infrared detector. 
The broadest supercontinuum reported using a silica glass based highly nonlinear 
fibre is shown in (C) [118].
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the supercontinuum performance at the high frequency edge. Uniform low-loss 
tellurite PCFs with the zero dispersion wavelength closer to the pump wavelength 
(1.55 /xm for Er fibre laser) would help to improve the present supercontinuum 
results.

The broadest supercontinuum result in the mid-infrared region using a silica glass 
based optical fibre was reported by J.W. Nicholson, et al [118]. A 12 cm length 
of highly nonlinear silica fibre (HNLF: Aef f  =  13.9 gm 2, 7=10.6 km-1W -1 at 
1550nm), in which 8 cm had been exposed to UV radiation (to enhance super
continuum generation [119]), was fusion spliced directly to a high power all-fiber 
source of femtosecond pulses at 1550 nm (similar pulse energy as used in our 
experiment, but having shorter pulse length and higher coupling efficiency), and 
the generated supercontinuum spanned approximately 1.65 /im, from 850 nm to 
wavelengths longer than 2.6 /im, shown in Fig. 7.11(C). Compared to this silica 
fibre result, our tellurite fibre supercontinuum is a little broader and has a much 
flatter spectrum especially in the mid-infrared region, where the silica glass fibre 
is affected by strong absorption.

7.6 Conclusion &; Future work

7.6.1 Conclusion

The fabrication of tellurite glasses and tellurite PCF based on the composi
tion 7 5T e02-1 2 Z n 0 -5 P b 0 -3 P b F 2-5 N b20 5 mol% have been described in this 
chapter. Preforms were fabricated using an extrusion process. The basic waveg- 
uiding properties of our tellurite fibre were studied, and highly nonlinear tellurite 
PCF with a core size of 2.1 /xm was measured and found to have a zero dispersion 
wavelength around 1.4 /xm. The small effective area (Aef f  =  1.7 /xm2) of our fibre 
and the highly nonlinear refractive index of tellurite glass (n2=  2.5 x 10-19 m2/W ) 
enabled a nonlinear coefficient of 7=596.1 km-1W -1 at 1550nm to be achieved. 
This highly nonlinear tellurite PCF was expected to generate mid-infrared su
percontinuum by using a mode-locked Er fibre ring laser pump with wavelength 
around 1.55 /xm. Even though this desired laser system was not available in our 
laboratories, similar 230 fs pulses with 1.5 /xm wavelength from an OPA were
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launched into this fibre, generating broad supercontinuum extending to 2.8 /im. 
Comparing to other results reported using highly nonlinear silica glass fibre and 
another tellurite microstructured fibre [117, 118], our supercontinuum is both 
broader and flatter.

7.6.2 Future work

Optimizing length of tellurite PCF to balance the effects of SSFS at longer wave
length (2.8 /im) and the increasing loss of tellurite glass at these wavelengths 
needs to be done in the near future. The zero dispersion wavelength of our fibre 
is expected to be shifted closer to the pump wavelength (1.55 /im for an Er fibre 
laser) by slightly increasing the core size. All fabrication processes need to be 
careful controlled to obtain higher-quality PCF with uniform core size and less 
scattering points, which would contribute to enhanced supercontinuum perfor
mance.

Other projects which could be attempted with tellurite glass are to realize an 
Er-doped tellurite fibre laser at 2.7 /xm and to fabricate a hollow-core tellurite 
PBGF. As we discussed in Section 7.2.1, the high rare earth solubilities and low 
phonon energy make tellurite glasses good candidates for mid-infrared lasers and 
amplifiers. Photonic bandgap calculations of a hollow-core PBGF based on high 
refractive index (>2) predicted the exist of new types of photonic bandgaps, 
which could be demonstrated in a tellurite hollow-core PBGF.
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Chapter 8

Summary and future work

8.1 Summary

This thesis described the fabrications and characterisations of four kinds of mi
crostructured optical fibres and their related applications. In this section, the 
main conclusions of my thesis work are summarised.

H ighly birefringent lamellar core fibre

The fabrication and characterisation of a highly birefringent lamellar-core fibre 
have been described. W ith a core size of 1.2 fim, this fibre has a single mode 
cutoff wavelength of about 1 /j,m. Direct and indirect methods have been used 
to measure its birefringence. By direct observation of scattered light, the beat 
length was measured to be 85 //m at a wavelength of 543 nm, corresponding to 
the birefringence of 6.4x 10-3. This is the highest phase birefringence reported in 
a single mode optical fibre. The differential group delay was measured using low 
coherence interferometry providing a group birefringence of 8.8 xlO-3 at 1540 nm. 
We computed the modal indices using a commercial beam propagation tool, and 
found that the measured values were not consistent with preservation of the bulk 
refractive indices within the multilayer stack forming the core. The decreased 
refractive index contrast within the fibre core was attributed to diffusion of com
ponents within the multilayer structure. When accounting for modest diffusion, 
the modelling results fit well with the experimental results.
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Three-level N d fibre laser incorporating photonic bandgap  
fibre

Chapter 5 has presented a robust and efficient Neodymium fibre laser configu
ration incorporating an all-solid bandgap fibre. In this laser system, the in-line 
fibre filter function of this PBGF has been fully demonstrated, suppressing the 
four-level transition and obtaining efficient lasing at 907 nm. The laser shows 
a maximum slope efficiency of 32% and threshold pump power of 70 mw. Fur
ther slight improvements are anticipated, which can be realized by improving 
the splice losses through redesign of the PBGF, and ultimately by incorporat
ing a high gain medium directly into the PBGF. Further demonstrations of its 
filter function have also been described using several slightly different sizes (cor
responding to different transmission spectra) in this Nd laser system, and the 
potential application to force weak 1.3 /zm lasing of a Nd fibre laser has been 
predicted. Compared to use of a W-index fibre, the PBGF has a high wavelength 
discrimination, and in principle could also be used to suppress gain at shorter 
wavelengths, which is not possible with the W-type fibre.

Bend losses o f an all-solid photonic bandgap fibre based on  
an array of oriented rectangular h igh-index rods

The fabricated low-index-contrast all-solid PBGFs have been used to study the 
the nature of photonic bandgaps, especially bend losses. The obtained explana
tion of the bend loss mechanism helps us to understand the bandgap properties, 
including those of hollow-core PBGFs, and guided us to improve the design of 
all-solid PBGFs. A direct example is that an all-solid PBGF based on an array of 
raised-index ring rods can posses improved resistance to bend loss. Different from 
earlier reported all-solid PBGFs, whose high-index rods in the bandgap cladding 
have circular symmetry, another new kind of all-solid PBGF based on an array 
of oriented rectangular rods was fabricated and characterised by myself in this 
thesis. From the near-held patterns of modes at the band edges, the rod modes 
defining their corresponding bandgaps were easily identified, coinciding with the 
numerical modelling of cladding band structures. Arising from this new cladding 
rod symmetry, directional dependance of bend losses, relative to the orientation of 
the rectangular rods, has been observed and measured. The detailed directional 
bend loss properties for each bandgap were explained according to the density of 
states of the cladding and the directional coupling properties of different cladding
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rod modes.

Extruded highly nonlinear PC F form ed from tellurite glass 
for m id-infrared supercontinuum  generation

The fabrications and characterisations of tellurite glasses and tellurite PCF based 
on the composition of 75T e02 -1 2 Z n 0 -5 P b 0 -3 P b F 2 -5 N b 2 0 s mol% have been 
described in Chapter 7. This tellurite glass has proved to have better performance 
during the fibre fabrication processes and have higher transmission coefficient (es
pecially in the long wavelength region) than the glass material used to form the 
first reported tellurite PCF [62]. Based on this tellurite glass, preforms were fab
ricated using an extrusion process, which were then drawn to fibres with a core 
size of 2.1 /xm. This small-core tellurite PCF was calculated to have a small effec
tive area of Aef j  =  1.7 /xm2 and high nonlinear coefficient (7=596.1 km-1W -1) 
at 1550 nm. With the measured zero dispersion wavelength of 1.4 /xm, this highly 
nonlinear tellurite PCF was expected to generate mid-infrared supercontinuum 
by using a mode-locked Er fibre ring laser pump with the wavelength around 
1.55 /xm. Even though this desired laser system was not available in our labora
tories, similar femtosecond pulses with 1.5 /xm wavelength from OPA were used 
to generate broad supercontinuum extending into 2.8 /xm, which was better than 
the supercontinuum results reported using similar tellurite microstructured fibre 
with triangle core and silica-glass-based highly nonlinear fibre.

8.2 Future work

Based on above results, some improvements and new research possibilities could 
be realized in further work.

Further developed fabrication techniques with the soft glasses (glass rod drilling 
and polishing technique) could be used to enhance the performance of our highly 
birefringent lamellar core fibre. Lower loss could be obtained by directly drawing 
a drilled LLF1 glass tube with inserted lamellar structure under vacuum to elimi
nate air bubbles possibly trapped at the interfaces between adjacent glass plates. 
Higher birefringence, corresponding to less diffusion occurred during fabrication, 
could be realized by drawing the preform with multi-jacketing tubes (or SF6 glass
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as the most outer tube) to decrease the drawing temperature and steps. This 
fabrication technique is also quite useful to perfect the fabrication of other kinds 
of PCFs based on soft glass rods, such as SF6 glass PCF by the ’stack and draw’ 
method.

Rare-earth core-doped all-solid PBGFs have broad applications in adjusting the 
intrinsic gain profiles of these optical fibres. As an extension of the Nd fibre laser 
work in Chapter 5, we plan to incorporate a Nd-doped core into an all-solid PBGF 
directly. W ith modified gain profile using photonic bandgaps, this fibre could be 
useful as a fibre laser or amplifier. Obtaining lasing at different wavelengths can 
be easily realized by changing the fibre diameter to shift the bandgaps locations to 
the desired wavelengths. Other rare earth dopants are also very interesting to be 
incorporated into the bandgap fibre, such as Yb [100] or Er ions, to realize related 
applications. As well as the wavelength discrimination, the anomalous GVD at 
the wavelength below 1.3 /im, not possessed by conventional optical fibres, can 
also be quite useful to provide the necessary dispersion compensation in a mode- 
locked fibre laser system. Both the filter and dispersion compensation functions 
of our all-solid PBGF could be demonstrated in a mode-locked Nd doped fibre 
ring laser working around 0.9 /im.

Bandgap engineering has been demonstrated in an all-solid PBGF based on a 2-d 
array of raised-index cladding rings by re-ordering the cladding modes in such a 
way as to broaden the photonic band gaps and reduce bend sensitivity. Further 
engineering of the bandgaps can be obtained through breaking the ring struc
ture into periodic high-index blobs. Preliminary modelling results of photonic 
density of states (DOS) of such a fibre has shown broad bandgaps and bands, 
corresponding to low loss and high loss transmission windows of the fibre, respec
tively. The widths of these bandgaps and bands can be modified by controlling 
the blob diameter and the value of d/A.  These broad bandgaps have potential 
applications in light transmission systems and the broad high loss bands could 
be used to suppress the undesirable noise components in high-power optical am
plifiers or delivery systems, where the amplified noises waste pump power and 
can potentially overwhelm the desired signals. They could also provide more 
freedoms for PBGF design, when using a PBGF as an in-line fibre filter (like the 
work in Chapter 5) or incorporating a rare earth doped core into the PBGF to 
adjust the gain profile.
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Uniform low loss tellurite PCFs with the zero dispersion wavelength closer to the 
pump wavelength (such as 1.5 fim for Er fibre laser) are intended to be fabricated 
in the future work. Broader supercontinuum generated from a highly nonlinear 
tellurite PCF could be obtained by optimizing the tellurite fibre length to balance 
the effects of soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) at longer wavelength (2.8 /im) 
and the increasing loss of tellurite glass at these wavelengths. Other related work 
based on tellurite glasses are also of interest, such as an Er-doped tellurite PCF 
for lasing at 2.7 fim and a hollow-core tellurite PBGF.
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